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You are holding an exciting issue of Leptir mašna in your hands—one that reflects some thrilling personal
stories about our university, its faculty and students. The story with which we decided to open this volume
is an inspiration to all students interested in Slavic studies—those who are already in the field and those
who are still contemplating their future profession. From the pen of Victor Friedman, Andrew W. Mellon
Professor in Linguistics and Slavic Studies, and Director of the Center for East European and Russian/
Eurasian Studies (CEERES), comes a nostalgic story from the time when he, as a young graduate student
in the University of Chicago Slavic Department, embarked on his life-long and brilliant career path as a
Slavic linguist and anthropologist.
We are also thrilled to be able to include a short paper on the possessive perfect in Serbian from Professor
Motoki Nomachi, a visiting scholar from the Slavic Research Center at Hokkaido University in Sapporo,
Japan. We dedicate this issue to him as a token of appreciation for graciously sharing with us his current
research and expertise.
This issue is flooded with stimulating stories and essays written by our students who are working on the
languages, literatures and linguistics of the Balkans. I encourage you to read some of them and explore the
world that they describe for you. Share the experiences of well-known scholars and your fellow students
as they write of their Balkan journeys through recent history and present times. These stories are born of
extensive reading, academic studies, fieldwork and travel throughout the region.
Join us by signing up for courses that are offered through the Slavic Department and the College. You won’t
regret it!
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МАКЕДОНИСТИКАТА ВО САД
Виктор А. Фридман

Macdeonian Studies in the US
Victor A. Friedman

Kога дипломирав на колеџот Рид во 1970 год.
со специјализација по руски јазик, планирав
да студирам словенска лингвистика (особено
јужнословенска лингвистика) на моите
постдипломски студии. Тогаш најмногу сакав
да учам бугарски и грузиски. Добив стипендии
од Универзитетот Харвард и од Универзитетот
Чикаго. Тешко ми беше да решам каде да
одам, затоа што Харвард е најславното
универзитетско име во Северна Америка, но
знаев дека само во Чикаго би било возможно
истовремено да учам и бугарски и грузиски кај
Хауард Аронсон (кој исто така беше учесник
на Првиот семинар за македонски јазик,
литература и култура во 1968 год., иако не
го знаев тоа во она време). И така, се решив
за Чикаго и ги започнав моите студии кај
професорот Аронсон, кај Едвард Станкиевич
и кај 3бигњев Голомб.

When I graduated from Reed College in 1970 with
a major in Russian language, I was planning on
studying Slavic Linguistics (especially Northern
Slavic Linguistics) in my graduate studies. At that
time I was eager to learn Bulgarian and Georgian.
I received scholarships from Harvard University and the University of Chicago. It was hard
for me to decide where to go, since Harvard has
the most prestigious name of any university in
North America, but I knew that Chicago was the
only place where it would be possible for me to
study both Bulgarian and Georgian with Howard
Aronson (who also was a participant in the First
Seminar for Macedonian Language, Literature
and Culture in 1968, although I did not know it at
the time). And so I chose Chicago and began my
studies with Prof. Aronson, Edward Stankiewicz
and Zbignjev Golomb.
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The Slavic department of the University of Chicago is located on the fourth floor of an old building that used to be a dormitory and has a small
elevator. One day, which I remember quite well,
I was on the elevator with Prof. Golomb, and he
asked me: “Mr. Friedman, would you like to go to
Macedonia this summer?” I was amazed, because
I did not even know that such opportunities existed, and I told him “Yes.” It turns out that he had
received an invitation to the Fourth Seminar for
Macedonian Language, Literature and Culture
from his dear friend Bozho Vidoeski, then director of the seminar, in which Prof. Vidoeski suggested that Prof. Golomb should send a student
to the seminar. This marked the beginning of my
relationship with Macedonian.

Славистичката катедра на Универзитетот
Чикаго се наоѓа на четвртиот кат на една стара
зграда која порано била студентски дом, и
има мал лифт. Еден ден, на кој многу добро се
сеќавам, бев во лифтот со професорот Голомб,
и тој ме запраша: “Господине Фридман, дали
сакате да одите во Македонија летово?”
Се “шашардисав” затоа што не знаев дури
дека постоеле такви можности, и му реков
“Да.” Изгледа тој добил покана за Четвртиот
семинар за македонски јазик, литература
и култура од неговиот драг пријател Божо
Видоески, тогашен директор на Семинарот, во
којашто професорот Видоески му предложил
на професорот Голомб да испрати некој студент
на Семиарот. Тоа претставуваше почеток на
моето запознавање со македонскиот јазик.

At that time, Edward Stankiewicz was the department chair. With his help and that of Prof. Arcadius Kahan, then director of the University’s Center for Eastern European and Soviet Languages (I
am now the director of this center, though under a
new name – Center for Eastern European and Russian/Eurasian Studies), I received a scholarship to
cover part of my travels, and I was able to go to the
Seminar. There awaited me with warm hospital-

Тогаш Едвард Станкиевич беше шеф на
Катедрата. Со негова и со помошта на
професорот Аркадиус Кахан, тогашниот шеф на
Универзитетскиот центар за источноевропски
и советски студии (чијшто шеф, сега под ново
име - Центар за источноевропски и руски/
евроазиски студии, сум јас) добив стипендија
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за еден дел од патните трошоци и успеав да
дојдам на Семинарот. Таму ме пречекаа со
топло гостопримство, не само директорот
Божо Видоески, туку и Блаже Конески, кој
во она време редовно доаѓаше и предаваше
на Семинарот, како и сите други вработени
при Семинарот. Моите први учители на
семинарот беа Александар Џукески и Кирил
Конески. Треба да се каже дека загриженоста
и топлиот прием од Божо Водоески, како и од
Блаже Конески и од сите на Семинарот, многу
ме импресионираа, бидејќи јас тогаш бев
студент кој имаше завршено само една година
постдипломски студии. Исто така, имав
прилика да се сретнам со важни слависти и
балканисти како и други тогашни студенти
од САД и Европа, меѓу нив и Кенет Нејлор,
Ронел Александар, 3узана Тополињска, Рина
Усикова, Норберт Боретски, Питер Хендрикс,
и многу други.

ity, not only the director Bozho Vidoeski, but also
Blazhe Koneski, who at that time regularly came
and taught at the Seminar, as well as all the other
attendants. My first teachers at the Seminar were
Alexander Chukeski and Kiril Koneski. I must say
that the care and warmth I received from Bozho
Vodoeski, as well as from Blazhe Koneski and the
others at the Seminar, made a deep impression on
me, seeing as at that time I was a student having
finished only one year of graduate studies. Yet I
had the chance to meet prominent figures in Slavic and Balkan languages as well as other students
from the US and Europe, including Kenneth Naylor, Ronelle Alexander, Susanna Topolinjska, Rina
Usikova, Norbert Boretski, Peter Hendricks and
many others.
At that first seminar, the president of the Commission for Cultural Relations Abroad, Petar Boskovsk, played a major role. We met at one of the
many opulent and lively cocktail parties which
at that time were an attractive component of the
seminar, and, enraptured by what I had already
seen during my short time in Macedonia, I told
him: “I want to write my doctoral dissertation on
Macedonian.” In response, he invited me to stay
in Skopje for several days so that I would have the
opportunity to meet with colleagues from the Institute for Macedonian Language. In particular,
I remember Rada Ugrinova, who, together with
Bozho Vidoeski and Blazhe Koneski, was one of
the main informants to Horace Lunt (though I
did not know it at the time). And she was interested in and taking care of me! I have to mention
a certain woman whose name I do not know, who
at the time worked at the information desk at the
Skopje bus station. When I arrived in Ohrid to
meet with Peter Boskovski, I had his telephone
number and nothing else, but this kind woman
sat me behind the counter and did what was necessary in order to get Peter to come and pick me
up.

На оној мој прв Семинар, претседателот на
Комисијата за културни врски со странство,
Петар Бошковски, исто така играше многу
важна улога. Се сретнавме на еден од многуте
богати и весели коктели кои тогаш беа
една многу атрактивна карактеристика на
Семинарот, и, восхитен од сѐ што веќе видов
за моето кратко време во Македонија, му
реков: “Сакам да ја напишам својата докторска
дисертација за македонскиот јазик.” Како
одговор, тој ме покани да поминам неколку
дена во Скопје, и тогаш имав прилика да
се сретнам и со колегите во Институтот за
македонски јазик. Особено се сеќавам на Рада
Угринова, која, со Божо Видоески и Блаже
Конески, беше една од главните информатори
на Хорас Лант (иако јас тогаш тоа не го знаев).
И таа се интересираше и се грижеше за мене.
Треба да спомнам и една жена, чиешто име не го
знам, а која тогаш работеше на “Информации”
на скопската автобуска станица. Кога стигнав
од Охрид да го побарам Петар Бошковски,
имав еден телефонски број и ништо друго, а
таа љубезна жена ме прибра зад шалтерот да
седнам и направи сѐ што требаше Петар да
дојде и да ме земе.

And so, because of the Fourth Seminar for Macedonian Language, Literature and Culture and my
pleasant and interesting experiences in Macedonia, I became a specialist in Macedonian. I
returned for the Fifth Seminar which was even
more fun for me. At that time, I happened to
meet a certain young Egyptian, Ali Kadri, and I

И така, заради Четвртиот семинар за
македонски јазик, литература и култура, и
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убавите и интересни искуства во Македонија,
станав македонист. Се вратив на Петтиот
семинар, и уште поубаво ми беше. Тогаш
исто така случајно се сретнав со еден млад
Еѓипќанин, Али Кадри, и преку него почнав да
студирам и албански. Една карактеристика на
Македонија која за мене беше толку привлечна
беше не само македонскиот јазик, туку и
фактот дека на територијата на Македонија се
зборува на сите балкански јазици, и тоа многу
послободно од соседните балкански земји.
Тука треба да ги спомнам: Оливера ЈашарНастева, која многу ми помагаше и со која
можев да зборува ми турски и албански како и
македонски, Дидар и Хајредин Шериф, од кои
ги учев првите зброви на ромски јазик (потоа
имав прилика да се сретнам со Шаип Јусиф,
Трајко Петровски, Љатиф Демир, и многу
други), и Жижи Марковиќ, тогаш вработена
во ректоратот, која ми помагаше многу кога
дојдов за цела година докторско истражување
во 1973-74, но исто така ме учеше на првите
зборови на влашки јазик.

started studying Albanian with him. One feature
of Macedonia which was really appealing to me
was not only the language, but also the fact that
all the Balkan languages are spoken in the territory of Macedonia and more freely than in the
neighboring Balkan countries. Here I must mention a few people: Olivera Yashar-Nasteva, who
helped me a lot, and with whom I could speak
Turkish and Albanian in addition to Macedonian,
Didar and Hajredin Sherif, from whom I learned
my first words of Romani (afterwards I had the
opportunity to meet Shaip Yusif, Trajko Petrovski, Ljatif Demir and many others), and Zhizhi
Markovich, then working in the chancellor’s office, who helped me a lot when I went there for an
entire year to do the field work for my dissertation
in 1973-74, but also taught me my first words of
Vlach.
When I lived in Macedonia during 1973-74, Bozho
Vidoeski told me about his initiative to start a
Scientific Discussion during the course of the
Seminar, and he invited me to participate. Unfortunately, due to the fact that I had to return
to Chicago before the seminar, and on account of
the various requirements associated with finishing my dissertation and looking for work, I was
unable to be present at the first two conferences.
When I managed to come for the Third Scientific
Discussion during the course of the 11th Seminar
(1976), it was my first opportunity to give a lecture
in Europe, and I gave it in Macedonian.

Кога живеев во Македонија 1973-74 год.,
Божо Видоески ми раскажуваше за неговата
инцијатива да почне една Научна дискусија
во рамките на Семинарот, и ме покани да
учествувам. За жал, поради тоа што требаше
да се вратам во Чикаго порано и поради
разните обврски врзани со завршувањето на
мојата дисертација и барање работа, не можев
да присуствувам на првите две конференции.
Кога успеав да дојдам за Третата научна
дискусија во рамките на ХI семинар (1976),
тоа беше прилика за моето прво предавање во
Европа, и тоа на македонски јазик.

In 1975, I defended my dissertation on the indicative in Macedonian and landed a job in the Department of Slavic Languages at the University of
North Carolina—Chapel Hill. It was only two or
three years later when a student came to me who
would later be my first doctoral candidate: Christina Kramer. When she came to North Carolina,
she was planning on only getting her MA in Russian Literature and then to find work somewhere.
But when she was at my house one day together
with other students, she told me: “Victor, I am
jealous of your record collection.”—The collection was of all kinds of Balkan music—I decided
that she was destined to become a specialist in
Balkan languages, and so she did. On account of
her participation in the Seminar, she decided to
study Macedonian, and she wrote her doctoral

Во 1975 год. ја одбранив својата докторска
дисертација за македонскиот индикатив и
конкурирав успешно за работно место на
Катедрата на славистика при Универзитетот
Северна Каролина- Чапел Хил, а само две-три
години потоа ми дојде една студентка која
подоцна ќе стане мојот прв окторант: Кристина
Крамер. Кога дојде во Северна Каролина,
таа планираше само да магистрира по руска
литература и потоа да бара работа некаде .
Но кога беше еден ден кај мене дома заедно
со другите студенти, и кога ми рече: “Виктор,
9

ти завидувам на твојата збирка плочи.” - а
збирката беше себалканска народна музика
- си решив дека таа треба да стане балканист
и така испадна. По нејзиното учество на
Семинарот се одлучи за македонски јазик и
ја напиша својата докторска дисертација за
модалните глаголски категории. Сега таа е шеф
на Катедрата за славистика на Универзитетот
Торонто и автор на еден награден учебник
за македонски јазик за страници. А преку
неа имам многу “внуци” и “внучки” дојдени
на Семинарот заради Кристина, од кои Џејн
Хакинг, која напиша тема за условниот начин,
сега има убаво работно место по славистика
на ниверзитетот Јута и Лиз Елиот, која напиша
тема за перфектните конструкции, моментно
е на Универзитетот Нортвестерн, но сега доби
понуда за работно место на Универзитетот
Охајо Стејт. Од Универзитетот Северна
Каролина- Чапел Хил може да се спомне и
Шила Касој, која напиша магистерска работа
за остатоците на падежите во македонските
говори.

dissertation on the classification of modal verbs.
Today she is the head of the Department of Slavic
Languages at the University of Toronto and the
author of an award-winning textbook on Macedonian for foreigners. And through Christina I have
many “grandsons” and “granddaughters,” those
who have come to the Seminar thanks to her, including Jenny Hacking, who wrote on the topic of
the conditional mood and now has a good job in
Slavic Languages at the University of Utah, and
Liz Elliot, who wrote on the topic of perfect constructions and at the moment is at Northwestern
University, but recently got a job offer from Ohio
State University. From the University of North
Carolina—Chapel Hill, I should also mention
Sheila Kasoj, who wrote her Master’s thesis on the
remnants of cases in Macedonian dialects.
At the Seminar in 1990, I also met Ljupcho Stefanovski from the English department at the University of Cyril and Methodius, and we decided for
him to come to the University of North Carolina
after winning a Fulbright scholarship for a 19911992 academic year while I was head of the Slavic
Languages department. Inspired by Prof. Stefanovski’s courses, several students came to the
Seminar in Ohrid. One of them was very successful and came with me to Chicago when I moved
there in 1993. His name was Daniel Humphreys,
and he wrote a very successful dissertation on verbal aspect in Macedonian. He now works for the
State Department. I should also mention Victoria
Harrison, a student of Kenneth Naylor who wrote
her doctoral dissertation on Macedonian linguistic identity. When Prof. Naylor passed away,
I took on the responsibility of being her adviser.
She now works in Washington. Here I should also
mention Marian Markovich, now Associate Professor at the University of Cyril and Methodius,
whom I first met at the Seminar in 1992, thanks
to Suzanna Topolinjska and Bozho Vidoeski, and
with whom I conducted a lot of interesting field
work on Vlach. When Prof. Vidoeski passed away
unexpectedly, I also took on the responsibility of
being his adviser. The topic of his doctoral dissertation was Aromanian [Vlach] and Macedonian
language in Ohrid.

Исто така, на Семинарот во 1990 год. се
сретнав со Љупчо Стефановски од англиската
катедра на УКиМ, и така се договоривме тој
да дојде на Универзитетот Северна Каролина
кога конкурираше успешно за престој со
Фулбрајтова стипендија 1991-1992 год., кога бев
јас шеф на славистичката катедра. Поттикнати
од курсевите на професорот Стефановски,
неколкумина студенти дојдоа на Семинарот
во Охрид. Од нив еден беше многу успешен
и дојде со мене во Чикаго кога се преместив
таму во 1993 год. Тој се вика Даниел Хамфрис
и напиша една многу успешна дисертација за
глаголскиот вид во македонскиот јазик. Сега
работи за Стејт Департментот. Тука треба да
ја спомнам и Викторија Херсон, студентка
на Кенет Нејлор, која ја напиша својатa
докторска дисертација за македонскиот
јазичен идентитет. Кога почина професорот
Нејлор, јас ја зедов одговорноста за нејзиното
менторство. Таа сега работи во Вашингтон.
Тука можам да го cпомнам и Марјан Марковиќ,
сега вонреден професор на УКиМ, со кого
исто така се сретнав првпат на Семинарот,
во 1992 година, благодарејќи им на Зузана
Тополињска и Божо Видоески и со кого

Among the students in the Department of Anthropology at the University of Chicago, I should
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направив многу интересни теренски работи
за влашкиот јазик. Кога неочекувано почина
професорот Видоески, ја зедов и одговорноста
и за неговото менторство. Темата на неговата
докторска дисертација беше Охридскиот
аромански и македонски говор.

mention Kate Brown, who wrote her doctoral dissertation on Krushev and now is Associate Professor at Brown University, as well as Andrew Graan,
who at the moment is finishing up his doctoral
dissertation on the media in Macedonia.
My student Dana Akanova, of Kazakh origin, also
traveled to the Seminar, and I hope that she will
soon finish her dissertation on the use of dative
pronouns in Macedonian and Russian. Yet another student, Kim Gareiss, also received a lot of
assistance from the Seminar. However, due to personal reasons she was unable to finish her dissertation. Last year I sent a couple of students from
Chicago (Andrew Dombrowski and Quinn Anya
Carey), and this year I am sending another two—
Eric Prendergast and Petia Alexieva, and I expect
important contributions to Macedonian studies
and support for Macedonian and Balkan studies in general. I also had the opportunity to get
my outstanding colleagues Brian Joseph from the
University of Ohio State and Grace Fielder from
the University of Arizona “hooked” on Macedonian studies. There is a funny story related to Prof.
Fielder. In 1994, she participated in the Seminar
for the first time. She already spoke Bulgarian
well, and so, even if she had no experience with
Macedonian, she thought that she would be able
to understand people with ease. We met at the
opening of the Seminar, and the first words she
said were: “Victor, this is an entirely different language! I don’t understand anything!” Of course,
she learned a lot during her time there. Among
my other American colleagues, currently instructors in Macedonian at North American universities, who have been participants in the Seminar
and have Macedonian topics in their doctoral
dissertations are: Mark Elson (from Harvard University, now at the University of Virginia), Masha
Belyavski-Frank (from the University of Chicago,
now at Depauw University), Joseph Schallert
(from the University of California—Berkley, now
at the University of Toronto). Concerning Macedonian literature and computer projects, George
Mitrevski (from Ohio State University, now at
the University of Alabama—Auburn) ought to be
mentioned.

Од студентите при Катедрата за антропологија
на Универзитетот Чикаго, може да го спомнам
Кит Браун, кој ја напишиа својата докторска
дисертација за Крушево и сeгa е вонреден
професор на Универзитетот Браун како
и Ендрју Граан, кој моментно ја завршува
својата докторска дисертација за медиумите
во Македонија.
Исто така, мојата студентка Дана Аканова,
по потекло од Казахстан, престојуваше на
Семинарот и се надевам дека скоро ќе ја заврши
својата докторска дисертација за употребата
на дативните заменки во македонскиот и
рускиот. Уште една студентка, Ким Герајс,
исто така доби многу помош од Семинарот,
но од лични причини не успеа да заврши со
дисертацијата. Лани испратив двајца студенти
од Чикаго (Ендрју Домбровски и Квин КериАња) а оваа година ќе испратам уште двајца Ерик Прендергаст и Петја Алексиева и од сите
очекувам важни придонеси за македонстиката
н за афирмацијата на македонскиот јазик,
како и за балканистиката воопшто. Исто
така имав прилика да ги “приврзам” кон
македонистиката и истакнатите колеги Брајан
Џозеф од Универзитетот Охајо Стејт и Грејс
Филдер од Универзитетот Аризона. Во врска
со професорката Филдер, има една убава
историја. Во 1994 год. таа присуствуваше
на Семинарот за прв пат. Таа убаво зборува
бугарски, и така, иако тогаш немаше искуство
со македонскиот јазик, мислеше дека лесно
ќе се разбира со луѓето. Се сретнавме на
отворањето на Семинарот, и првите нејзини
зборови беа: “Викторе, ова е сосема друг јазик!
Ништо не разбирам!” Секако, многу учеше
во тоа време. Меѓу другите американски
колеги , а сега предавачи по македонски јазик
на северноамерикански универзитети, кои
исто така беа учесници на Семинарот и имаа
македонистички теми во нивните докторски
дисертации се: Марк Елсон (од Универзитет

I find it appropriate to conclude with a project that
the Seminar has truly helped to sustain, namely
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Харвард, сега Универзитет Вирџинија) , МашаБељавски-Франк (од Универзитет Чикаго,
сега Универзитет Де Пау) , Роберт Гринберг
(од Универзитет Јејл, сега Универзитет Јејл),
Џозеф Шалерт (од Универзитет КалифорнијаБеркли, сега Универзитет Торонто). За
македонската литература и компјутерски
проекти може да се спомне Ѓорги Митревски
(од Универзитет Охајо Стејт, сега Универзитет
Алабама-Аубурн).

the Macedonian—North American Conference
for Macedonian Studies. The initiative belongs to
Vera Stojcevska-Antic, who together with Benjamin Stolz asked me to organize the First Macedonian—North American Conference for Macedonian Studies in the US in 1991. The conference
was a success, and the second was held concurrently with the Seminar in 1994. The conference
continues to be held every three years in the US
or in Macedonia, and every time that it is held
in Macedonia, it is combined with the Seminar.
Now the organizer from Macedonia is also the
director of the Seminar, and that is Prof. Emilija
Tsrvenkovska, with whom it is a pleasure for me
to work. Until now, the organizers from the US in
addition to me have been Christina Kramer (Toronto, 1997), Brian Joseph (Ohio State, 2003), and
for the upcoming conference in 2009, Jane Hacking (Utah).

Мислам дека ќе биде на место ако завршам
со една работа на која Семинарот многу ѝ
помага да се одржува, а тоа е Македонско—
северноамериканската
конференција
за
македонистика. Иницијативата беше на Вера
Стојчевска-Антиќ, која ме замоли заедно
со Бенџамин Столц да ја организираме
Првата
македонско—северноамериканска
конференција за македонистика во САД во 1991
год. Конференцијата беше успешна, и втората
се одржа во времето на Семинарот во 1994 год.
Конференцијата продолжува да се одржува
секои три години во САД или во Македонија,
и секогаш кога се одржува во Македонија,
е врзана со Семинарот. Сега организаторот
од македонска страна е исто така директор
на Семинарот, а тоа е професорката Емилија
Црвенковска, со која имаме убава соработка.
Досега, од САД беа отганизатори, заедно со
мене, Кристина Крамер (Торонто, 1997 год.),
Брајан Џозеф (Охајо Стејт 2003 год.), а за идната
Конференција во 2009 год., Џејн Хакинг (Јута).

Victor A. Friedman

Биктор А. Фридман

Prosodic shift in the Kajkavian subdialects of Croatian
and their impact upon Zagreb Štokavian
Andrew Boshardy
In this paper I will discuss and elaborate upon
the Kajkavian dialect and its subdialects withiin
Croatia and other parts of the Balkans. I will describe the prosodic characteristics of the standard
Štokavian. I then will analyze and discuss any
historical differences among regional Kajkavian
dialects with emphasis on the area of Zagreb as
well as some important outliers. With this I will
then compare standard Štokavian Croatian to the
dialect of Štokavian spoken in Zagreb.

Though not the main focus of this paper, it is necessary to discuss the relation of Slovenian to Kajkavian. In many instances, Kajkavian is much similar to Slovenian than the the Štokavian variant.
The most salient examples of similarity reside in
the lexicon. Usage of the Slovenian lexeme rather
than the Croatian Štokavian lexeme are prevalent. Examples include ‘effective’/učinkovit (vs.
Serbian efikasan), ‘ambassador’/veleposlanik (vs.
Sr ambasador), ‘present/nazočan (vs. Sr. prisutan), and ‘attention’/pozornost (vs. Sr. pažnja).
In all these examples the Slovenian equivalent is
the same as the Croatian word adopted through
Kajkavian. This makes a bold case for the Kajkavian dialect having a degree of influence on the
standard Štokavian Croatian. This case, however,
is argued by William Vermeer in his “The rise and
fall of the Kajkavian vowel system.” In this paper,
Vermeer argues that the only similarity in vowel
development and expression from Proto-Slavic to
Kajkavian and Slovene is the so-called Ivić’s vowel
shift.

1. The History of Kajkavian Dialectology
Kajkavian was first studied around the end of the
19th Century by Ukrainian philologist A. M. Lukjanenko in 1905 in his work Kajkavskoe Narečie.
Later, Serbian philologist Alexander Belić divided
the Kajkavian dialect according to the reflex of
the Proto-Slavic stop+jot phonemes (/dj/, /tj/).
He established the eastern, northwestern, and
southwestern subdialects of Kajkavian (1927).
His research was later never corroborated and the
first accepted division of Kajkavian was described
by the Croatian linguist Stjepan Ivšić in his work
titled Jezik Hrvata Kajkavaca/The Language of
the Kajkavian Croats (1936). Ivšić first established 4 distinct variants of Kajkavian spoken in
different areas of the Balkans based on accentuatal characteristics.

3. Standard Štokavian Croatian Prosody
Standard Croatian prosody is grouped under the
standard prosody of Bosnian/Serbian/Croatian/
Montenegrin. They all share four common tones,
or pitch accent. There is a phonemic and phonetic distinction between length of the vowel as
well as height over time. There is a distinction
in length between long and short vowels. And
there is a distinction in contour or height through
falling or rising. Thus, four tones can occur at
some place in the word: à (short rising), ȁ (short
falling), ȃ (long falling), and á (long rising). The
ictus in standard BCSM is in most cases wordinitial. Additionally, all falling accents are contained within the vowel on which they occur.
However, both long and short rising accents occur on the marked syllable but also carry onto
the following syllable. This therefore means that
monosyllabic words can only have falling stress.
This phenomenon is in large part a remnant of
the Neo-Štokavian retraction. As early BCSM began to shift from mobile stress to fixed stress, any

Later studies by Croatian linguist Dalibor Brozović
and, most recently, Mijo Lončarić in 1995, divided
the subdialects of Kajkavian into six and as many
as fifteen groups respectively. However, the Kajkavian dialect is spoken mostly in the northern
area of former Yugoslavia. There are several small
enclaves of Kajkavian speakers in Hungary, Austria, as well as Romania. In most cases, these
outlying and isolated groups are remnants of the
relocated Croats moved during the reign of the
Habsburgs. Ethnically speaking, speakers of Kajkavian are by and large ethnic Croats.
2. Slovenian and its contested relation to Kajkavian (and thus Štokavian Croatian)
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words with non-word initial stress retracted the
ictus onto the previous syllable usually resulting
in word initial stress. This also resulted in a rising
pitch contour whose length is determined by the
length of the vowel it is protracted onto.

an intermediate position between the reflexes of
i (<i/y) and e (<e/ȩ). By and large, Kajkavian values the strong jer much differently from BCSM
or Slovenian. There is an exception in the southwestern subdialects of Krašić, Ozalj, and Lukovdol. These subdialects express the strong jer in
the same way as standard BCSM and Slovenian.
Many non-southwestern subdialects express the
strong jer as a schwa of some type with variations
based on region. For a brief account of the remaining features of the Kajkavian vowel system I
turn to Vermeer:

4. Stress in Kajkavian
A quick aside is necessary and worthy of mention.
Standard Štokavian has almost entirely word initial stress. There are some exceptions when prefixes are used and the underlying root is stressed
rather than the prefix, but there are just as many
examples where the prefix is stressed over the
root. Kajkavian, however, differs greatly from
this model. As Ivan Bauer describes, at the very
least Zagreb Kajkavian (it has not been described
in the other subdialects of Kajkavian) does not
follow the traditional model of fixed word initial stress. As he describes it, Zagreb Kajkavian
speakers normalize the stress on related grammatical forms: e.g. govo̍riti (infinitive, to speak/
talk), govo̍rim (present tense, 1st person sg.) instead of the expected and prescribed govòriti,
gòvorim. Additionally, many polysyllabic nouns
have end stress instead of word initial stress: e.g.
lima̍r instead of lȉmār (tinsmith) or vojni̍k instead
of vòjnik (soldier).

I. Merger of ə/ə̄ with a/ǟ except in posttonic syllables.
This is the uniquely Kajkavian outcome of a common
SCr./Sln. tendency.
II. Raising of a/ǟ. This is a general SCr./Sln. development.
III. Fronting of u. This change is common to part of
čakavian (northern Istria), part of Slovene (Dolenjski,
the east), kajkavian, and part of štokavian (Posavian).
IV. Fronting of o/ō. This is a uniquely kajkavian phenomenon.
V. Ivić’s vowel shift. This development consists of several components. Kajkavian completely agrees with the
eastern dialects of Slovene.
VI. Raising of ǫ/ǭ. This is a common SCr. development
which failed to reach two marginal areas (Istria and
the eastern part of the Gorski kotar) and which did not
take place in Slovene.
VII. Loss of the nasal feature. This change is common
to all of SCr. and most of Sln.
VIII. l>u. This is common to SCr. (with some important exceptions) and Pannonian Slovene.

5. Prosodic and Phonological distinctions
among subdialects of Kajkavian
One of the most salient features of Kajkavian is
the lack of fixed word-initial stress. As described
previously. There are additional traits which bear
mentioning in order to describe the salient differences in Kajkavian (and its subdialects) and
Štokavian to better understand the unique situation of Zagreb Kajkavian.

The only unique feature to Kajkavian thus described is the first (I. Merger of ə/ə̄ with a/ǟ except
in posttonic syllables). The prosodic features of
Kajkavian are likewise similar to standard BCSM.
Pitch accent is fairly regular across the subdialects of Kajkavian. Generally, basic Kajkavian has
pitch accent on long vowels. From the Common
Slavic neoacute Kajkavian expresses a long rising accent (á), and a long falling accent reflecting the Common Slavic long circumflex and the
neocircumflex though both coming through different paths. There is a notable exception in the
Križevačko-Podravski group of subdialects. This
dialect exhibits tone reversal, a phenomenon that
has been termed cross-metatony (ukarsna metatonija) in the Croatian literature but falls under
the more widely used term linguistically, tone re-

In Kajkavian, Proto-Slavic posttonic short vowels became stressed due to the preceding syllable
possessing a weak jer with a falling tone express as
long falling accent. Additionally, the strong jers
have produced a merger with the reflex of ProtoSlavic ě. For example, in the Bednja dialect, *dьnь
gives dȋen and *sněgъ gives snȋeg. The reflex of
the strong jer is a unique situation in Kajkavian.
Unlike BCSM or Slovenian, since the strong jer
has merged with the reflex of ě, it thus occupies
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versal. This subdialect exhibits the exact opposite
pitch accent patterns as described for “standard”
Kajkavian. For example, the normal accentually
reflexes for BCSM and Kajkavian are thusly: Proto-Slavic *mȩ̑so giving mȩ́so, *súša giving sȗša,
and *vi̋dišь giving vídiš. However, what is seen in
these subdialects of Kajkavian is as follows: mȩ̑so,
súša, and vȋdiš.
Additionally, these subdialects do not allow rising contour on monosyllabic
words or on word-final syllables. This is in direct
contradiction to the standard BCSM and, in most
other cases, Kajkavian models. These subdialects
also tend to protract from initial short syllables to
the following syllable as well as retracting the accent from short word-final syllables.

ers shared. All members of the group expressed
nearly all of the features of “standard” Kajkavian with one exception. In every member of the
group, he found that all of these speakers do not
in any form differentiate pitch contour on long or
short vowels. Nor do these speakers differentiate
vowel length. This situation is drastically different from both the Štokavian and Kajkavian standard forms. All other Kajkavian dialects, though
they may vary in type of pitch accent, do differentiate between the contours of pitches. Likewise,
the Štokavian standard always differentiates contour. This drastic departure from both the Kajkavian and Štokavian standards is so evident that it
draws skepticism.

6. Zagreb Kajkavian and its impact on
Štokavian

These observations are partially corroborated but
partially called into question by Brown and Alt in
their A Handbook of Bosnian, Serbian and Croatian. Brown and Alt state that, when polled,

Having shown how diverse the various subdialects of Kajkavian are, the situation in Zagreb in
more understandable. However, the situation is
still a very unique one.

“A large proportion of users of standard Croatian—
especially those with Zagreb backgrounds—can tell a
long accented vowel from a short vowel, but don’t reliably distinguish rising from falling…”

Zagreb is the capital of Croatia. It was formerly the
second largest city in Yugoslavia. Zagreb is also
home to a very large amount of Kajkavian speakers. Zagreb is also home to several institutions
of language planning and prescription. The general populace of Zagreb is well educated, and the
grammar is taught prescriptively (in Štokavian) to
students in secondary (high) school. The current
language situation in Zagreb is that of near diglossia among a very large portion of the populace of
urban Zagreb. Štokavian Croatian is the standard and literary language. It is used in schools,
official capacities, and in public. But the home
dialect is that of a certain subdialect of Kajkavian, the Zagreb Kajkavian subdialect. An analysis
done by a native Kajkavian speaker, lasting over
six years, of the speech of other native Kajkavian
speakers spanning ages nine to eighty-seven and
consisting of 65 people presented interesting results. All informants were either born in Zagreb
or lived there since early childhood. Additionally, all the adults in the group were at least high
school educated with eleven possessing master’s
and doctoral degrees. Though he found other
unique and interesting features in his study, he
only described the unique features that all speak-

This supports Bauer’s finding of lack of contour
distinction, but it also calls into question his description of the lack of vowel length distinction.
In contrast, Serbian speakers, according to the
same source, can reliably distinguish pitch contour in the long vowels and have lost some distinction in the short vowels. The informants of
Bauer’s study were all educated well and would
have had the appropriate language schooling to
posses the knowledge regarding pitch distinction.
This fact rules out lack of education or knowledge
in pitch accent.
Bauer also notes that he observed a regular
amount of code switching between Kajkavian and
Štokavian. Each still follows the respective roles
as informal and formal languages. But Bauer also
postulates that the phonological traits (as well as
some morphological and syntactic traits) that Zagreb Kajkavian speakers present in their speech
are likely to carry over to their Štokavian speech.
These results are thus problematic and merit further study and thorough analysis of speakers of
Zagreb Kajkavian, Štokavian Croatian speakers
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residing in Zagreb, as well as Štokavian Croatian
speakers who do not live in a Kajkavian speaking
environment. Further analysis must be done to
determine if all Croatian speakers are beginning
to lose pitch contour distinction as Alt & Brown
seem to suggest. At the same time, study must be
done to verify whether Zagreb Kajkavian speakers truly do not distinguish vowel length. If it is
shown that all Croatian speakers are starting to
lose pitch contour distinction, a case could be
made that Kajkavian is fairly heavily influencing
the standard language through its large prevalence in the capital.
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DA SAM ZNALA ŠTO ZNAM DANAS
Veronika Hanko

IF I KNEW WHAT I KNOW TODAY
Veronika Hanko

Počela sam studirati na universitetu u rujnu godine 2008. Da sam znala to što znam danas, živila
bih drugačije. Prvo, proučavala bih više matematiku, statistikum u tehnologiju. Svi ti predmeti su
esencijalni za posao u znanosti. Drugo, živila bih
zdraviji stil života. Ja bih više spavala i vježbala,
a manje pila i pušila. Da sam ja bila u boljoj formi, pokrenula bih maraton. Treće, i najvažnije,
provela bich manje vremena brinući a više vremena veseleći se. Pa ipak sam mnogo volela vreme
koje sam provela ovdje na universitetu. Da sam
čarobnjak, vratila bih se u prošlost. Ali ja nisam.
Sada moram da mislim o budućnosti. Prijavljivat
ću se na medicinskim fakultet u lipnju. Ako bi me
fakultet prihvatio, počela bih studije za godinu
dana. U međuvremenu moram da nađem posao.
Ako budem dobila posao u Chicagu, ostat ću ovdje. Inače ću se vratiti za Milwaukee. Ako budem
uštedjela dosta novca, ići ću u česku na nekoliko
mjeseci. Jednog dana bih također željela posjeti
Hrvatsku opet.

I began to study at the university in September of
2008. If I knew what I know today, I would have
lived differently. Firstly, I would have studied
mathematics, statistics and technology more. All
of these subjects are essential for work in science.
Secondly, I would have lived a healthier lifestyle. I
would have slept and exercised more and smoked
and drank less. If I were in better shape, I would
have started running marathons. Thirdly, and
most importantly, I would have spent less time
worrying and more time having fun. However,
I really loved my time here at the university. If
I were a wizard, I would return to the past. But
I’m not. Now I must think about the future. I’m
applying to medical school in June. If the school
accepts me, I will begin my studies in a year. In
the meantime, I have to find a job. If I get a job in
Chicago, I’ll stay here. Otherwise, I will be back
in Milwaukee. If I can save a lot of money, I’ll go
to the Czech Republic for several months. One
day I would also like to visit Croatia again.
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The Importance of the Screen:
A look at the development of Karagöz shadow theater
Emma Harper
The traditional shadow theater of Turkey is known
as Karagöz, the name of one of the tradition’s two
main characters. The other, Hacivat, is a foil to
Karagöz; while Karagöz is uneducated, brutish
and crass, Hacivat is learned, refined and witty.
A fundamental aspect of the Karagöz tradition is
its manner of presentation. The form of shadow
puppetry, or shadow theater - terms which I use
interchangeably - significantly influenced the
development of these stories, and the humor imbedded within them. Much has been written on
this comedic tradition, in part because it represented a folk perspective that had developed in
the 16th and 17th century Ottoman empire. At
that time period, there is little in regards to arts
and literature outside of the court. By examining
the specific Ottoman context in which Karagöz
arose, the physical characteristics and aims of
this art form become more defined.

It is difficult to separate the puppets from the
screen itself, as Talat Parman notes in his article
“The Dual Function of the Screen in the Karagöz
Shadow Play”. Parman writes that “in the Karagöz
play ‘the images are cast on the screen by means of
a light located behind figures two spans in height
attached to thin sticks, and these are watched
by the audience on the other side of the screen’”.
When compared to both a cinema screen and a
theater curtain, Perman illustrates the complex
function of the Karagöz screen, which makes the
image visible while also retaining a concealing
function. By showing the audience some things
and concealing others, there is the sense that both
illusion and play are imbedded in this art form.
Thus, the presentation of the Karagöz plays can
aid in “the difficult and obligatory transition between interior and exterior” so as to increase the
audience’s ability to “tolerate social reality”. Perman has demonstrated the sense of illusion and
play that the screen, in addition to other physical attributes of the shadow theater, brought to
the Karagöz plays. It is this so-called intermediate area that allows the audience to come to terms
with and tolerate reality.

One major distinguishing attribute of the shadow
theater is the construction of the puppets. In the
Karagöz tradition, puppets tended to be made
from camel hide. These animal hides were “treated with special chemicals to make them transparent so that the colors and forms applied on them
[would] show when illuminated”. Additionally,
they are often described as very colorful and “richly perforated”. Tietze claims that the construction and application of the puppets contributes
to shadow theater’s tendency toward abstraction
in the Ottoman context. The puppets are “unambiguously marked as a figment, e.g., by the round
hole in the neck punched out for the insertion of
a stick, by means of which the puppeteer moves
the puppet behind the screen”. Within the confines of the theater, the puppet, which is flat and
two-dimensional, casts a shadow on the screen.
At this moment, “we don’t see it [the puppet] itself anymore, we only see its shadow”. Although
we have “moved away from ‘life’ as far as one can…
we still have the image, motion, and voice, which
are enough to keep the illusion of life alive”. The
construction of the puppets allow for an injection
of the fantastical into the Karagöz tradition.

The reality of the Karagöz is tied to a specific time
period; an examination of the historical framework supporting this tradition and allowing for a
new form of humor to flourish. Creating a timeline for the development of Karagöz in the Ottoman era, Tietze posits that “it is only from the 16th
century on that we have unambiguous descriptions of the Turkish shadow theater, both in Ottoman and European sources”. Also dismissing the
attempts to link the Karagöz tradition with the
shadow theater activities in other geographical
areas, Tietze claims that this art form “developed
in its Ottoman setting a vigorous and highly original oicotype”. Karagöz was a product of the 16th
century, “born as a brand-new genre distinct from
traditional narrative arts like epics, fairytales, humorous stories, folktales, ballads and poems, yet
including them: a polyphonic, hybrid mixture of
song, dance, music and image”. The rise of this
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new genre was “a phenomenon which appeared
in the wake of destruction”. The destruction that
Bingül refers to is the transitional or threshold
period of the 16th century, which was marked by
“serious economic crisis, the change in possession of values, the great migration from country
to cities or one mountain to another, the civil war
which last nearly a century and was encircled by
foreign wars, and the debasement of the currency by successive additions of copper to the silver
akçe”. Additionally, this era saw the rise of the
first coffee house in Istanbul, creating a public
and secular space where Ottoman subjects could
interact. Within these significant societal shifts,
Bingül argues that “a new social order and a new
type of person emerge, and traditional narrative
forms are unable to fulfill their function”. While
a more detailed analysis of the events of this period is beyond the scope of this paper, the rise of
Karagöz and Hacivat as characters in the cultural
sphere seems to be a response to the political and
social reality of the 16th century.

ity,” given that trying to imitate “God’s creation
would be blasphemy”. In other words, if the image did not pretend to be real, the theologians
regarded it as permissible. Thus, according to
Tietze, the shape and form of the Karagöz plays,
which first appeared in the Ottoman empire during the 16th century, became more defined in response to the rise of an orthodox Islam in the 17th
century. While this argument places too much
power and authority in the religious institutions,
it is useful to consider various interpretations of
how and in what environment the Karagöz tradition developed.
Yet the reference to reality in Tietze’s argument
suggests that the Karagöz shadow theater was
completely removed from the social and political
environment. It is useful at this point to distinguish between reality in regards to the form and
physical characteristics of Karagöz theater, and a
broader conception of reality that references how
this tradition commented on the political and social reality of the time period. Although Tietze’s
clam can be understand as arguing that Karagöz
theater does not relate to the political social reality, it is more useful to understand reality in this
context with its more narrow definition. In short,
it can be said that form and shape of Karagöz does
not represent life-like characters.

It was later in the 17th century, according to Tietze, that several creative and gifted artists oversaw a rapid development in the mechanics of
shadow theater. This flourishing mimicked that
occurring in the folk life and folklore of Istanbul
at the same time period. Tietze does not present a more detailed depiction of the 17th century,
which calls to question some of the conclusions
he draws. Yet, on a point of form, Tietze’s explanation for the creation of shadow puppets in particular appears feasible. During the 17th century,
the presence and influence of orthodox Islam in
state institutions expanded significantly. It was in
line with this trend “that the more abstract, nebulous configurations of the shadow screen found
preference over more realistic three-dimensional
puppets”. In this environment, Tietze argues, “a
reproduction of a reproduction of a human character correlated more with orthodox perceptions
of man’s prohibitions to act in a ‘creator role’”. In
this way, the two-dimensional puppets and the
form of shadow theater allowed for Karagöz and
Hacivat, who were narrators of the new social order, to escape outright state censorship. Tietze
takes the influence of orthodoxy a step further, by
arguing that “the Turkish shadow play does not
imitate reality and does not wish to imitate real-

However, the way Tietze employs the term reality
in his text can at times be problematic, especially
when it suggests a disconnect from the political
and cultural situation. For example, he claims
that on the Karagöz stage, “reality is the reality
of dreams” and in this dream world “the illogical
only produces a smile; cruel satire does not really
hurt; stark obscenity does not revolt”. Yet later
he argues that the audience “is advised not to see
only the superficial meaning of the play but to
penetrate into the depths of its symbolic meaning”. It appears as if Tietze is vacillating between
wanting to highlight the comedic aspect of these
plays and emphasizing their symbolic meaning,
which is never expanded upon. Perman suggests
that the humor in Karagöz creates a space in
which the audience comes to term with the reality of contemporary political and social situations.
Tietze prefers to focus on the dream-like and fantastical nature of these plays, which are detached
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from reality and hold a symbolic meaning.
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Intervju
Kejti Taker & Sima Dakovic

Interview
Kaitlyn Tucker & Seyma Dachowitz

KT: Znam da si bila u Novom Sadu prošle godine.
Kako ti se sviđa grad?

KT: I know that you were in Novi Sad last year.
How did you like the city?

SD: Sviđa mi se grad toliko da sam odlučila, posle tri meseca u Parizu, da ne putujem svuda u
Evropi, već da se vratim u Novi Sad. Uopšte ja
sam našla, u Evropi, da ima više da se uživa u
gradu nego u mnogim gradovima širom Amerike,
možda zbog istorije. U Novom Sadu, tvrđva nije
samo mesto za koncerta EXIT, a mesto građanina,
koji su ponosni zbog Novog Sada i njegove lepote.
Tačno je odnos između ljudi i reke Dunav. Nije
baš čista reka, a kad bih rekla mojoj domaćici da
idem na Dunav (na Štrand), ona bi rekla samo
da bi mi trebalo dobro tuširanje posle toga. Na
početku leta, bila sam malo razočarna što sam
bila u Novom Sadu a ne u Beogradu, a na kraju je
bilo sve ispalo najbolje—imam lošu orijentaciju,
i meni je bilo lakše da ostanem u manjem gradu.
U svakom slučaju, bila sam srećna da se vrtim u
centru grada, gde ima mnogi restorana, kafića i
barova. Naravno skoro sve košta mnogo manje u
Srbiji nego u Americi—kartice za autobus, piće,
jelo…lakše je da se uživa u slobodnom vremenu u
Novom Sadu kao Amerikanka nego u, naprimer,
u Čikagu.

SD: I liked the city so much that after three
months in Paris, I decided not to travel throughout Europe, but to return to Novi Sad. In general I discovered, in Europe, that there is more to
enjoy in the city than in many cities throughout
America, maybe because of their history. In Novi
Sad, the fortress is not the only place for the EXIT
Festival, but the place for citizens, who are proud
of their town and its beauty. That’s exactly what
the relationship between people and the Danube River. It’s not the cleanest river, and when
I would tell my hostess that I was going to the
river bank (to the Štrand, as it’s popularly called),
she would suggest that I take a good shower afterwards. At the beginning of the summer I was
a little disappointed that I was in Novi Sad and
not in Belgrade, but in the end everything turned
out for the best. I have a bad sense of direction
and, for me, it’s easier to get around in a small
town. In any case, I was happy to stroll around the
city center, where there are many restaurants, cafes, and bars. Naturally, almost everything costs
much less in Serbia than in America—bus passes,
drinks, food...and it’s easier to enjoy in your free
time as an American in Novi Sad than in Chicago.

KT: Gdje (odnosno, s kim) si živela?
SD: Živela sam kod porodice (u stvari kod bračnog
para), sa mužem i ženom 50ih godina. Oni imaju
sina 26ih godine, koji živi u svojem stanu, s kojim
sam postala vrlo blizka. On mi je bio najvažniji u
toku mog boravka u Srbiji, jer on mi je pokazao
pravu Srbiju! Zahvaljujući Dušanu ja sam videla
kakav je život u Srbiji za mlade, i upoznala sam
mnogo mladih. Još smo u vezi i danas.

KT: Where (or, with whom) did you live?
SD: I lived with a family (in fact a married couple), a husband and wife in their 50’s. They have a
twenty-six year old son who lives in his own apartment, with whom I became very close. He played
a very important role during my stay in Serbia,
because he showed me the real Serbia! Thanks
to Dušan, I saw the life of young people in Serbia, and I was introduced to many of the young
people. We are still in touch to this day.

KT: Da li si putovala po Balkanu? Ako jesi, kuda
si išla?
SD: Da! Bila sam srećna jer sam mogla da planiram da putujem dve nedelje pre nego što sam
počela sa časovima u školi. Znači, sa mojim drugarom Nicom, ja sam putovala iz Čikaga u Beograd. Od Beograda mi smo putovali u Crnu Goru
(Budva, Kotor), u Hrvatsku (Dubrovnik, Split), i
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KT: Did you travel throughout the Balkans? If so,
where did you go?
SD: Yes! I was lucky that I was able to plan my
travels two weeks before I started classes at the
summer school. Thus, with my friend, Niko, I
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u Bosnu (Mostar, Sarajevo). Naravno uživala sam
u provedenom vremenu na Balkanu a volela bih
da imam više vremena da istražujem ovaj region.
A kad smo studirali u Novom Sadu, Azbukum je
organizovao nekoliko ekskurzija za nas studente
da vidimo i druge delove Srbije. Naime, mi smo
videli severnu Srbiju jer je taj deo najbliži Novom
Sadu. A to je uvek interesantno, jer je ovaj region
baš međunarodni! Ima tu i Roma, i Rusini, Slovaka, Mađara…

traveled from Chicago to Belgrade. From Belgrade we traveled to Montenegro (Budva, Kotor),
to Croatia (Dubrovnik, Split), and to Bosnia (Mostar, Sarajevo). Of course I enjoyed my time spent
in the Balkans and I would love to have more time
to explore the region. When we studied in Novi
Sad, at “Azbukum,” the school organized some
field trips for us students to see other parts of
Serbia. Namely, we saw northern Serbia because
it was the closest to Novi Sad. It’s always interesting because the region is very multinational!
There there are many Roma, Rusins, Slovakians,
Hungarians...

KT: Da li si upoznala ljude svojih godina? Kako?
SD: Srećom, mogu da kažem da sam upoznala
ljude mojih godina! Kao što sam objasnila, Dušan
mi je predstavio njegovo društvo, i mi smo se
često družili. Jedino ja sam sama upoznala dve sestre koje rade u porodičnom restoranu. Bila sam
srećna da podržim srpsku ekonomiju kroz konzumiranje njihovih jela! Još uvek se javljamo jedni
drugima i ja sam skoro svie opet videla kad sam se
vratila u Novi Sad prošle zime.

KT: Did you meet people your age? How?
SD: Fortunately, I can say that I met a lot of young
people my age. As I explained earlier, Dušan introduced me to his circle of friends. I only met
on my own two sisters who worked in their family restaurant. I was glad to support the Serbian
economy by consuming their delicious dishes!
We are still in touch and I saw them all when I
returned to Novi Sad last winter.

KT: Da li ti se svidela srpska hrana? Šta je bilo
tvoje omiljena jelo tamo?

SD: Pa meni je bio toplije u Bosni nego u Srbiji.
U Novom Sadu, kad sam tu bila, padala je često
kiša. Ponekad je bilo malo hladno, posebno kad
smo bili na ekskurziji u zapadnoj Srbiji, ali uopšte
uzevši je bilo toplo. Ja bih volela ovaku klimu kod
nas u Čikagu sada! Mislim da će vreme biti divno
kad odeš u Srbiju na leto!

was impossible to sleep at night. Was it the same
in Serbia?
SD: It was also warmer in Bosnia than in Serbia
when I was there. In Novi Sad, when I was there,
it rained often. Sometimes it was a little chilly,
especially when we were on field trips in western
Serbia. But in general it was warm. I would like
this type of climate in Chicago now! I think that
the weather will be beautiful when you go to Serbia this summer!

KT: Imaš li predlog šta moram da vidim, gde da
idem, koga da posetim kad budem u Srbiji?
SD: Moj najvažniji savet je da kad putuješ u inostranstvo, bilo gde, pričaš samo jezikom koji se
u toj zemlji govori. Toliko je važno da pokažeš da
ozbiljno učiš jezik, posebno u zemlji kao što je Srbija, gde uopšte svi odlično govore engleski. Čak
i odgovaraju svi samo na engleskom na početku,
moraš da vezbaš jezik svakog dana! Spremi se
da objasniš zašto si odlučila da učiš srpski jezik.
Pokušaj sve—ne samo jela nego sve što te može
obogatiti da stekneš iskustva o jeziku i kulturi.
Putuj kad možeš. I konačno, opusti se i uživaj,
prosto uživaj! Leto u Srbiji je divno. Jedva čekam
da se vratim još jednom!

KT: Do you have any advice on what I should see,
where to go, who to visit while in Serbia.
SD: My main advice when travelling abroad is to
speak the language spoken in that area. It is so
important that you show to the locals that you are
serious in your language studies, especially in a
country like Serbia where everyone speaks good
English. In the beginning, they respond only in
English, but you need to tell them that you have
to practice the language every day. Be prepared to
explain why you chose to study the language. Try
everything, not only food, but everything that can
add to your experience about the language and
the culture. Travel whenever you can. And finally,
relax and enjoy. Simply enjoy. Summer in Serbia is
beautiful. I can’t wait to go back again.

KT: Did you like the Serbian food? What were
your favorite dishes there?

SD: Meni je malo teška tema jela, i u Srbiji i u Americi. U vreme kad sam bila u Novom Sadu, bila
sam vegetarijanka. Lakše mi je da spremam svoja
jela kod kuće a kad sam bila u restoranu, ja sam
želela da probam pravu srpsku hranu—naprimer, šljiva sa slaninom, koju je pravio Dušan—ali
nisam mogla. Tako sam, u stvari, upoznala moje
drugarice u restoranu—videla sam da se restoran
zove “Organic Factory” i ja sam pomislila, “Znači
da imaju vegetarianka jela!” Imale su (i mesa,
naravno)! Bila sam presrećna. Ne mogu da zamislim kako ću preživeti kad se vratim u Srbiju
i jedem samo “košer” hranu. Srela sam jedinog
rabina u Beogradu. Pa o srpskom jelu mogu da
kažem da su šljive izvrsne! Ja sam volela takođe
sviježe kruške i salate, cveklu, itd. Ne zaboravi
palačinke sa Nutellom i sa mojem najomiljenom
keksom, Plazma!

SD: For me the topic of food is a difficult one, both
in Serbia and America. At the time, when I was in
Novi Sad, I was a vegetarian. It was easier for me
to prepare my own meals at home, but when I was
in restaurants, I wanted to try real Serbian food,
for example, plums with bacon, which Dušan prepared, but I couldn’t. This is how I met my friends
from the restaurant. I saw that the name of the
restaurant was “Organic Factory.” I thought to
myself, “That means they have vegetarian food!”
They had meat as well, of course. I was overjoyed!
I can’t imagine how I’m going to survive when I
return to Serbia, because now I eat Kosher food.
I met one rabbi in Belgrade. In regards to Serbian
cuisine, I can say that plums are excellent. I also
like fresh pears, salads, beats, and so on. Don’t
forget crepes with Nutella and my favorite cookie,
Plazma!

KT: Kakva je klima i kakvo je bilo vreme? Kad
sam bila u Sarajevu u Avgustu (pre nego što sam
počela da učim srpski jezik), bilo je jako vruće.
Potpuno je bilo nemoguće da se spava noću. Je li
tako bilo i u Srbiji?

KT: What was the climate like and how was the
weather? When I was in Sarajevo in August (before I started learning Serbian), it was very hot. It
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The Trauma of Penetration in Norman Manea’s A Window on the Working
Class
Gwen Muren
In this paper I will examine the Lacanian Real
as trauma in Norman Manea’s A Window on the
Working Class. Set amidst the frequent interrogations of Ceauşescu’s Romania, A Window on
the Working Class dramatizes trauma through
countless scenes of mental and physical penetration. I will begin to explore this trauma by first
briefly defining the Lacanian Real as trauma. I
will then examine the most violent example of
penetration – the dredging of the sewer scene in
which Manea entifies the trauma of the Lacanian
Real as filth. I will read this scene in four distinct
ways: as a psychoanalytic therapy session, as an
interrogation, as a rape scene, and as a cleansing
of the regime’s evils. Lastly, I will look at Nanu’s
double role as a government supporter and critic
and will argue that his dual position emphasizes
the mistrust and undercutting of human ties that
characterized Ceauşescu’s Romania.

When Lacan says that the Real “stretches from
the trauma to the phantasy,” he means that the
Real is both the trauma and the fantasy, as the
fantasy conceals the trauma. In A Window on the
Working Class, trauma is very thinly veiled by
fantasy. For instance, the dredging of the sewer
scene uses the metaphors of filth and sewer to veil
the trauma of penetration. In the next sections of
this paper I will examine the trauma of the Lacanian Real as it figures into Manea’s story.
The Dredging of the Sewer
The most violent scene of penetration is the writer’s dream of Nanu dredging the sewer, which may
be read as a psychoanalytic therapy session: “He
hauls out a fresh batch of excrement, which he
carefully drops into the gutter” (Manea 168). In
this reading, the sewer is Nanu’s unconscious, the
filth is his trauma, and the gutter is his consciousness. By transporting the filth from the sewer to
the gutter, Nanu seems to be fulfilling the Freudian goal of psychoanalytic therapy: “to make the
unconscious conscious” (Boerre). But in reality
Nanu is just cycling the filth through the writer’s
psyche, as the gutter leads to sewer, and thus to
the unconscious. Therefore, the scene is actually
an unsuccessful therapy session in which the cycling of trauma is painfully circular and endless.
Nanu performs his dredging “another time, ten
times, so many times” (Manea 168). With each
dredging the writer is forced to return to his trauma. Though Nanu is the instrument by which the
filth is transported, Nanu is not himself dirtied
by the filth, save for his slime-streaked hands
(Manea 168): he repeats the dredging “without
staining his impeccable suit” (Manea 168). He is
“a robot with great, dark, tranquil eyes” (Manea
168). His lack of emotional investment and engagement in the slime-dredging, in his therapy, is
extremely disconcerting to the “spectator” (Manea 168), who is either the spectator as reader
(us), or the spectator as dreamer (the writer). He
dredges “again and once again and yet again, until the spectator feels dizzy, feels faint and nause-

The Lacanian Real as Trauma
In his book Interrogating the Real, Žižek describes
“the Lacanian Real [as] that traumatic ‘bone in
the throat’ that contaminates every identity of the
symbolic, rendering it contingent and inconsistent” (Žižek 323). This “‘bone in the throat’” does
not fit into the Symbolic Order, as the symbolic
is predicated upon the linguistic articulation that
the Real refuses. Furthermore, as Žižek contends,
the Real renders the symbolic “contingent and inconsistent” in that the trauma of the Real tears at
the fabric of the symbolic. This trauma is acted
out through the repetition compulsion, as Lacan
describes in The Four Fundamental Concepts of
Psychoanalysis:
“The place of the real, which stretches from the trauma to
the phantasy – in so far as the phantasy is never anything
more than a screen that conceals something quite primary,
something determinant in the function of repetition – this is
what we must now examine” (Lacan The Four Fundamental
Concepts of Psychoanalysis 60).

The “something quite primary” is the trauma that
is acted out through the repetition compulsion.
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ated out in the middle of this bog of a nightmare”
(Manea 168-169). The writer’s nausea and dizziness comes from reliving his trauma again and
again, while the spectator as reader’s nausea and
dizziness come from the wrongness of the therapist’s robotic and unemotional treatment of his
subject, who is clearly suffering.

fied figure in the mirror, he still feels himself to be
a fragmented body. Manea’s echoing of the Lacanian mirror stage heightens the dehumanizing
quality of the dredging as an interrogation.
In its most horrific iteration, the dredging of the
sewer may be read as a rape scene. Nanu forcefully removes the filth with his hands, burying
them amidst the filth before extracting them. In
this reading, the plunging of his bare hands becomes the plunging of his penis. The scene also
has the rhythm of sex in its repeated thrusting:
“Another time, ten times, so many times. To the
same rhythm” (Manea 168). In his penetrated
state, the writer’s anus becomes a cavity analogous to the woman’s vagina in that both the anus
and vagina are defined by the lack of the phallus.
In emphasizing his absence of the phallus, Manea
feminizes the writer and renders him nothing. As
Lacan infamously said in his seminar On Feminine Sexuality: “Woman does not exist” (Lacan
On Feminine Sexuality 7). When Lacan says this,
he means that woman does not exist within the
Symbolic Order, as the symbolic is contingent
upon the phallus that she lacks (Homer 102). To
this extent, scenes of interrogation and penetration not only dehumanize man, but also emasculate him.

The dredging of the sewer may also be read as an
interrogation scene. The interrogator is dressed
in a “navy-blue suit, good material, Chinese style”
(Manea 168). The fine material of his clothing indicates that he has access to foreign goods that
only those favored by the government would have
access to. Manea’s word choice also supports the
dredging scene as an interrogation: “Then he sits
up and holds another double handful out for inspection – by no one – before tossing it back into
the gutter” (Manea 168). The inspection of the
filth implies the interrogative quality of the work.
The fact that Nanu’s visits always take place at
night, the time at which people were most often
taken and interrogated, also supports this scene
as an interrogation. Additionally, the writer’s
words are being violently taken from him without
his even speaking: “So he was instantaneously intercepting the thoughts of a person unable to utter a single word” (Manea 170). In interrogations,
false confessions are often thrust upon the subject. But these aren’t false confessions, they are
true, and it is their truth that is most disturbing
to the writer: “Next to the drain opening… To say
not word, but to hear one’s thoughts on a simultaneous sound track… He knew everything, every
last thing…” (Manea 170-171). Nanu’s penetration
of the writer’s mental interior is entire; he doesn’t
just know certain details of the poet’s death, but
“every last thing,” from “the burns from cigarettes
stubbed out on the skin” to the wine bottle left
uncharacteristically uncorked (Manea 172). The
vast extent of the Nanu’s penetration undermines
the writer’s sense of a unified self, of his humanity: “Time stopped, cut to ribbons, the body fraying, surrendering” (Manea 171). The undermining
of bodily integrity is extremely traumatic, and
may be linked to the trauma of the Lacanian mirror stage in which, though the subject “assumes
[assume] an image,” he is “still trapped in his motor impotence and nursling dependence” (Lacan
écrits 4) – that is, though the subject sees a uni-

One can also read the dredging of the sewer scene
as a cleansing of government evils. Support for
this reading comes from Nanu’s subsequent nocturnal visits, which are connected to the earlier
dredging of the sewer scene by Manea’s parallel
word choice: in the initial dredging of the sewer scene “the screen is murky, greenish” (Manea
167) and in the subsequent scene “the screen undulates… oily, green mud” (Manea 180). In these
speeches given over loudspeaker, Nanu sets himself up as a working class spokesperson and decries the government lies. He speaks to the government directly, saying: “‘tell the truth about
yourself and about us! Our own little everyday
truth!’” (Manea 180). This ignored truth about the
workers is that they are “no better than anyone
else!” (Manea 180) and that they resent being cast
as the government’s poster children: “‘Stop tricking us out in gold braid and angels’ wings!’” and
leave us “‘naked, without your uniforms”” (Manea
180). In using the language of prostitution (“trick25

ing”) to describe the government’s treatment of
the working class, Nanu emphasizes the government’s instrumental and exploitative handling of
the working class individuals, which is incredibly
dehumanizing.

most fundamental bond of society, and by sowing suspicion among its citizens, the Ceauşescu’s
government breaks the society and renders it
more vulnerable to penetration. Manea depicts
the city’s powerlessness against the government’s
penetration when he describes how the city is
defenseless against the night: “The city lies prostrate, overwhelmed by the night” (Manea 162).
Night represents the government forces because
government interrogations were most prevalent
at nighttime. Additionally, Manea humanizes the
city by depicting it as a great mass of “arteries”
(Manea 162), the effect of which is to relate the
prostration of the city to the prostration of its inhabitants.

Nanu’s dredging of the government’s lies revolves
around the inadequate healthcare system and
his unfair demotion at his job. He has personally
experienced the corruption of the healthcare system in the death of his wife, and he tells the writer how “‘they killed my wife’” because he didn’t
look rich enough to pay the bribe he’d promised
the surgeon (Manea 183, 184). Although the system promises free healthcare for all, the doctors
require lumps of money to ensure safe operating
practices. Nanu faces similar a injustice when he
is demoted from the boilerworks at the Republica Factory of Bucharest (Manea 163) because he
refuses to put in money for the boss’s drinks: “Afterward, the others asked me… to contribute my
share for the boss, as they put it. I didn’t want to,
so I didn’t pay. Yeah, well, that’s how it got started . . .” (Manea 155). Being demoted for refusing
to buy drinks for the boss is incredibly unfair, as
the boss is probably making the workers’ salaries
many times over.

In Manea’s A Window on the Working Class, the
Lacanian Real of trauma operates through instances of penetration. Penetration is especially
traumatic because it connotes an absence for the
penetrator – whether it is the absence of a unified
self or the feminine absence of lacking a phallus.
Figuring trauma into Manea’s story is important
because there are many regimes that have experienced horrors such as those faced by Ceauşescu’s
Romania, and writing about the trauma is a
means of purging. In revealing government evils
and bringing them to the consciousness of his
readership, Manea’s story is itself a dredging of
the sewer.

Nanu’s Double Role as a Government Supporter and a Government Critic
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Throughout the story, the couple is unsure of
whether or not Nanu is a government spy. Though
he is a harsh government critic, he is also a member of the working party and is thus aligned with
the government forces. In the dark about Nanu’s
true identity, the husband and wife are unable
to trust him. The wife is especially mistrustful of
Nanu, as her husband’s comment demonstrates:
“‘So we distrust everyone? Fear everything?’”
(Manea 166). This lack of trust between individuals was among the most dehumanizing effects of
Ceauşescu’s regime. The constant worry of being
taken and interrogated bred mistrust, because
one’s own housemate could be a government spy.
Nanu speaks to the undercutting of human ties
when he describes his own experience trying to
seek help from those of the upper-middle class:
“No one pays any attention now to a poor bastard” (Manea 151). Human connections are the
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SMRT U LITERATURI
Lana Jovanović

DEATH IN LITERATURE
Lana Jovanovic

Kad se stavi u pitaje današnje stanje književnosti,
postojи nekoliko detaljа koji moram uzeti u obzir.
Moram priznati da nisam osobito obrazovana u
suvremenoj književnosti. I dalje, postoji nekoliko
pisаca čiji rad pratim. Ali, isto tako, popis knjiga
које nikad ne bih dotakla, je nevjerovatаn. Netko
samo mora pročitati popis “New York Times Best
Sellers” da skuži koliko đubreta postoji. Svašta se
štampa.

When you consider the current state of literature,
there are several details which must be taken into
account. I must admit that I’m not especially
educated in modern literature. Still, there are
several writers whose work I follow. But, equally,
there is a list of books I would never touch. One
only needs to read the list of “New York Times
Best Sellers” to see how much trash exists. Anything is printed.

Ali ovo isto postavqa potpitanje: je li jedan
problem glupa kultura, koja tako rado štampa
nekvalitetne knjige, ili neki drugi razlog postoji?
Ja bih rekla oboje. Po mom mišljenju, nešto sigurno fali u našoj generaciji kad tako rado sudjeluju
u ovoj nedopstljivoj gluposti. Ali, slično, ja mislim
da veliki dio problema je kako je prelako štampati
knjige danas, za razliku od prije. Kad nešto postane tako lako, ljudi postaju manje razboriti jer ne
trebaju biti. I to im postane normalno. Preteško
je naći kvalitet danas da ga i ne možemo više
očekivati. A kada postoji takva prenaseljenost
gluposti, ljudi čak i počinju da se navikavaju na
to.

But there is another question: is the only problem stupid culture, which so readily prints poor
quality books, or does some other reason exist?
I would say both. In my opinion, something is
definitely wrong with our generation when it will
participate so gladly in this unacceptable silliness.
But, similarly, I think that a large part of the problem is that it is too easy to publish a book today,
unlike before. When something becomes so easy,
people become less discerning because they don’t
need to be. Then it becomes normal. It’s so hard
to find quality today, that we can no longer expect
it. And when there is such an overpopulation of
nonsense, people even begin to get used to it.

Mislim da je najveći problem s književnošću ono
što se događa u svijetu književnosti. Ne bi trebalo biti tako teško pronaći kvalitetne romane.
Postoji nešto kao proždrljivost i prenapučenost u
književnosti koja je polako ubija.

I think the biggest problem with literature, is
what is happening in world literature. It should
not be so hard to find quality novels. There is a
gluttony and over-population in literature that is
slowly killing it.
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Живот Анe Козe
Ерин Фрeнклин

The Life of the Goat Girl
Erin Franklin

Када сам се родила, одмах сам пала на тесту
APGAR. Очито, лекари никада пре овог часа
нису видели новорођенче, које се онесвестило.
Била сам тако интересантнa, да су ме задржали
да останем у болници првиx шест месеци мог
живота… и периоди несвести су се наставили.

When I was born, I immediately failed the APGAR test. Obviously the doctors had never seen
a newborn faint before. I was so interesting, that
they invited me to stay at the hospital for the first
six months of my life…and the periods of unconsciousness continued.

Медицинска сестра би ме такнула—
онесвестила бих се. Моја мајка ми је
говорила—онесвестила бих се. Врата би се
затворила—онесвестила бих се. Ови први
месеци, била сам несвесна чешће него свесна.
Било је забавно.

The nurses touched me…I fainted. My mother
spoke to me…I fainted. A door was closed…I fainted. These first months I was unconscious more
often than I was awake. It was fun.
Finally the diagnosed me with myontonia congenital, fainting goat syndrome. From that moment on they called me Anna, the Goat Girl. I
thought the name was stupid, but no one asked
me.

Коначно, дијагнозирали cу ме са myontonia
congenital, синдромом падајуће козе. Од овог
тренутка, звала су мe Ана, Коза. Мислила сам
да je то име је било глупо, али нико ме није
питао.

I always thought it was ironic that the alarm clock
that was supposed to wake me up was, without
fail, the cause of my first faint of the day. As you
can imagine, I was never on time. I didn’t mind
but it was always necessary to set my alarm clock
four hours earlier. It’s very irritating and without
enough sleep, I’m grumpy.

Увек сам мислила да је иронично да је
будилник, који је требало да ме пробуди, био
такође, повод за прво падање у несвест сваки
дан. Као што можете да замислите, ја никада
нисам тачна. Не мaрим, али увек ми треба да
навијем будилник четири сата раније. То је
врло раздражујућe а без довољно сна, ја сам
мрзовољна.

When I finally wake up, I immediately put on my
helmet, one of the conditions of the insurance
company. They grew tired of paying for my various skull fractures when I was six years old. So
my mother bought a lots of carpets and I received
my first helmets. It was pink with yellow butterflies. I hated it.

Када сe коначно пробудим, одмах ставим моју
кацигу, која је услов за моју безбедност. Моји
родитељи су се уморили од плаћања за разне
преломе лобањe када сам имала шест година.
Тако је моја мајка купила много тепиха и ја сам
добила моју прву кацигу. Она је била роза са
жутим лептирима. Ја сам je мрзела.

My family lived in a house with marble floors
when I was a child. That helmet is probably the
reason I’m still alive. But I still hate it.

Моја породица је живела у кући са мермерним
подoвима, када сам била мала; та кацига је
вероватно разлог што сам још жива. А ја ју још
мрзим.
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In the Fog:
Sources of Intrastate Conflict from Yugoslavia through the Present Day
An excerpt from a B.A. Thesis by
Stefan Mitrovič
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May 2012

In looking at the time period of the conflict, other questions come to mind. Why was Yugoslavia
unable to make the smooth transition to democracy like so many other ex-communist states did?
When the state finally did start breaking up, why
did it fragment along so many lines? This brings
me to consider two things: One, what was the nature of the Yugoslav central state and did it even
have the capability to hold the state together?
Two, what were the social conditions like in Yugoslavia and why did so many grievances come out
and eventually lead to violent infighting? These
questions bring about the assumption that there
might be a relation between a state’s governing
powers, the level of freedom guaranteed to the
public, and consequently how this relationship
affects the potential for intrastate conflict. Upon
further research, I conclude that such a relationship does exist and that it does indeed seem to
have an effect on a state’s propensity for intrastate
conflict.

Abstract
Intrastate conflicts (civil wars, rebellions, insurgencies, etc.) have become prevalent around the
world in the post-WWII era. Questions arise as to
why this has been the case and what the conditions and circumstances are that make int rastate
conflict more likely. I argue that this phenomenon is influenced by the availability of information to both the public and the government of a
given state. For the public, information includes
access to legitimate media sources, uncensored
communication methods, and guaranteed freedoms of speech, press, and assembly. For the government, information implies that it has strong,
central powers, reliable intelligence, and the infrastructure to allow it to enforce its policies from
border to border. I will show that the relationship
between public and governmental information
access will influence a state’s likelihood of intrastate conflict. This theory will be applied to a case
study of Yugoslavia and its series of civil wars in
the 1990s. I will examine how a host of policy decisions placed Yugoslavia in a situation in which
the amount of information access for both public
and government ensured that the likelihood of
intrastate conflict was high. The lessons from this
case provide a list of policy recommendations regarding information access and the effort to mitigate intrastate conflicts around the world.

This paper will proceed as follows. First, I provide
a review of available literature on the Yugoslav
conflict and its underlying causes as well as a review of a seminal paper on the general roots of intrastate conflict. Second, I expand my hypothesis
on the relationship between state power and freedom levels and describe the noticeable state classifications resulting from this hypothesis. Third, I
consider the case of Yugoslavia and explain why it
should be no surprise that it broke down into civil
war. Fourth, I consider the global conflict statistics of the past decade and point out trends in
freedom levels and prevalence of intrastate conflict. Finally, I consider the policy options available based on my findings.

Introduction
Those old enough to have lived in Yugoslavia
prior to the 1990s will tell you that the country
underwent an unbelievable Jekyll-and-Hyde
transformation and that the 1990s version of Yugoslavia resembled nothing of the country which
they had grown up in. How did this happen? How
does an independent state successfully carry on
for decades without any major violent incidents
and then regress so rapidly?

Literature Review
Attempting to explain key factors in the onset of
intrastate conflicts across the globe is a task that
presents many challenges in terms of the number of relevant variables. One must also contend
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with a number of widely-held beliefs on the root
causes of the increase of intrastate conflicts following WWII. Fearon and Laitin offer an empirical analysis of post-WWII intrastate conflicts
and find that the likelihood for conflict is highest under conditions which have the potential to
facilitate insurgency. These conditions “include
poverty […] political instability, rough terrain,
and large populations.” Specifically, the most significant variable in their study was per-capita income. The implications here are that a state with
low per-capita income will not have the necessary
resources available to effectively govern and police their territory, thus opening opportunities for
resistance and insurgency movements. Moreover,
their study refutes the notions that the rise of intrastate conflict has been directly influenced by
the post-Cold War world order and by a greater
degree of ethnic diversity and ethnic grievances.
Their study shows great compatibility with the
case of Yugoslavia. By the end of the 1980s, Yugoslavia had been facing skyrocketing unemployment rates, a swelling national debt, and a shrinking GDP. Surely these conditions had a role in
creating a sensitive political situation and even
prompting several regions to pursue secession.
What they do not explain is the role that ethnic
antagonisms did play in exacerbating the conflict
and why the state broke down along ethnic divisions. Ethnic tolerance was observed in Yugoslavia prior to the outbreak of war through the study
of indicators such as intermarriage rates. Why,
then, did longtime friends, neighbors, coworkers,
and fellow countrymen come into conflict over
such divisive and, eventually, bloody lines? What
mechanisms came into play here in the space of
a few years?

political power was constitutionally decentralized and Yugoslavia’s numerous regional republics had near-statehood. These republics were
separated by ancient borders and were, in most
cases, ethnically identifiable. Second, Woodward
attributes the economic decline of the 1980s to
Yugoslavia’s political corrosion. As Yugoslavia
was mounting its foreign debts from imports of
capital, its exports suffered due to the oil crisis as
well as a decline in competitiveness. Following
decades of rapid growth, Yugoslavia now had to
resort to austerity measures to combat the debts
while suffering from rising unemployment rates.
The combination served to place a strain on the
living standards of Yugoslav citizens and, eventually, to breed discontent. On the political level,
the economic issues led to a further weakening of
the state:
Normal political conflicts over economic resources between central and regional governments and over the
economic and political reforms of the debt-repayment
package became constitutional conflicts and then a
crisis of the state itself among politicians who were
unwilling to compromise. Such a contest over fundamentally different views of the role of government and
its economic powers would be fought between competing political parties in parliamentary and democratic
regimes. But in this transitional, one-party, but highly
decentralized federation, the contestants were government leaders fighting to retain or enhance their political jurisdictions and public property rights over economic resources within their territories. The more they
quarreled, the more they contributed to the incapacity
and declining authority of the central government to
regulate and to resolve those conflicts over economic
rights and political powers of subordinate governments.

Woodward then places this internal turmoil
in the context of the international system. She
argues that while Yugoslavia enjoyed a great
amount of international support due to its nonalignment strategy during the Cold War, this support began to wane as the threat of communism
was declining in Europe. The new order called
for economic liberalization and democratization,
which required the Yugoslav central government
to relinquish even further control. For an already
weakened central state, Woodward continues,
this was disastrous as the state reached a point

In Balkan Tragedy, Susan Woodward challenges
the conventional wisdom held by those on the
outside looking in – that the Yugoslav wars were
a culmination of a multitude of ethnic hatreds
which were unrestrained in the new political
order. She refutes the claim that assumes these
ethnic hatreds had existed for centuries and that
they had only been lying dormant in the preceding decades due to the repression of nationalistic sentiments in Tito’s Yugoslavia. Instead, she
proposes that Yugoslavia’s path to war was facilitated by the following set of circumstances. First,
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where it could not even guarantee civil stability.
The combination of unemployment discontent,
opening of the markets, and diminishing governmental oversight created opportunities for black
market activities, illicit trade, and organized
crime. As these changes wore on Yugoslavia’s social fabric and the government was no longer able
to provide security and a protection of rights, the
appeal of communities based on ethnicity grew
and the downtrodden Yugoslav people began to
coalesce around their respective ethnic identities. Woodward offers a thorough explanation
of Yugoslavia’s fragmentation by drawing heavily from her economic research. She manages
to make the discussion of Yugoslavia’s internal
strife more salient by offering to place it within
a larger context and by showing the connections
between changes within Yugoslavia’s borders and
the changes affecting the international order.
However, her explanation regarding the breakout of civil war was lacking. She proposes that the
Yugoslav people turned to their ethnic groups as
they became further disenchanted by the central
state and, later, it was the antagonistic politics
of their ethnic leaders that provoked intrastate
conflict. This Hobbesian caricature of the public
does not sufficiently address why people who had
lived as friends and neighbors for decades would
suddenly greet each other with violence. Could it
have really been just a blind loyalty to their ethnic
groups, or did something else have a role?

and democratization was becoming more real
behind the efforts of reformist politicians. The
established elites, however, sought to maintain
their hold on political power by employing increasingly conflictual policies. Gagnon claims
that the conflict in Yugoslavia was provoked and
perpetuated by elites who sought to demobilize
reformist politics. They did so by shifting the political agenda away from issues that weakened
their position (economic issues, constitutional
reform) to issues that artificially defined group
interest such as ethnic antagonisms and perceived external threats from the West. In addition, the heightened sensitivity among the ethnic
groups was continually antagonized because the
elites were willing to pursue increasingly divisive
and belligerent policies, so long as their political
power continued to feel threatened in the face of
reform pressure. The role of information access
is important here because a mechanism of this
political demobilization was the lack of free media channels. Television networks were state-run
and newspapers were either state-run or packed
by editors loyal to the elites. The ethnic fears that
political elites wanted to instill in the population
were easily facilitated by the pervasive use of ethnic propaganda in everyday media. In addition,
the state was set up as a federalist system in which
central political power was fragmented among
ethnic regions. The central government did not
have the political tools to exert its authority from
border to border. Instead, power was concentrated among the various peripheral regions, which
provided opportunities for rebellions, secession
movements, and ultimately, civil war.

In his study on the Yugoslav conflict, V.P. Gagnon
also argues against the notions of the Yugoslav
war as being something that was inevitable due to
the existence of long-standing ethnic hatreds. He
criticizes the popular view that the war occurred
because there was an absence of a strong central
state, which in turn could not control and contain
these primordial ethnic divisions. He agrees that
Yugoslavia lacked a strong central governing body
and that this created a power vacuum and opened
up political opportunities for multiple political
elites in the various regions. He goes on to point
out the cleavage in the Yugoslav communist party
highlighted by a decades-long power struggle between reformists and conservatives. As the 1980s
came to a close and revolutionary movements
were gaining strength in other parts of Eastern
Europe, the prospect of Yugoslav liberalization

Theory
In simplest terms, intrastate conflict is defined
as a competition, using some form of force or resistance, for power within a state. Power, then,
is a scarce resource of which all groups, in their
various forms, wish to have some share. Possessing a satisfactory share of power within a state is
the ultimate goal – an idea shared by Horowitz
who emphasizes that power should be viewed
not only as the means to an end, but also the end
itself. To better understand this, I suggest that
power be allowed to take on a describable form;
specifically, the form of information and access to
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it. My definition of information access varies according to the actor. For the state, information access includes an effective intelligence system that
provides widespread awareness of the goings-on
within the state, access or control of various media outlet (especially state-run media), and the
resources and infrastructure to effectively mobilize agents of the state from border to border.
For the public, it includes the availability of widespread, unmonitored communication channels,
access to legitimate and objective media sources,
and an established freedom from government repression. Though there are other forms of power,
I choose to focus on information because of its
capability to open opportunities to other forms of
power, namely economic and military resources,
and because of the scope of its presence, from the
organizational to the individual level. Information, then, is a resource whose distribution and
availability affects conflict dynamics. I argue that,
while instabilities may arise from tensions of an
ethnic, economic, or political nature, the actual
intrastate warring is fueled by situations in which
there is asymmetric information access.

mation, thus being able to deter any would-be
rebels and to detect conflicts at their onset. Conversely, open information access amongst all sides
would also alleviate potential conflicts. With full
information, each side can come to a better understanding of their costs and benefits, increasing the likelihood that they would act on an alternative strategy and thus avoiding the high costs
of violent conflict. In addition, high information
access could also allow for open communication,
not just among each side, but between the two
sides as well. This would create greater possibilities for the reaching of some consensus on potentially conflicting issues. As you approach the center of the spectrum where information access is
only partial, you notice that some of the difficulties under an information monopoly become alleviated while the freedoms associated with open
information access become constrained. One of
the most important mechanisms that comes into
play as you go from side A having an information
monopoly, to one in which side B is gaining partial information access is the elimination of some
collective action problems. Collective action
problems in this context refer to the difficulties in
building mass support for participation in resistance movements due to the perceived cost by the
individual. Partial information access allows for
some of those problems to be resolved through
various methods such as effective communication of the expected benefits of participation, the
reassurance of solidarity, and the establishment
of small, tight-knit communities. Partial information access also implies that there are gaps in
the power of side A, which can be exploited by the
resistance efforts of a potentially discontent side
B. On the other hand, partial information also implies that the benefits of open information access
are not available, thus the likelihood of reaching
a consensus on a conflicting issue would be lower
and the possibility of resorting to violent conflict
would be higher.

To explain my hypothesis, I am setting up a model in which two opposing sides compete with each
other across the information divide. I will name
these opposing sides A and B. In most cases, side
A will be the acting government and side B will be
opposition groups or potential insurgent groups.
Less prominently, in situations where opposing
groups are competing to claim governmental
power, side A will be the advanced group and side
B will be the backward group, using Horowitz’s
terms.
The conditions that seem to foster a greater likelihood for intrastate conflict are those in which
one or both sides have only partial information
access. If information access could be illustrated
as a spectrum, with limited access on one end and
open access on the other, then my claim is that
conflicts are more likely as you approach the center of the spectrum (see Figure 1). Stability seems
to be highest at either end of the spectrum. Consider a monopoly over information access by side
A – an information monopoly would actually subdue potential conflicts because A would have full
information and control all avenues to this infor-

Since information access depends on a great
number of variables, it would be very difficult to
quantify. Therefore, my model will measure levels of information access using simple values: a 0
for little or no access, a 0.5 for partial access, and
a 1 for widespread access. In order to maintain
consistency in qualification of information capa32

bilities, a standard set of criteria would be appropriate in determining which qualities earn which
values. It is important to understand that the
each side of the conflict will have a different set of
criteria as each side has different capabilities that
correspond to its position. For side A, having the
infrastructure in place to effectively maintain authority over the territory and to control and regulate various media channels will correspond with
a score of 1. Note, a state may have very open and
uncensored media channels, but as long as side
A has the capability to regulate these channels, it
will still be able to earn a score of 1. For side B, a
score of 1 would imply access to independent media channels, availability of mass communication
methods, an understanding of side A’s political
agenda and intentions, and participation in the
political process. I have hypothesized the implications of the various combinations in information distribution and organized them in the following matrix.

gaps in its access such as a government that cannot effectively regulate some distant rural areas or
if there are media channels that operate beyond
the government’s surveillance, then that allows
for side B to automatically fill in those gaps.
In terms of gathering information and determining which criteria are met, I have made use of the
study results and annual reports from Freedom
House, a U.S.-based NGO. The reports used were
Freedom in the World, Freedom of the Press, and
Freedom on the Net. The freedom ratings given
by these reports will serve as the basis for my
qualification of side B information access. Other
reports used were the Press Freedom Index from
Reporters Without Borders, a French NGO, and
the Democracy Index provided by the Economist
Intelligence Unit, a research company owned by
the Economist Group.
Case Study: Yugoslavia

In observing states through the perspective of
this model, it is important that both sides of
the potential conflict be examined in conjunction with each other, as opposed to on their own.
Looking only at side A or only at side B will not
tell you the full story. A state can be characterized more fully by understanding the relation
between both sides. For example, side A in both
Denmark and North Korea would earn a score of
1, but there is nothing remotely similar about the
political situation in these two states. Only after
seeing that Denmark has a side B that also earns
a 1 while North Korea’s side B earns a 0 does the
picture become clearer. There are several important distinctions to highlight. First, side A can
never be assigned an information access level of
0. The reason for that is that I am holding to the
assumption that the dominant side cannot have
relatively less information access because that
would compromise its dominance. Second, side
B can have zero access if side A has a monopoly
on information access, or if the state is suffering
from extremely poor economic conditions and its
infrastructure is largely undeveloped. Otherwise,
if the state has reasonably developed infrastructure, but side A does not have an information
monopoly, then side B will likely score at least a
0.5. This is explained by the idea that if side A has

The 1990s saw the destruction of the multiethnic
state of Yugoslavia. Within a few years’ time, Yugoslavia was torn at the seams through a series of secessions, military retaliations, forced migrations,
widespread paramilitary activities, and genocidal
campaigns. Why did it come to this? An assumption could be made about the political instability
of the region following the collapse of communism in Europe. With the political turnover going
on, would it not be probable that conflict would
break out eventually? Yet Yugoslavia was not going through these uncertain times on its own –
Poland, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary,
and others all had democratic revolutions, and
without the massive bloodshed. Even Czechoslovakia, which split along ethnic lines into two
states, the Czech Republic and Slovakia, did so
without a war. I propose that, unlike the other
East European states transitioning to democracy,
Yugoslavia was in a situation of partial information access for all sides. A state like Czechoslovakia, for example, would have been classified as
A[1]:B[0] before its revolution. It was a totalitarian
state capable of enforcing its policies from border to border, thus earning its government, side
A, a rating of 1. Czechoslovakia’s people, side B,
did not enjoy political freedoms, had no access to
unbiased and non-state affiliated media, and en33

dured strict governmental control, thus earning a
score of 0. After the revolution, Czechoslovakia
split into two states, the Czech Republic and Slovakia, and these two states maintained effective
governmental power while their people were able
to secure political rights, civil rights, and access to
legitimate media channels. Czechoslovakia went
from being an A[1]:B[0] state to a pair of A[1]:B[1]
states. Yugoslavia could not follow such a path
because it lacked the initial stability to withstand
the democratic transition. I would rate Yugoslavia
as an A[0.5]:B[0.5] state due to its decentralized
structure of government and its continued manipulation of mass media.

Bila jednom jedna zemlja
Kejti Taker

There was once a country
Kaitlyn Tucker

1920 godine, Gyorgy Lukacs je stvorio izraz “transcendentalno beskućništvo, i posle njega, taj izraz
je postao vrlo važan za diskurs modernosti u filozofiji i kniževnosti. Ideja je da smo u modernosti
svi beskućnici na svetu, da nikad ne možemo da
se osećamo kao kod kuće. Po Lukacsu, tako se
osećamo zbog vremena. Izgubili smo se u vremenu, i dakle na svetu.

In 1920, Gyorgy Lukacs has coined the term
“transcendental homelessness” and, after that,
the term has becomes very important in the discourse of modernity in philosophy and literature.
The idea is that in modernity we are all homeless in the world, that we can never feel as if we
are at home. According to Lukacs, we feel thusly
because of the time. We were lost in time and
therefore in the world.

Kao resultat ove ideje, generacija pisaca je
iztraživala
koncepciju
transcendentalog
beskućiništva. Međutim, nešto vrlo interesanto se desilo u tome: pisaci koji su pisali na ovu
temu, i koji su je doneli u novi vek, takođe su
imali zajedničke interesantne poglede. Bili su i
sami stvarne izbeglice. Živeli su u inostranstvu,
pisali su na stranim jezicima. Na ovaj način, iako
su pisali o univerzalnom, apstraktnom, strukturalnom beskućništvu savremenog života, oni
govore o specifičnom, konkretnom, istorijskom
beskućnistštvu. Imali su realne reference, iako su
pisali o transcendentalom beskućništvu.

Due to publishing constraints, this is only an excerpt of this
paper. The paper in its entirety is available upon request.

As a result of this idea, the generation of writers investigated this concept of transcendental
homelessness. However, something very interesting happened: the writers who wrote on this
subject and who led it into the new century, also
had common interesting views. They are themselves the real refugees. They lived abroad, wrote
in a foreign languages. In this way, even though
they wrote about the universal abstract, structural homelessness of modern life, they talk about
specific concrete, historical homelessness. They
had a real reference, despite writing about transcendental homelessness.

Tri pisca o kojima mislim su Josef Brodski, Svetlana Boym i Dubravka Ugrešić. Svi su se preselili
u Ameriku, radili kao profesori ruske kniževnosti,
i pisali. Interesanto mi je da su oni takođe pisali i fikciju i eseje. Brodski je pisao pesme, dok
su Boym i Ugrešić pisale romane. No, svo troje
je pisalo eseje koji su bili obavljeni kao kniga i
u novinama. Na taj način, pored toga što su svi
poznati pisci, svi su i javni intelektualni radnici.
Šta njima znači što sada živimo u transcendentalnom beskućviništvu?

From the cover of Branislav Radeljic’s Europe and the Collapse of Yugoslavia: The role of non-state actors in European Policy. Available from the
Library of International Relations November 13, 2012

Three writers about whom I am thinking are Josef
Brodsky, Svetlana Boum, and Dubravka Ugresic.
They all moved to America, worked as a professor
of Russian literature and wrote. It is interesting
to me that they all wrote both fiction and essays.
Brodsky wrote poems, while Boum and Ugrešić
wrote novels. But all three published essays
which were published as books and in newspapers. Thus, in addition to all being famous writers, they were public intellectuals. What does it
mean for them that we now live in transcendental
homelessness?

Bila je vrlo važna razlika među njima. Na primer,
Brodski je pisao jednu knjigu koja se zove “Manje
od jedan,” i koja sadrži esaj “Soba i pol.” U ovom
eseju, on govori o tome, kako je živeo s roditeljima
u “sobi i pol” u komunističkoj Rusiji. Dok opisuje
život u zajedničkom stanu, njegov ton je intiman
ton, ali nije nostalgičan. Sjeća se posebnih predmeta, ali ne govori o njima kao simboličkim uspomenama.

There was a very important difference between
them. For example, Brodsky wrote a book called
Less than One which contained the essay “Room
and a Half.” In this essay, he talks about how he
lived with his parents in a room and a half in communist Russia. While describing the life in the
communal apartment, his tone is more intimate
but not nostalgic. He remembers the special
subject but does not speak of them as symbolic

Kada Boym, u njoj svojoj knjizi “Budućnost nostalgije,” razgovori o kućama izbeglica u Ameri34
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ci, ona je više zainteresovana za u simboličkom
znaćenje trice (trinkets). Očevidno je da što razlika među njima uzrokovana odnosu prema
domovini u različitom vremenu. Kada je Brodski pisao, Sovetski Savez je još postojao. Kada je
Boym pisala, Sovetski Savez je već propao.

memories.
When Boum in her book The Future of Nostalgia
talks about the homes of refugees in America, she
is more interested in the symbolic meaning of the
trinkets. It is evident that the differences between
them is caused by differences in the homeland at
different times. When Brodski was writing, the
Soviet Union still existed. When Boum wrote the
Soviet Union had already collapsed.

Dubravka Ugrešić također piše nakon raspada
svoje zemlje. Kao Boym, ona je odvojena od svoje
kuće i prozorom i vremenom. To znaći da one razumeju izraz Lukacsa doslovce.

Dubravka Ugrešić also wrote after the breakup of
her country. As Boum, she was separated from
her home both by space and time. This means
that they literally understand Lukacs’ expression.

Po Freudu postoji važna razlika između žalosti
i melanholije. Kada neko doživljava žalost, ima
konkretan gubitak. Kada neko doživljava melanholiju, nema konkretnog gubitka, postoji apstraktno odsustvo. Čini mi se da je u ovom paralela u transcendentalnom i realnom beskućništvu.
U transcendentalnom beskućništvu nema predmeta gubitka, ali u realnom ima takvog predmeta. U slućaju Brodskog, zemlja postoji dok
piše , u principu on se i može vratiti kući. Iako, u
slučajevima Boym i Ugrešić zemlje još ne postoje
dok one pišu. One se ne mogu vratiti. Vreme stoji
između njih i njihovih kuća domova.

According to Freud, there is an important distinction between grief and melancholy. When
some is experiencing grief, there is a loss of the
concrete. When someone is experiencing melancholy, there is no actual loss, there is an abstract absence. It seems to me that this parallels
the real and transcendental homelessness. In
transcendental homelessness there is no subject
of loss, but there in the real there is such a subject. In the case of Brodsky, the country exists
while he writes, in principle, he can return home.
Although in the cases of Boum and Ugrešić the
country already does not exist while they are writing. They cannot return. Time stands between
them and their native homes.

Zbog ovog one su nostalgične spisateljice/pisci. Nema mogućnosti da se vrate kući, i ova
nemogućnost, ova praznina, stvara neku vrstu
melanholije pored gubitka.

Because of this, they are nostalgic writers. There
is no possibility of a return home, and this impossibility, this gap, creates a kind of melancholy, in
addition to the loss.
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Религија
Андрија Бошарди

Religion
Andrew Boshardy

Религија је врло велика тема у Америци. Све
више и више политика је диктирана религијом.
У Америци посебно, религија је тема која
сe не дискутује олако. У Америци постоји
велик сегмент становништва, који верује да
je Америка била заснованa на хришћанству.
Они верују тако упркос важним другачијим
доказима.

Religion is a very big subject in America. More
and more politics are dictated by religion. In
America especially, religion is a subject which is
hotly debated. In America, there is a large segment of the population that believes that America was founded on Christianianity. They believe
this despite mounting evidence to the contrary.
America was founded partially on the principle
of freedom of religion. Many people think that
religion (in the USA) is dying and that they are
victims. Christians in America, especially since
Barack Obama became president, believe that
they are being persecuted by the evil secular government. Notwithstanding the fact that this is
the most likely racism, this belief is very common.
Christianity in America has long been very strong,
particularly since the Cold War. In the Cold War,
the enemy was the secular Soviet Union. Partly in
order to fight against the secular enemies, America became more religious. The government even
added the phrase “under God” in the pledge of
allegience. But like the rest of the world, young
people are becoming more secular. And religious
people are becoming a minority. But they are
loud, their voice is serious. They dominate the
debate because they are the strongest voices. TV
channels should show real news instead of running useless videos and programs that meet the
outspoken minority. However, the minority feels
under threat, they are afraid, and they are shouting louder and louder. These are mostly older
people who are part of the baby boomer generation. They are mostly retired and realize that they
have less power. Therefore, they are afraid. This is
also why television shows such programs. These
people are at home every day, all day long. Let’s
hope that with time, this phenomenon will pass
and reasonable heads prevail.

Америка је билa основанa делимично на
принципима слободе религије. Много људи
мисле да se религија губи и да су они жртве.
Хришћани у Америци, посебно откада је
Барак Обама постао председником верују
да су прогоњени злом световнoм влашћу.
Без обзира на чињеницу да ово представља
највероватније расизам, овакво мишљење је
врло често. Хришћанство у Америци је дуго
било врло јако нарочито од хладног рата. У
хладном рату је непријатељ био световни
Советски Савез. Делимично да би се борила
против комунистичког непријатеља на
друшенством нивoу, Америка је постала
религиознијом. Влада је чак додала фразу “под
Богом” у залог лојалности. Али као остатак
света, млади људи постају све више сeкуларни.
И религиозни људи постају мањином. Али они
су гласни, нјигов глас je важан. Они доминирају
расправoм зaто што имају најјаче гласове.
Телевизијски канали, би требало да приказују
праве вести уместо се приказују бесмислене
видео спотове и програмe, који задовољава
гласну мањину. Ипак, oвa мањина се осећа
под претњом и страхом и виче гласније и
гласније. To су углавном стариjи људи, који су
део baby boomer генерације. Они су у пензији
већином и схватају да више немају власт.
Стога, они се плаше. Ово је такође разлог што
сe на телевизији приказујe толико програма.
Ови људи су код кућe сваког дана по цео дан.
Надајмо се да ће са временом овај феномен
проћи и да ће разумније главе преовладати.
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A hotdog in a warm bun
Polly Faust
“The male genitals…are represented in dreams in a number of ways that must be called symbolic, where
the common element in the comparison is mostly very obvious…The more striking and for both sexes the
more interesting component of the genitals, the male organ, finds symbolic substitutes in the first instance
in things that resemble it in shape” (Freud, 190)
Dubravka Ugresic uses “A Hot Dog in a Warm
Bun,” her parody of Nicolai Gogol’s “The Nose” to
satirize the obsession and revulsion of sex in society and in literature. Ugresic’s story illuminates
the odd place sex has in society: a mix of hushed
shame, fascination, and humor. Sigmund Freud
writes that there are a disproportionate amount
of sexual symbols because of society’s shame/fascination of it. He writes about the field “of sexual
life—the genitals, sexual processes, sexual intercourse,” “The topics I have mentioned are few,
but the symbols for them are extremely numerous, so that each of these things can be expressed
by numbers of almost equivalent symbols”
(Freud, 189). In her story, Ugresic uses “numerous” amounts of “almost equivalent symbols” to
mock both the literary use of sexual symbols, and
the innuendos and unclear language of sexuality
in daily life. That the reader can understand the
symbols and the silence as well as if she used the
real references reveals both a fascination with sex
that we would rather not admit to, and the ease of
communication of our sexual minds.

but the rest of the story soon teaches us Ugresic
uses all symbols and innuendos deliberately.
The shift from subtle to explicit sexuality comes
when Nada buys a clear penile symbol, a hot dog,
which turns out to not be symbolic at all. However,
Ugresic fully avoids the word “penis” in this story.
When Nada discovers the penis, the narrator calls
it “a genuine, bona fide…!” (Ugresic, 108). Immediately, then, we are given the full scientific Latin:
“‘Glans, corpus, radix, corpora cavernosa, corpora
spongiosa, praeputium, frenulum, scrotom,’ our
heroine, Nada Matic, thought, running through
her totally useless anatomy class knowledge and
still not believing her eyes” (Ugresic, 108). And
from this point on, Ugresic refers to the penis as a
smear-quoted “hot dog.” This shift from a shamed
silence, denoted in the ellipsis, to scientific Latin terms, to an immature innuendo shows the
choices of reference to sex in society. Sex is everpresent, but either pushed into an uncomfortable
silence, relegated to strict biological function,
or, most commonly and coarsely, secured in the
realm of innuendo. These three choices prevalent
that the reader has no trouble filling in the blank
of the “genuine, bona fide …!”, recognizing the
biological names (how many people know Latinate words for other body parts?), or understanding the phrase ‘“hot dog”’, used seven times in two
pages to denote… not a hot dog.

Ugresic begins her use of symbols subtly. The story begins innocently enough with plastic surgeon
Nada Matic waking up to look at her clock and
then taking a morning shower. Yet Freud teaches
us that clocks are a symbol for female genitals
because of the regularity of menstruation, and
“the ticking of a clock may be compared with the
knocking or throbbing in the clitoris during sexual excitement” (Freud, 330). Ugresic’s description
of the shower is quite sexual, and it points us in
an interpretive direction as Nada “squatted under
the stream of water” (Ugresic, 107). Squatting is a
reference to sexual activity, and, as Freud notes,
there is “no difficulty in understanding how it is
that the male organ can be replaced by objects
from which water flows” (Freud, 190). These two
beginning symbols are ambiguous at first glance,

The mist that Ugresic uses to end several scenes
is comparable to the ellipsis covering “penis” because the reader fills the void with sex. Mist interrupts the plot at many points in Gogol’s original story as well, but his mist covers points of
supernatural explanation, whereas in “Hot Dog”
the mist covers scenes that could lead to intercourse. Ugresic uses mist to interrupt five heated
scenes between a man and a woman, and when
Nada meets the man with the collapsible umbrel38

la, Ugresic lets the readers know that we should
follow our assumptions about her literary use of
mist. As Nada decides to use explicit language,
Ugresic writes, “though at this point everything
becomes enveloped in mist again, we can guess
exactly what happened” (Ugresic, 120). With this
“exactly what happened,” Ugresic points to a general understanding that they will have sex. The
silent communication of sex, present in real life
through winks or raised eyebrows, is here played
out in mist.

frills.” Ugresic fights against the critics and takes
control of literary interpretation in this story.
“Hot Dog in a Warm Bun” is full of “symbols, metaphors, allusions and ambiguities”, but her “hidden meanings” are completely apparent.
Kovalic however, is working on a book of stories
that, to his chagrin, would surely be a hotbed for
hidden meanings. Meat, the title of the book, has
a double meaning itself, as do many of the words
Kovalic collects from his butcher: “rump, loin,
wienerwurst, weisswurst, liverwurst, bratwurst,”
and the verb “pound” (Ugresic, 111). In a story
about a penis in a hot dog bun, a wienerwurst is
not just a wienerwurst. The sentence from the
butcher that Kovalic loves and intends to end his
story with is, “My knives go with me to the grave”
(Ugresic, 111). Sigmund Freud lists knives when
discussing penile symbols, as they are “objects
which share with the thing they represent the
characteristic of penetrating into the body and
injuring” (Freud, 190). When “knives” mean male
genitalia, this sentence tells the fear that Kovalic’s
“knife” will not go with him to the grave, as it is
missing from his body.

Ugresic quashes any ambiguity about her use of
mist with the final mist that covers a string of
Kovalic’s lovers. Just as Kovalic turns to his phone
to begin calling the women, Ugresic writes, “At
this point, however, the events are temporarily
misted over by censorship, and the reader will
have to deduce what happened from the following
lines” (Maja gathering her clothes and finding the
crossed-out list of Kovalic’s girls) (Ugresic, 125).
By getting explicit about the censorship, Ugresic
addresses the unique position of sex. An uncomfortable shame censors sex, but, because people
have an undeniable fascination with it, they can
easily “deduce what happened.” Ugresic addresses her reader here to make us feel uncomfortable.
She reminds us that while she is censoring things,
using ambiguities that might fit in polite society,
her readers quickly fill in her blanks. She forces
her reader to be the one with the dirty mind.

To put away any doubt that we should be interpreting all of her symbols sexually, Ugresic barrages Kovalic (and the reader) with phallic symbols faster than Freud lists them in his own books.
As Kovalic goes outside to recover from his shock,
“In the street he saw a child peeling a banana, in a bar
he saw a man pouring beer from a bottle down his gullet, in a doorway he saw a boy with a plastic pistol in
his hand come running straight at him; he saw a jet
cross the sky, a fountain in a park start to spurt, a blue
tram come round a bend, some workers block traffic
dragging long rubber pipes across the road, two men
walking towards him, one of whom was saying to the
other, “But for that you really need balls…” (Ugresic,
112)

Ugresic’s mist and ellipses point to a naughtyminded reader, but her symbols, used mainly with
the owner of the penis, Mato Kovalic, comment
on the place of sex literary society. Two things
define Kovalic: his promiscuity and his hatred
of symbol. Immediately after Kovalic first awakens sans penis, Ugresic describes him, “What he
despised more than anything was literary frills;
what he admired was authenticity, a razor-edged
quality where every word meant what it meant
and not God knows what else!” (Ugresic, 111). She
continues that Kovalic hates critics because, “who
but critics, force-fed on the pap of theory, turned
works of literature into paper monsters teeming
with hidden meanings?” (Ugresic, 111). The irony
of these two sentences is that the phrases “razoredged quality,” “force-fed on the pap of theory”
and “paper monsters” are themselves “literary

Though each of these things are possible in our
world, the fact that they all happen at once, to
Kovalic, brings the scene into the realm of the
fantastic. Gogol’s Kovaliov feels inferior when he
sees noses everywhere he looks, but of course,
noses are on the face, are unavoidable. He even
wishes that it had been his penis missing, because it would have been covered. However,
39

Ugresic makes us see that even when disguised by
symbols, the penis is extremely prevalent in society. We hide behind allusions so often that these
symbols are all instantly recognizable we are wellversed in the symbolic language of the banana,
the beer, the pistol, the jet, the spurting fountain,
the tram, and the rubber pipes. The explicit reference, “for that you really need balls,” is metaphoric in a different way. While all the innocent
phallic shaped objects stand in for the sexual one,
the sexual object stands in for human qualities.
Kovalic has another symbol thrust upon him after his possible climax through his toe: Lidija
attempts to cheer him with a “nice homemade
sausage” (118). Interestingly Kovalic’s focus in his
penis-less dilemma is more on the literary and
metaphoric affront than on the missing penis.
Unlike Kovaliov in “The Nose,” Kovalic does not
try to find an explanation for its disappearance.
We can assume that many of Kovalic’s girlfriends
would have reason to curse him, but he does not
even try to think of anyone. Instead, Kovalic’s focus is on how this violates good literature. In response to the sausage offer, Kovalic has a fit:

but he is stuck in a parody, a short story about
allusion.
Dubravka Ugresic’s incessant use of the “symbols,
metaphors, allusions, ambiguities” and “hidden meanings” that Kovalic hates reveals both a
general fascination with sex and an interesting
facet of writer/reader communication. She uses
some symbols, like the clock, that you have to
read Freud to interpret, but the vast majority of
her symbols are for the penis, and are immediately clear. Ugresic reminds us that discussions
of intercourse and genitalia are censored by our
own discomfort and by a repressive society, but
any reader can immediately fill in blanks. Aside
from filling in tense silences, the reader has the
enjoyable job of recognizing and translating
symbols. Kovalic believes that ambiguous language is literary garbage, but the reader has fun
with it—the symbols make Kovalic the “butt of a
dirty joke” that amuses us all. Individually, many
of the symbols could have an innocent meaning:
stories about meat could indeed remain merely
on a butcher’s level. But Ugresic’s constant barrage of phallic symbols, and her character that
interprets many of them for the reader, kills any
doubt that the sexual interpretation is the one we
should make. Without ever using the words ‘penis’ and ‘sex,’ Ugresic writes a story firmly in the
genre of dirty jokes, and the reader, using Freud’s
language of the unconscious—in other words,
naughty school-yard speech—picks up on every
innuendo.

Kovalic felt all the air go out of him: Lidija’s proposition was like a blow to the solar plexus; it turned him
into the butt of a dirty joke.
Kovalic was especially sensitive to clichés; he avoided
them in both literature and life. And now he was terribly upset. By some absurd concatenation of events
his life had assumed the contours of a well-established
genre (a joke of which he was the punch line). How
could life, which he had always thought of as a vast—
no, boundless—how could life give in to the laws of a
genre?...[literature] was so much better, more humane,
less predictable, more fanciful…in a well written story
Lidija would have offered him nothing less than a veal
cutlet; in the low genre of life, Lidija, she gives him—a
sausage!” (Ugresic, 118).
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It is quite amusing for the reader to see a literary
character analyze his genre. Kovalic is the butt
of a dirty joke and “A Hot Dog in a Warm Bun” is
clearly not “a well written story” according to his
terms. Ugresic refuses to let her innuendos pass
by anyone—this story is about symbolism and literary cliché, and her characters may not live outside of “the laws of a genre.” Kovalic wants everything to have that razor-sharp authentic quality,
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Породична Хроника
Први део
Алек Митровић

Family Chronicle
Chapter One
Alec Mitrovich

Oсмог маја 1922. године, рођена је моја баба,
Јелена Митровић, у Пржну, малoм приморском
селу у Црној Гори. Њен отац, Владимир, био је
једини лекар у околини, па онa живeше доста
удобно са својих пет сестара и браћом—није
могла знати шта ћe јe (чекaти) снаћи у животу.

On the eigth of May in 1922, my grandmother,
Jelena Mitrovich, was born in Przhen, a small
coastal town in Montenegro. Her father, Vladimir, was the only doctor in the region, so she lived
comfortably with their five sisters and brothers.
She could not have predicted what her life would
bring.

У априлу 1941. Њемци и Италиjани су их
напали, aли је рат кратко трајао и борбе су
биле кратка века. Фашисти су брзо окупирали
земљу, и када су Италиани стигли у Пржно,
пронашли су све јаке мушкарце и пoгубили
их, укључујући и Владимира Митровића.
Јеленина мајка, Зорка, је сама морала чувати
моју бабу, тада малу, и њену браћу и сестре; a
то није никако био лак посао јер је Јелена често
била болесна.

In April of 1941, Germans and Italians attacked
the region, but the war was short and the resistance did not last long. The Nazis quickly occupied the region, and when the Italians arrived
in Przhno, they found all able-bodied men and
executed them, including Vladimir Mitrovich.
Jelena’s mother, Zorka, was left alone to care for
my grandmother, then a small girl, along with her
brothers and sisters.
This was no small task
because Jelena was often ill.

После пар годинa, међутим, онa се
,,спријатељила” с Италијанима, и они су је
научили да пуца из пушкe, и свакo вече она
је била код њих на вечери. Пошто су почели
имати поверењa у њу, научила је где им стоји
хранa и почела је красти од њих да би носила
залихе за партизане у планинама.

A few years later, however, she befriended the
Italians and they taught her how to use a gun, and
each evening she would dine with them. Once
she had gained their trust, she found out where
they kept food and she started to steal from them
in order to supply the partisans hidden in the
mountains.

десетaк година после рата, удала се за Милa
Митровићa (други Митровић, из другог дела
земље), који је био са Светог Стефана (одакле
је он). И девет мјесеца после вјенчање, родила
је моја мајка, Милица, и још двије године
после, моја тетка Зорица. Живјели су на
Светом Стефану пет година прије него што је
југословенска влада почела oдузимати њихову
имовину. Плашећи се будућних сукоба, они
су емигрирали у САД, у Сан Дијего у Jужној
Калифорнији.

Ten years after the war, she married Milo Mitrovich (another Mitrovich, from another part of
the country), who was originally from the island
of St. Stephen, (where she was also from). Nine
months after the wedding, my mother Milica was
born and another two years after that my aunt,
Zorica. They had lived on the island of St. Stephen for five years when the Yugoslavian government began to confiscate their estate. Fearing the
future conflicts, they immigrated to the USA, to
San Diego in Southern California.
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Fantastična priča
Andrija Bošardi

Fantastical Story
Andrew Boshardy

Živeli su na Persefoni toliko godina da se nisu
sećali vremena kada nisu živeli na Persefoni. Niko
nikada nije otišao sa Persefone. Niko nikada nije
stigao na Persefonu. Dede su pričale o ljudima,
koji su živeli na dalekoj planeti. Svaki put kada bi
deda pričao o toj zemlji, rastojanje bi poraslo. Na
ovoj zemlji je živelo mnogo ljudi. Bilo ih je toliko
da nije bilo mesta za život. Nije bilo hrane za sve.
Ali omiljena priča za decu je bila priča o Velikoj
Vatri. U ovoj priči, velika vatra je skoro uništila
Persefonu. Mnogi ljudi su poginuli u vatri i mnogo kniga je izgubljeno.

They lived on Persephone for so many years that
they didn’t remember a time when they didn’t live
on Persephone. No one ever left Persephone. No
one ever came to Persephone. The Elders told tales
about people, who lived in a far away land. Every
time the Elders would talk about that land, the
distance would increase. In that land there lived
many people. There were so many people that
there wasn’t enough room to live. There wasn’t
enough room for anything. But the children’s favorite story was about the Great Fire. In this story,
a great fire quickly burned Persephone. Many
people died in the fire and many books were lost.

Svaki dan je bio isti. Budili bi se rano i doručakovali.
Deca bi išla u školu. Roditelji bi išli na posao. U
školi, deca bi učila kako da rade na Persefoni.
Učili bi kako da rade zajedno. Deca bi učila kako
da spreče vatru i kako da se bore sa vatrom. Učili
bi kako da prave ‘Veliko oko’ i kako da prave ‘Velike uši.’ Pitali bi zašto su slušali i gledali. Učitelji
bi samo rekli “Saznaćete.” Deca bi predvidela
slušanje i gledanje velikim okom i velikima ušima.
Ali kada su slušali i gledali, njihovi osmesi bi
postali namršteni. “Nikada ne slušam! Nikada ne
gledam!” Ali neko bi uvek slušao i gledao nešto.
Čak ni taj čovek ne bi znao zašto je slušao i gledao. Svaki dečak bi učio kako da oponaša svoga
oca. Svaka devojka bi učila kako da oponaša svoju
majku. Pred njima je bilo isto kao za generacije
pre njihovih roditelja.

Each day was the same. They would wake up
early and eat breakfast. The children would go to
school. The adults would go to work. In school,
children would learn how to work on Persephone.
They would learn how to work together. The children would learn how to prevent fires and how to
fight fires. They would learn how to use “The
Great Eye” and how to use “The Great Ears.” They
would asky what they were listening and looking for. The teachers would only answer “You will
know.” The children would anticipate what they
would hear and see with the Great Eye and Great
Ear. But when they listened and looked, their
smiles would turn into frowns. “I’ll never listen!
I’ll never watch!” But someone would always listen
and watch for something. Even that man would
not know why they listen or watched. Every boy
would learn how to imitate their father. Every girl
would learn to imitate their mother. Their future
would bring the same to them as it did for their
parents generation.

Ljudi Persefone su živeli sretno. Ništa se nikada
nije menjalo. Ljudima Persefone se to sviđalo.
Nikada niko nije zapitao što se nalazi van Persefone. Zadovoljni su bili sa svojih petsto hiljada
kvadratnih metara mesta na brodu, koji je putovao trećom brzinom svetlosti, i koji je otišao sa
zemlje, koja se nekada zvala Earth.

The people of Persephone lived happily. Nothing ever changed. The people of Persephone liked
this. Nobody ever asked what was outside of Persephone. They were pleased with their 500,000 m2
of the ship, which traveled at one third the speed
of light, and which left a land which was once
called Earth.
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Identity and Translation in Orhan Pamuk’s The White Castle
Tala Radejko

The majority of what has been written on Orhan
Pamuk’s work has focused on the manner in
which his novels “problematize republican understandings of the Ottoman past in a sustained
challenge to official historiography” (Goknar;
123). Goknar’s observation certainly hits on the
underlying implications of Pamuk’s examination
of identity in The White Castle, a novel that has
been called a “thesis text” of sorts because it is
the first of Pamuk’s to engage with the Ottoman
theme. The story of two look-alikes who eventually go on to switch identities is set at the height
of the Ottoman Empire, and is presented to the
reader as a translated text framed within a preface
written by its translator. That the translator has
been characterized to “[embody] the problem
of Turkish national identity” (Bayrakceken and
Randall; 192), and that the preface is set shortly
after the military coup of 1980 are both significant. As the novel itself was published in 1985,
the significance of the juxtaposition of the coup
and the height of the Ottoman Empire has not
been lost on Pamuk’s Turkish audience – drawing the two together subtly critiques nationalistic
and modern Turkish notions of what constitutes
“Turkishness” and enters into the debate about
the place of the Ottoman legacy in a Turkish
national identity. Papers highlighting the manners in which Pamuk explores the impact of the
Ottoman legacy as well as Turkey’s relationship
with Europe refer to several of Pamuk’s works,
drawing to different degrees upon the manner in
which identity is brought up in The White Castle.

fect is perhaps less familiar. The latter in particular is significant, as the ideas of translation and
identity can be said to frame one another in the
novel. A subtle commentary on the construct of
modern Turkish identity underlies the translator’s preface, and likewise the translator’s preface
frames a main plot that consists largely of a series
of identity experiments. Pamuk’s examination of
identity forging rests on the premise that identity
is fluid and changeable; a foundation that could
not be used unless identity formation and translation are seen as, if not interchangeable, then at
least intertwined.
The relationship between Pamuk’s use of translation within his exploration of identity has been
interpreted in several ways. Bayrakceken and
Randall see the link between identity formation
and translation as made evident in part by the
translator, Faruk Darvinoglu, and place it within a broader argument of Istanbul’s role within
Pamuk’s work, his Istanbulite perspective, and
their subsequent influences on his portrayal of
East-West relations. Goknar too points to the role
of Darvinoglu as the frame narrator, using his act
of translation for reasoning behind his description of The White Castle as a “novel of identification”; in both cases, the role of the frame narrator
is seen as being there to set up the novel as one
dealing with issues of identity. Goknar, however,
sees the link between translation and identity as
reflecting Pamuk’s use of “Ottoman history as a
means to interrogate self and society.” He places
it within the context of the role of Turkey’s Ottoman legacy rather than the geography of Pamuk’s
authorial perspective, pointing to the juxtaposition of the two time periods of the novel as an
example of Pamuk’s re-appropriation of a historical identity that would have been taboo for Darvinoglu under the military regime. That Bayrakceken and Randall see it slightly differently does
not, however, alter the implications of their arguments, whether they discuss translation and
identity with regard to East-West relations or in
terms of the Ottoman legacy.

While the context of the novel and its place in
discussions of Turkish national identity are certainly important and will be further discussed,
the literary mechanisms used by Pamuk to play
on the notion of translation and deconstruct
the identities of his protagonists are interesting
in their own right. The use of doubles, mimicry,
and the mirror scene are fairly familiar mechanisms through which to approach issues of identity, though Pamuk’s manipulation of memories
as well as his use of translation to the same ef43

The context in which both interpretations place
the link between translation and identity is one
of a politicized and hesitantly debated national
identity; Darvinoglu’s characterization and the
time period in which he is set are seen to politicize what may have otherwise been a more
philosophical examination of personal identity.
By suggesting that Darvinoglu evokes “the troubling ‘evolution’ of Turkish identity and culture”
(Bayrakceken and Randall; 192) and that his
translation pushes against the “horizon of nationalism” (Goknar; 36), all of the authors point
towards the conclusion that Darvinoglu serves as
the novel’s most obvious source of pressure on the
politically acceptable narrative and its rejection
of Ottoman legacy. His name and the manner in
which he translates the Ottoman manuscript into
the main plot are taken as evidence for that conclusion, though his comments on history and the
historical correctness of the manuscript are also
significant.

an act of redemption for him, and transgressing
the boundary separating Ottoman history and
modern Turkish nationalism seems to be one of
the few transgressions he has left (Goknar; 36).
That a rediscovery of a buried historical legacy is
connected by implication to acts of redemption
is again a subtle comment on Turkish national
identity; it suggests that the apparent transgression is a necessity, pushing up against the acceptable political boundaries.
Before moving on to the method of Darvinoglu’s translation, it is interesting to note that his
character was present in The Silent House, one
of Pamuk’s earlier novels. The sister to whom the
novel is dedicated dies at the end of The Silent
House, and in that novel Darvinoglu has not yet
been removed from his post at the university –
his character has been inserted into The White
Castle so thoroughly that it completely takes over
the frame of the novel, rather than being present
only as the narrator of the preface. The epithet
following the dedication is similarly interesting,
in that it is a quote from Proust mistranslated by
a well-known Turkish translator. That it has been
(mis)translated from the French to Turkish, and
then into English for English readers is interesting in that is sets up the idea of mistranslation,
or the fluidity of translation, before the reader is
aware that the main text of the novel is a translated text in its own right. The novel is therefore
already positioned within the context of translation and identity (or assumed identity, given
that the dedication is part of the frame narrator’s
character, rather than that of the author) before
its main text has even begun; the preface adds to
it by introducing the translation of the text, and
the text then goes on to explore the construction
of identity.

‘Faruk Darvinoglu’ is a somewhat forced joining
of names of Eastern and Western origin; ‘Faruk’
being a traditional Turkish name and ‘Darvinoglu’ the Turkish equivalent of “son of Darwin.”
The implications of joining the two together as
well as using ‘Darwin’ in the patronymic can be
seen as reflecting The White Castle’s depiction
of a meeting between East and West, as well as
asserting the influence those relations have had
on the development of Turkish identity. The latter is another component that, if not forgotten,
has been altered so that the focus is on Turkey’s
modernization and attempt at Europeanization
rather than European influences within the wider
historical context of the Ottoman Empire; the
switch to a Latin alphabet during the linguistic
reforms of the 1920s as well as Ataturk’s emphasis
on secularization being two examples. The surname of ‘Darvinoglu’ prompted Bayrakceken and
Randall to describe him as embodying the ‘evolution’ of Turkish identity; their point going back to
Goknar’s suggestion that referencing Darwin implies ideas of evolution and redemption (Goknar;
36). At the time of translating the manuscript,
Darvinoglu is a heavy drinker and has been
forced out of his teaching position at the university after living through the third military coup
of his life – translating the manuscript becomes

The manner in which Darvinoglu translates the
Ottoman manuscript is particularly telling because of its organic and improvised nature. It does
not follow any sort of structure, nor are the two
versions of the text even kept in the same room:
“… after reading a couple of sentences from the
manuscript I kept on one table, I’d go to another
table in the other room where I kept my papers
and try to narrate in today’s idiom the sense of
what remained in my mind.” (12). The Ottoman
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Arabic script is translated into the Turkish Latin
alphabet according to the memory of the translator; the past is made relevant to the present according to his interpretations and adjustment of
phrases. As put by Bayrakceken and Randall, the
process is “driven by the unconsciously selected
siftings of memory and not by disciplined analysis” (193). Thus, not only are the protagonists
doubled but so too is the text - an examination of
identity-forging is translated and altered before
being given to reader, much in the same way as
the Italian’s recollections of the past are altered
by his retelling them.

is recorded in the manuscript itself and others
of its kind. The implication that the overarching
national narrative may be false or even doctored
is critical, and again plays into his primary function of framing the text within a critique of the
ahistorical identity set up within the boundaries
of Turkish republican nationalism.
The manipulation of the past in order to present a
compelling story is not a unique concept; one that
can be seen both within the context of Turkish
identity as well as within the main text itself. Nationalist ideologies often pick particular events in
recorded history that support its desired projection of a people’s identity and discard others that
conflict with it; the Ottoman legacy and its attempted amputation from a formation of Turkish
identity in the Kemalist cultural revolutions is the
particular example the novel’s context pertains to.
With regard to the main text, the manipulation of
memories and plays a significant role in the play
of identities between the two protagonists. The
Italian’s memories are altered and at times exaggerated, stretched according to the response he
wants to elicit from Hoja or the sultan. In the end
the memories or past lives of the Italian and Hoja
become indistinguishable as the narrator himself
is no longer able to make the distinction; the two
characters are entirely intertwined. The melding
of their identities occurs as a result of a series of
identity experiments, in which the manipulation
of memory and the past play a prominent role as
the protagonists begin the writing exercise, and
which begin by virtue of the two being doubles.

The subtleties of the original are likely to be lost
to some degree in the process of translation, as
are details of events that could alter the manner in
which particular actions or memories recounted
by the Italian are interpreted by the reader. That
Darvinoglu’s main focus is preserving the “sense”
of the text remaining in his mind echoes the Italian’s play with his own memories, and hints again
at the fluidity of ideas and language, as well as at
the cost of translation – details are inevitably lost
and new aspects of the text are created. His disclaimer of the title is also notable, in that is adds
yet another layer to the levels of translation and
interpretation within the text; titles are important
for garnering interest and shaping expectations,
and the publisher’s choice adds their opinion of
the ‘point’ of the text to that of the translator and
the reader’s own interpretation of the main plot.
After first discovering the manuscript in a forgotten archive, Darvinoglu comments that he does
not know what to do with it; his distrust of history is still strong, and he wants to concentrate
on its value for its own sake rather in terms of its
“scientific, cultural, anthropological, or ‘historical’ value” (9). The discrepancies between what
is taken for historical fact and the events in the
book do not bother him as much, and he instead
focuses on the similarities between the events and
recorded history; referred to as “our ‘knowledge’
of history” (10). “History” and “knowledge” are
both placed in quotation marks, suggesting his
disillusionment with the modern republican historiography. This is further touched upon when
he suggests that while the manuscript seems to
have drawn from real events, the recording of
those events might have in turn drawn from what

Doubling is a common literary feature, and serves
as a convenient and familiar manner in which to
introduce problems of identity. Hoja and the Italian resemble each other so closely that the Italian is taken aback and unnerved upon first seeing
him, remarking that “the resemblance between
myself and the man who entered the room was
incredible! It was me there…” (22). Their similarity is remarked upon by the pasha on several occasions, who once comments that when attempting to recall the Italian’s face, Hoja’s instead had
come to mind. A dinner conversation then begins
on the subject of doubles, of “how human beings
were created in pairs, hyperbolic examples on
this theme were recalled… look-alikes who were
45

frightened at the sight of one another but were
unable, as if bewitched, ever again to part” (37).
The uncanny accuracy of the latter part of the
quote feeds into the gradual foreshadowing of
their switching of identities, and this is the only
instance in which the idea of doubles is explicitly
brought up by a character other than Hoja or the
Italian.
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Ciganska muzika
Kejti Taker

Gypsy Music
Kaitlyn Tucker

Nedavno sam pogledala dva filma, koji se bave
temom cigana i muzike. Prvi film je bio «Ko to
tamo peva», u kojem dva mlada cigančeta pevaju
pesmu, koja pripoveda priču filma. Film počinje
s njima i završava s njima, i oni pevaju tokom
filma, da bi funkcionisali kao strukturalni mehanizam. Njihova pesma je istonovremeno tužna
i vesela, i brzo skače sa jednog na drugi motif.
Prvi deo pesme, koju peva stariji dečak dok svira
harmoniku, je naricaljka. U drugom delu, mlađi
dečak se pridružuje, svirajući u drombulje. Drugi
deo je veseo i smiješan, kao što je i film. Međutim,
čini mi se da prvi deo služi da podseti gledaoca o
tmurnom apektu filma, koji predstavlja sliku Jugoslavije pre drugog svetskog rata.

Not long ago, I watched two films which concern
the theme of gypsy’s and music. The first film
was “Who’s Singing Over There?” in which two
young gypsies sing a song which tells the story
of the film. The film begins with them and ends
with them and they sing throughout the film, the
function as a structural mechanism. The song is
simultaneously sad and happy and quickly jumps
from one motif to the other. The first part of the
song, which is sung by the older boy while playing the accordion, in the second part, the younger
boy joins in playing the mouth harp. The second
part is happy and funny, as is the film. However, it seems to me that the first part serves to remind viewers of the grim aspect of the film which
present a picture of Yugoslavia before the second
world war.

Drugi film, koji sam pogledala, je «Skupljači perja». U ovom filmu je ciganska pivačica, koja se
zove Lenče. Ona stvarno peva lepo i radi u kafani,
u kojoj glavni junak igra poker. Njena pjesma je
također tužna, i vrlo intenzivna. Kada ona peva,
izgleda da ona ima vlast nad ljudima u kafani,
posebno nad muškarcima.

Goknar, Erdag. “Ottoman Legacy and The White Castle.”
Journal of Turkish Literature 7 (2010): 123-39.
Todorov, Tzvetan. “Themes of the Self.” Trans. Richard
Howard. The Fantastic: A Structural Approach to a
Literary Genre. Cleveland/London: of Case Western Reserve University, 1973. 107-23

The second film I watched was “I Even Met Happy
Gypsies.” In this film the singer is a gypsy named
Lenča. She sings really well and works in the bar
where the main character plays poker. Her song
is also sad and very intense. When she sings, she
seems to have power over the people in the bar
especially over the men.

U stvari, mislim da je odnos između muzike i vlasti
središnje pitanje u oba filma. U filmu «Ko to tamo
peva», muzika ima vlast nad slušaocima, koji bi
verovatno voleli da se fokusiraju na smešnije aspekte filma. U filmu «Skupljači perja», muzika
prisiljava likove da preuzmu akciju. Izgleda da je
Šopenhauer bio u pravu kad je rekao da je muzika
najizravnije očitovanje volje.
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In fact, I think the relationship between music
and power is the central question in both films.
In the film “Who’s Singing Over There?,” music
has power over its listeners who would probably
prefer to focus on the funnier aspects of the film.
In the film “I Even Met Happy Gypsies”, music
forces characters to take action. It seems that
Schopenhauer was right when he said that music
is the most direct expression of will.
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Rat i mir
Andrija Bošardi

War and Peace
Andrew Boshardy

Nikada nisam čitao ovu knjigu. Učim russki
jezik ali nisam je još pročitao. Nisam čitao mnogo važnih knjiga. Kada sam bio u Rusiji mnogi
studenati su me pitali da li sam čitao ovu ili onu
knjigu. Pitali bi me: “Da li si čitao Anu Karenjinu?” “Da li si čitao Braću Karomazove?” “Da li
si čitao Zločin i kazna?” Odgovorio sam “Nisam.”
“Nisam.” “Nisam” “Kako učiš russki jezik i nisi
čitao ove knige?” Svaki put bih odgovorio “Ne
znam.” Tako je—kako je. To je problem koji imam
na ovom universitetu. Obrazovanje i priprema
za studije nisu bili važni u mojoj srednjej školi.
Živeo sam na selu sa farmerima. Za njih nije bilo
važno da čitaju knige velikih pisaca. Čas istorije
je bio šala. Nisam znao ni ko je bio Tito. Nisam
znao ništa o Jugoslaviji. Na časovima istorije sam
naučio minimum. Nisam imao interesovanje za
klasičnu književnost. Nisam znao ništa o njoj.
Tada sam stigao na ovaj univerzitet. Upoznao
sam mnogo studentata koji se pohađali privatne
škole. Upoznao sam studente, koji su čitali Tolstoja, Foknera, Hemingveja, Homera... U srednjej školi nisam hteo da čitam knjige ovih autora.
Nisam hteo zato što nisam znao ništa o klasičnoj
književnosti. Nisam znao zašto se zovu velikim
piscima. I nisam hteo da znam. Osećao sam se
prevarenim. Osećao sam se kao da su me moji
učitelji izdali. Tada sam počeo da razmišljam.
Mislio sam o tome ko je kriv? Odlučio sam da sam
ja za to sâm kriv. Nisam samoinicijativno počeo da
uzimam knjige iz biblioteke i da ih čitam. Nisam
hteo. Nisam hteo da se okušam. Bio sam srećan u
svom naivnom svetu. To je najveća prednost ovog
universiteta i zahvalan sam zbog toga. Sada imam
želju da saznam mnogo više o svemu. To je u isto
vreme i najveći problem ovog univerziteta. Želim
da saznam sve--ali nemam dovoljno vremena.

I have never read this book. I study Russian language and I have never read War and Peace. I have
not read many important books. When I was in
Russia many students asked me whether I ready
this book or that book. They asked me, “Have
you read Anna Karinina?” “Have you read The
Brothers Karamazov? Have you read Crime and
Punishment? I would always answer, “I haven’t.”
“No.” “Nope.” “How can you study Russian and
not have read these books?!” Each time I would
answer, “I don’t know.” That was how it was. That
is the problem I have at this university. Education
and preparation were not important in my high
school. I lived in a farming area. For the farmers
it wasn’t necessary to read important novels. History class was a joke. I didn’t know who Tito was.
I didn’t know anything about Yugoslavia. History
class tought us the minimum. I didn’t have any
interest in classical literature. I knew nothing.
Then I came to this university. I met many students who had read Tolstoy, Faulkner, Hemingway, Homer... In high school I didn’t want to read
books by these these authors. I didn’t want to becasue I didn’t know what great literature was. I
didn’t know why they were called great writers.
And I didn’t want to know. I felt cheated. I felt
like my teachers betrayed me. Then I thought. I
thought who is to blame. I had concluded that I
was to blame. I didn’t buy books and start to read
them. I didn’t want to. I didn’t want to challenge
myself. I was content in my naive world. That is
the best use of this university and I am thankful
for it. Now I want to learn more about everything.
That is also the biggest problem with this university. I want to learn everything but there is not
enough time!

Vietnam, Ulster, Macedonia:
De-localizing Conflict in Milcho Manchevski’s Before the Rain
Alexandra Israel
1 Introduction

2003:79). The scene inserts the Balkan conflict
into the artificially distanced space of London,
and connects that violence to the Troubles. Manchevski forces the audience confront the similarities between the conflicts by “[framing] the East
and West together” in such a way that violence
becomes “part of a general problem rather than a
uniquely Balkan trait” (Ilieva 9).

Milcho Manchevski’s Before the Rain (1994) indicts those who attempt to distance the West
from the Balkans by de-localizing the Bosnian
war through comparisons with conflicts that are
much more immediate to Western viewers: the
Troubles of northern Ireland and the Vietnam
war. In a London restaurant, British Nick is forced
to confront the immediacy of the Troubles just
before the Bosnian war, having spread all the way
to the supposedly safe space of London, claims
his life. And the photographer Alexander captures images of a Bosnian militiaman executing a
prisoner that echo in subject matter and composition Eddie Adam’s Pulitzer prize-winning “Saigon Execution.”

The de-localization centers around the character of Nick. During the first part of the scene, as
the argument between the waiter and the belligerent guest slowly escalates, Nick is seated with
his back to the bar, the site of the altercation. The
staging shows Nick, a Westerner, remaining blind
to the conflict until it has escalated to the point
where everyone in the restaurant is watching;
Anne, however, has a clear view of the increasingly heated exchange. After the two men get into
a fistfight and the guest is thrown out of the restaurant, Nick’s first reaction is to suggest to Anne
that they leave – that they retreat to a safe space
beyond the reach of the Bosnian war.

The first two sections of this paper explore the
connections between Bosnia, Vietnam and
northern Ireland. The third section discusses
Alexander’s role as a de-localized figure, a semiWesterner whose de-nationalized identity allows
him to see these parallels more clearly, while simultaneously letting him impose a Western form
of otherness on Bosnia. Alexander breaks down
the Western perception of the Balkans as a single
unit characterized by ethnic conflict, but in doing
so he performs a type of distancing that prevents
him, like Nick, from accepting the possibility of
violence. His death at the hands of his brother is
the ultimate example of a de-localized conflict
that can penetrate any constructed safe space: an
Orthodox monastery, a London restaurant and,
finally, Alexander’s family.

Nick continues to distance himself – and, by extension, the rest of Western Europe – from the
Balkan war, even as the dialogue undermines that
distance. Speaking with the maitre d’, Nick attempts to make light of the recent fistfight, and
inadvertently connects the Balkan wars and the
Troubles:
NICK: Well at least they weren’t from Ulster.
MAITRE D’: No, sir. I’m from Ulster.

The Troubles are an example of the distancing contradiction in which Nick traps himself;
the rhetoric, exemplified by Nick’s callous joke,
places the anti-British forces in Northern Ireland
at a social and geographical remove from the observers in England, even as the conflict resulted
in violence and death on British soil . The parallels between the Troubles and the Bosnian war
– both are post-colonial struggles driven by religious factionalism – call into question the “binary understanding that stereotypically privileges

2 “They Shoot More There”: There Is Already A
War In England
The de-localization of the Bosnian war is made explicit in the restaurant shootout that closes “Faces,” the second episode of Before the Rain, which
rebukes the notion of a Western space “where the
audience can can feel safely positioned outside
the discourse of ethnic cleansing” (Marciniak
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the ‘normal’ West over the ‘barbaric’ non-West”
(Marciniak 2003:71).

West in order to shock it into action slides into
the quest for violence itself” (Ilieva 2008:3); Alexander’s attempt to bridge the constructed distance between the
Balkans and the
West ends in the
death of a prisoner.The photo of
the the prisoner’s
execution works
to de-localize the
Bosnian war by Figure 1: The guard holds his gun to the
prisoner’s head.
connecting it to
another notorious postcolonial conflict: the Vietnam war. Alexander’s photos of a soldier executing a prisoner
(Figures 1 and 2) are not seen until “Pictures,”
when he tells Anne the story of the man’s death.

Nick’s perpetuation of the perceived dichotomy
between the “civilized” West and the barbarism
of the “other” continues in his next remark:
“Well, here’s to civil wars getting more civil once
they reach here.” Nick has just contradicted this
assertion by mentioning the Troubles, and he will
be proven tragically wrong when the angry customer returns with a gun. Even as Nick forcefully
distances himself and his country from the violence in the Balkans, he finds himself drawn into
the middle of the conflict, demonstrating the impossibility of creating a “safe” space to contain the
Bosnian war.
However, Nick is far from the only character to
buy into the dichotomy between West and nonWest. After Alexander returns to Macedonia in
“Pictures” he has a similar conversation with Saso:

These photographs are similar in composition
and subject matter to a Pulitzer prize-winning
image from the Vietnam War: Eddie Adams’ “Saigon Execution” (Figure 3). Both depict executions
performed by soldiers belonging to an opposing
faction. In a film where two major deaths – Alexander and Zamira –
occur at the hands of
family members, the
similarities between
the executioners and
Figure 2: The prisoner (who is playedthe executed are imby Manchevski) falls to the ground,portant. The phodead.
tographs’ compositions are nearly identical; the executioner stands
to one side while the prisoner recoils from the
impact of a bullet. The de-localizing effect of the
photographs is made explicit by a conversation
between Alexander and Saso:

SASO: America, England, where they don’t shoot.
That’s comfortable.
ALEXANDER: They shoot more there.

Alexander’s awareness of the parallels between
violence in the West and the war in Bosnia indicates that he is not, as Iordanova claims, merely
reiterating a stereotype that “the Balkans are different; that it is all about the ‘Other’” (Iordanova
1996:886). Alexander is a de-localized figure, a
native Macedonian who has become a Western
observer; his unique position lets him see the
parallels between the Bosnian war and other conflicts that remain invisible to those, like Nick and
Saso, with firm national identities.
3 “Vietnam Was Before My Time”: The Photographic Connection

SASO: I videotaped a program about you. Our man
made it in the big world. Vietnam, Beirut...
ALEXANDER: Vietnam was before my time, Doc.
SASO: Same shit.
ALEXANDER: Same shit.

Alexander’s de-localized identity is far from unproblematic. A photographer who recently won
a Pulitzer prize for images of the Bosnian war,
Nick represents the “hidden sadistic dimension”
of “the photographer’s ‘wish’ for exciting shots”
(Ilieva 2008:3). Alexander’s role as a de-localized
observer allows him to see parallels to which others are blind, but his observation is not without
effect. “The need to represent violence to the

The photographs are not only connected by an
erosion of the safe distance constructed around
the Bosnian war. They also serve as a commentary on the damage that can be wrought by an observer who is blind to the effects of observation.
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The performative aspect of the Bosnian execution “shatters the comfortable image of the ‘civilized’ West free from the primitive passions of the

tograph would perpetuate an image of the Balkans as a land where “the passion for hatred is
too intricate and overwhelming” to allow for reconciliation (Iordanova 886). The West, however,
never sees the images; Alexander tears them up,
allowing for the possibility of a Bosnia that is not
doomed to perpetual war. He (and, by extension,
Manchevski) rejects the Western labeling of the
Balkans as unavoidably violent, and refuses to
perpetuate the dichotomy of the West and the
“barbaric” non-West.

Figure 3. “Saigon Execution,” Eddie Adams’
Pulitzer prize-winning photograph, shows
Gen. Nguyen Ngoc Loan, chief of the South
Vietnamese National Police, executing
Vietcong prisoner Nguyen Van Lem.

4 “People Are Peaceful”: De-Balkanizing the
Balkans, Balkanizing Bosnia
As Manchevski uses explicit references to the
Troubles and the Vietnam War to de-localize the
conflict in Bosnia, he also draws divisions within
the region itself. Many outside observers have a
tendency to treat the Balkans, the former Yugoslavia in particular, as a single unit characterized
by unending violence. Manchevski, however,
distinguishes between the region’s constituent
parts, and puts a particular emphasis on the separateness of Macedonia. Manchevski’s treatment
of the differences between Macedonia and the
other former Yugoslav states indicates that war
and ethnic cleansing do not have to be problems
of the entire Balkan region . If the Bosnian conflict can be de-localized and spread to the West,
it can also be re-localized and confined to a particular region.
As with everything in Before the Rain however,
the separateness of Macedonia from Bosnia is
fraught with complications. Through Saso, Manchevski undermines this distancing:

barbaric Balkans” (Ilieva 2008:4) because of the
knowledge that the prisoner died for a Western
audience. The case of “Saigon Execution” is less
clear-cut, as Nguyen Van Lem was not killed for
Adams’ camera; the photographer “saw the general reaching for his pistol as he walked up to the
prisoner’s side,” raising his camera as he saw Loan
raise his gun (Winslow 2011). However, the role of
the Western observer is still highly relevant: Loan
was a south Vietnamese soldier, allied with the
United States against the Vietcong. The West is
an implicit presence in the photograph, endorsing the execution. In this context, Adams cannot
be a simple observer.
It is not just the background presence of the
American military that interrogates the Western observer. The image was widely credited with
“[tilting] the balance of public opinion against
the [Vietnam] war” (Browning) through its seeming embodiment of the conflict’s brutality. The
reality, however, was more complex. Adams himself felt that the execution was justified, and Loan
unfairly demonized: the complexity “was rendered largely irrelevant by what occurred when
certain photons massed themselves into images
and rushed into the [...] minds of the American
people” (Browning). The image “froze [Loan] into
the role of the perpetual Asian enemy” (Chong
103), ensuring that Vietnam remained distanced,
a barbarism that countered Western ideals and
turned Americans against the war.

ALEXANDER: They won’t start shooting here. People
are peaceful.
SASO: They used to say the same thing about Bosnia.

By contrasting the “peaceful” people of Macedonia with the “other,” violent Bosnians, Alexander
is just like Nick, literally turning his back on the
conflict playing itself out just behind him. Alexander is constructing a safe space, compartmentalizing the Bosnian war as something that could
not possibly affect the (equally false) Macedonian
idyll he has constructed. His distancing is unsuccessful, and when his “peaceful” people kill him

Similarly, the frozen violence of Alexander’s pho51

for helping the Albanian Zamira it is a final example of de-localized violence; just as Nick dies
when the barrier he has constructed against the
Balkans is broken, Alexander dies when Macedonia and Bosnia are shown to be much closer than
he originally believed.

only perpetuates the type of distancing that led
to Nick’s death. Alexander de-Balkanizes the Balkans by Balkanizing Bosnia, and the results are
predictably tragic.
Alexander’s death, then, is not the result of his
“western ideas of humanist reconciliation” (Iordanova 1996:886), because Alexander is no
mere vessel of Western enlightenment. He is a
deeply contradictory figure whose reverence for
his homeland is undermined by his projection
of Western norms of distancing onto the other
former Yugoslav nations; whose attempt to construct Macedonia as a peaceful place and ultimate
refusal, through the destruction of the execution
photographs, to construct a safe space around the
Bosnian war ends in tragedy; and whose downfall
at the hands of his brother is an expression of a
de-localized violence that cannot be contained,
but that spreads everywhere, ultimately breaching the safest construct imaginable: the family.

The fact that Alexander and Zamira are both
killed not by rival factions, but by their own
families, can be read as an explanation for the
spread of violence. Ethnic tensions are on display throughout the film: Zamira is an “Albanian
whore,” Hana’s son will not kiss Alexander’s hand,
and Nick makes jokes about the Troubles. None
of their deaths, however, come at the hands of the
people with whom they are ostensibly in conflict.
Zamira and Alexander are shot by their siblings,
while Nick is an innocent bystander. The violence
in Before the Rain happens not between rival factions, but within them. When Alexander frees
Zamira, he sees the potential for conflict between
Albanians and Macedonians; he does not anticipate his own family turning against him, and his
story ends in tragedy.
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Bog
Andrija Bošardi

GOD
Andrew Boshardy

Нисам осетио време када сам верио у Богу.
Моји родитељи ми су рекали да вера у Бога
је лична ствар. Нисам ишао у цркву кад сам
био дете. Живио сам у религиоѕном граду, али
нисам знао. Увек бих чуо деце и пријатеље,
који би рекали као су били на цампу за Библију.
Никада ме нису питали да ли сам верио у Богу.
Они једноставно препостављали да сам верио.
Сећам се тренутак када је ме мој пријатељ у
школи питао да ли сам био крштен. Нисам
знао шта је крштење? Они ме су гледали као ја
сам ванземаљци. Сећам се када сам био у часе
и учитељ нас је питао, шта значи BC? Студенти
заједно су рекли “После Христа” Питао сам
‘Тко је Христос? Он је важан?’ Боже њих лица
су билa црвна! Учитељ ме је питао ‘Не знаш
тко је христ?! Одговорио сам ‘Требам да знам?’
Када сам се вратио кући сам рекао маму да сам
хтео да идем на час за библију. Мама је рекла
‘Ок.’ Ишао сам на час за бибилију недељама.
Један дан сам рекао маму да не хтео да идем
на час више. Мама је рекла ‘Ок.’ За мене Бог
није. Мислим логиком. Нисам одрастао са
Богом. И када сам био старији, мислио сам о
Богу. Сећам се Инферно из Данта. У книзи
Јуда је био у најдубљем кругу хада. Издао је
Христа. Али Бог је знао када, зашто, као ово
би десило. Знао је а он још га послао у хад. Јуда
је био одиграо кљухну улогу у плану Бога. Али
још Бог га је послао у хад. Мислио сам о томе.
И мислио сам и читао сам. Бог није логичан.
И нема доказ за постојање Бога. Не могу да
верујем у Богу.

I don’t remember a time when I believed in God.
My parents told me that belief in God is a personal thing. I never went to church when I was a
child. I lived in a religious city, but I didn’t know
that. I would always hear from the other children
and my freinds, how they were at Bible Camp.
They never asked me if I believed in God. They
only assumed that I did. I remember one particular moment when a classmate asked me if I had
ever been baptized. I didn’t even know what that
was. They only looked at me like I was an alien.
I remember when I was in class and the teacher
asked us what B.C. means. The students all together said “Before Christ.” I asked the teacher,
who is Christ? Is he important? Their faces were
so red. The teacher asked me, “You don’t know
who Chist is?! I answered, “Should I?” When I
returned home I told my mother that I wanted to
go to Bible Class. My mom simply said, “Okay.”
I went to Bible Class for a few weeks. One day, I
told my mother that I didn’t want to go to Bible
Class any longer. She simply said, “Okay.” For
me, God doesn’t exist. I think logically. I didn’t
grow up with God. When I was a little older, I
thought aout God. I recalled Dante’s Inferno. In
the book, Judas was in the deepest circle of hell.
He betrayed Christ. But God knew when, why,
and how this was supposed to happen. And still
God sent him to Hell. Judas was an essential piece
in God’s plan. But still God sent him to Hell. God
is not logical. And there is no reason for the existance of God. I can’t believe in God.

Winslow, Donald R. “The Pulitzer Eddie Adams Didn’t
Want.” Lens: Photography, Video and Visual Journalism.
The New York Times Company, 19 April 2011. Web. 30 May,
2012.

Alexander’s attempt to de-Balkanize the Balkans
by setting up a dichotomy in which Macedonia is
immune to the conflict that plagues the neighboring states fails when he is killed for trying to
save Zamira. He tries to break down the Western
perception of the Balkans as a single region, homogenous in its tendency towards violence, but
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Writing on the Margin: The Breakdown of Masculinity and the Family in
Post-Socialist Urban Bulgaria in Georgi Gospodinov’s Natural Novel
[An Excerpt]
Saba Sulaiman
ity—as a writer living in urban, present-day Bulgaria, whose superior education is reflected by his
ability to quote Dickens, Tolstoy and Barthes, he
exemplifies the modern intellectual, living at a
time when the men presented in the media and
in women’s magazines “earn a lot of money, dress
well, are self-confident…independent…can cook
for themselves and do not depend exclusively on
a wife to run their household.” Yet the narrator
feels somewhat responsible for the burglary, experiences feelings of territoriality and, in a sense,
his honor is injured by this incident, since he cannot stop himself from mulling over the fact that
he is “unable to protect even Emma and the cats.”

Through this paper, I aim to explore changing conceptions of masculinity in the Bulgaria in the wake of the
collapse of socialism by doing a close reading of Georgi Gospodinov’s Natural Novel. I intend to investigate
why the protagonist struggles with the expectations
placed upon him by both himself and other external
factors, and how these struggles are manifested in the
novel.

Negotiating Oppressive Expectations of Manhood
The pitiful images in the novel become more poignant in light of the fact that the highly educated
and well-read narrator spends half of his paycheck on his rocking chair. That he does this impulsively, without his wife’s input, or any thought
of how the money could be used for more basic
household necessities, is one of the very first indications in the novel of the insecurity he feels
while struggling with his masculinity. The rocking chair seems essential to him, as he needs it in
order to help him write; since writing is his career, and the only way in which he can channel
his frustration with his personal life and economic situation, it seems like a reasonable purchase
to him. However, because the rocking chair can
only benefit him and enable him to further alienate him from his wife and his surroundings, it becomes a symbol not only of his unfulfilled desires
of luxury, but also of his solitude and isolation
from the world. He values it so much that when
his apartment gets burglarized, his thoughts first
run to it. After he confirms that it was not stolen,
he neither calls the police, nor his wife; instead,
he proceeds to sit on the rocking chair and smoke
silently, pondering “the ruins of whatever was left
of [his] male dignity.”

His response is more reflective of the prevailing
construct of socialist masculinity, which identified men “as dedicated, collectively oriented
workers, who would display strength and leadership qualities in the building of a socialist society.” Men were the iconic providers, although
their wives were likely to work outside the home
as well. In their role as the main provider, men
enjoyed the patriarchal status of “head of household”…[expecting] respect, obedience and deference from family members.” In his rejection of
this typical, patriarchal model, the narrator experiences the frustration with what Kimmel calls
“the unobtainability of the masculine ideal.” He
argues that masculinity in a post-feminist age is
unresolved and “subject to eternal doubt”, and
that “there is a constant need for men to prove
that they achieving the goals of masculinity and
with it a permanent insecurity attached to manhood.”
Furthermore, especially in the eyes of men like
the narrator, the aggressive, virile image associated with stereotypical masculinity has almost become unfashionable—character traits associated
with such personality types are now overshadowed by those previously associated exclusively
with women, such as “[being] emotional, spontaneous, intuitive, expressive, compassionate and
empathetic—[these] are increasingly seen as the

It is clear that he feels inadequate at not being
able to protect his house from being robbed, and
his helplessness is reflected in his silence and
inaction. What makes his reaction particularly
significant is the fact that he does not represent
the typical, traditional conception of masculin54

markers of maturity and health in modern men.”
We know he rejects stereotypical notions of masculinity in his reaction to overhearing two women talking at the market about one of their marriage woes—her husband was so insulted that he
wasn’t the one to take her virginity that he would
insist on only having sex with her when she was
menstruating, in order to reenact her potentially
losing her virginity, and to placate her husband’s
bruised ego. We are told that these women are
in their thirties, which makes them the same age
as the narrator, and through this episode, Gospodinov highlights the stark variations of liberated
thinking among men in Bulgaria, even in the cities and among the educated elite.

in post-socialist Bulgaria. Because it is widely accepted in modern, urban societies that traditional, patriarchal notions of power, typically rooted
in aggression and violence, are now outmoded,
men have become more uncertain about how to
exert their power, especially in the household.
In fact, according to Kaufmann in Theorizing
Masculinities (1994), the tables have turned; he
argues that “many middle-class, white, middleaged heterosexual men—among the most privileged groups in the history of the world—do not
experience themselves as powerful. Ironically, although these men are everywhere in power, that
aggregate power of that group does not translate
into an individual sense of feeling empowered.”
This mirrors the narrator’s predicament—rather
than feeling secure in his sense of power over his
household, or even his life, he feels besieged by
forces outside his control, and haplessly observes
his wife change dramatically while he feels increasingly helpless.

While violence is still resorted to by some men
at the time, we see the narrator reject this kind
of behavior; instead, he channels his frustration
with the doubts surrounding his masculinity coinciding with his dismissal of what he considers
outmoded definitions of masculinity primarily by
writing—as he does right after the burglary. He
writes a story in which an apartment is similarly
burglarized; the only difference is that there is a
woman there while the perpetrators arrive. She
willingly lets them take her wedding ring and
her jewelry, but protests when they consider robbing the television. She strikes a deal with them,
agreeing to be raped as she possessively hugs the
television, so that they do not take it.

This is exemplified by his reaction to his wife’s
confession that she is pregnant with another
man’s child. As opposed to reacting emotionally,
the narrator calmly runs through a series of responses in his head, but is eventually rendered
dumbfounded. He “couldn’t think of how to react,” and “didn’t know what to say,” and, most surprisingly, he is “surprised at not feeling any hurt
or jealousy.” He displays the height of powerlessness here, as he is met with a blaring sign that
he does not even control his own wife’s sexuality.
Nowhere is his vulnerability so exposed, a vulnerability that “has become estranged from his very
sense of masculinity.” Because sex is that sensitive realm where men channel both their sense
of intimacy and of control, he feels ultimately rejected, and merely decides to “say a mental goodbye to her.” Even when she displays some remorse
in her attempts to hug him as they sleep together
for the very last time, his wounded masculinity
renders him emotionally frozen, and cannot stop
being “acutely aware of the baby kicking.” He bitterly considers that “somewhere there was a man
[he] didn’t know,” but also somberly wonders
“which man split [them] apart,” fully realizing
that he may have been the one responsible for
their marriage’s failure, a thought that leaves him
even more exposed and defenseless than before.

Aside from being a metaphor for how increasingly materialistic post-socialist society has become
(the woman’s obsession with keeping the television reflects the narrator’s anxiety in ensuring
that his rocking chair was unharmed), the story
reflects the gaping wound that the narrator took
to his “manhood”—in depicting a woman instead
of a man, he shows how “unmanly” he felt when
his apartment was robbed, and the striking image of her being raped parallels his intense feelings of emasculation. In this way, he negotiates
his rejection of baser forms of masculinity for his
more detached, intellectual and unemotional demeanor by allowing his frustration to manifest
itself through his writing.
His feelings of disempowerment are typical of
the present-day man’s struggle with masculinity
55

Before his wife moves out, she overhears him talk
on the phone, describing him as “a drone, just a
drone, although he’s not a bad man.” He is shellshocked that she perceives him this way, and after
doing some research on the qualities of a drone
bee, he dejectedly registers that she considers
him lazy and dispensable, especially in light of
not being the father of her child. Here, Gospodinov presents an alarming image of men as the expendable producers of babies, inverting the more
traditional association between childbearing and
women; in doing so, he comments decisively on
changing conceptions and the increasing complexity of gender perceptions in modern Bulgarian society.
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Finding a Voice through Magic
Elysia Liang
In Latife Tekin’s Dear Shameless Death, the fantastic elements that are integrated into the narrative of the novel become a means to explore the
limitations that are placed on Turkish women. An
individual’s interactions with magic often correspond to her interactions with such societal conventions, especially in the case of Dirmit. What is
most remarkable about Dirmit’s dealings with the
fantastic is that she interacts with two different
frameworks in which magic is organized: a preexisting one based on village tradition that upholds
the restrictions experienced by Turkish women
and a unique one that she uses and develops to
overcome these limitations. In fact, Dirmit only
becomes capable of overcoming the constraints
placed on women and finding true self-expression because she is able to develop her own magical framework.

women are expected to behave, detailing both
the limitations that confine them and the ways
in which they can exercise power. Perhaps the
most compelling examples that highlight the
restrictions experienced by women are found in
the curse that Sarikiz inflicts on the village women and the Neighing Boy, who only appears to
women and drops his trousers in their presence.
Sarikiz’s curse, which silences betrothed and
newlywed girls of the village, references the custom that a recently married woman should not
speak in order to better obey her husband and
his family (Paker 16). Similarly, the limitations
placed on women’s movements after the appearance of the Neighing Boy also reflect the ways in
which access to public space is often restricted for
women, especially when there are concerns about
a girl interacting with the opposite sex (GunduzHosgor and Smits 188).

From the very beginning of the novel, the magic
of the village, found in its folklore and superstitions, is used to emphasize the restrictive nature
of Dirmit’s community. Often, individuals and
events that are considered deviant or unusual are
connected with supernatural entities. As Saliha
Paker writes in her introduction to the novel, the
possession by a djinn, in particular, becomes a
means to categorize and deal with difference (15).
Atiye undergoes this characterization when she
first arrives in the village and attracts the notice
of the inhabitants with her bare head and legs.
Since her unusual appearance deviates from the
norm, they believe she is possessed and the cause
of strange, ominous events. By deeming her “illomened” because she is frighteningly different,
the villagers use their fear of her djinn as a pretext
to isolate her from the community (Tekin 20). In
fact, she does not gain the acceptance of the village inhabitants until she gives birth, fulfilling a
function considered ordinary for a woman. The
villagers’ reaction to Atiye illustrates their conservative attitudes towards strangeness and how
they employ their magical framework to cope
with departures from convention.

Conversely, the moments in which female characters use magic reflect the modest amount of
power they have in a patriarchal community. At
times, it is possible for a wife to influence her
household because she controls domestic affairs
and has access to information not available to
men, especially about marriage partners. However, such influence is never complete, but merely a
“tool or weapon of the weak” (White 58). As a result, while a wife may disagree with her husband’s
actions, she ultimately cannot override his final
authority. Atiye’s use of magic reflects White’s
observations. For instance, she successfully intervenes in scenarios involving marriage. When
a cursed caused by a knotted rope renders Halit
impotent, it is Atyie who learns about the cord’s
location through a dream. She also “won back her
daughter-in-law’s conjugal rights from her son”
through witchcraft and secures Nugber’s engagement through a charm that leaves Huvat “tonguetied” (Tekin 90, 188). In contrast, when she tries
to bend the will of the men in her household
about other matters, Atiye’s spells and prayers are
less successful. During her attempt to encourage
her husband to find a job, her magical remedies
“all blew back in her face” (Tekin 89). Despite her

The magic of the village also underscores how
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efforts, Huvat still “utterly forgot his home and
family” (Tekin 89). The use of magic by women
only shows the limited nature of their influence.
Although magic does allow women to exercise
some power, it is only effective in certain cases.
With an understanding of how the magic found
in the village emphasizes the restrictions faced
by women in the Turkish community, it becomes
easy to see how Dirmit does not fit comfortably
within these societal constraints. While the other
women in the novel learn to endure the limitations inflicted upon them, Dirmit never truly
adapts (Tekin 54). Indeed, from her birth, she
is marked by her inability to fit into village life
when Djinnman Memet carves a notch on a pastry board. Unlike her mother, whose conventional behavior eventually allows her to assimilate
into village life, Dirmit never dispels her associations with djinns. However, what is most significant about her connection with djinns is that this
characterization affects how the people around
her treat her. As previously stated, an association
with supernatural entities is often a way for the
community to handle deviations. For example,
her status as the “djinned girl” invites the village
to ostracize her (Tekin 166). Her enduring associations with djinns signal that she does not fit
within societal norms. She is especially susceptible to being restricted because her connection
to the supernatural invites others to punish her
for her differences.

felt faint, “lost her colour entirely and turned
pale as ash” (137-138). In this moment, she even
“withdraw[s] into herself…Her voice and breath...
lost inside her” (Tekin 138). Likewise, under the
care of Halit, Dirmit impresses her family members with her model conduct, but “her hands and
feet grew as thin as string. Her face lost its former
fullness and began to draw up,” making it seem as
if she were wasting away (Tekin 153). Again, she
grows quiet; “it was as if she had lost her tongue”
(153). Through Dirmit’s sudden declines in health,
Tekin insinuates that the demands to conform to
these restrictions leave her incapacitated. Already
established societal conventions, especially those
about acceptable conduct for women, do not allow her to thrive.
If Dirmit’s interactions with the magic of the village prevent her from flourishing because they
require her to conform to the societal constraints
placed on women, then she must develop her
own system of magic to overcome such restrictions. Indeed, she creates a new framework that
encourages her attempts to move beyond the socially constructed mandates placed on women.
In fact, it even supports Dirmit in accordance
to many theories regarding the development of
women in patriarchal societies. Recent evidence
suggests that the best way to empower women
is not only to facilitate their access to resources,
such as educational facilities and job training, but
also to undermine the patriarchy that constrain
them (Gunduz-Hosgor and Smits 187). One of the
main components of the system of magic is Dirmit’s close relationships with inanimate objects,
and her “pity on odd things” helps her navigate
social limitations in accordance to these ideas
(Tekin 41).

Dirmit’s other experiences with the magic in the
village also showcase how preexisting societal
customs regarding women do not allow her to
thrive and develop. In moments in which someone attempts to force her to conform to conventional standards of behavior, Dirmit often
spontaneously falls ill. In one account given by
a Turkish man, he explains how restrictions are
placed upon a girl because “the important thing
is sexuality” and she cannot have “a single stain
on her name” (White 64). As a daughter, Dirmit
also faces the expectation that she listen to the
men with brothers often imposing severe restrictions on the behavior of their female relatives
(White 65). When Dirmit faces these attitudes,
she displays the most symptoms. As she endures
her mother’s lectures about improper behavior
when she hits puberty, Tekin describes how she

For instance, through conversations with these
items, she acknowledges the unfairness of the
conditions in which Turkish women live. When
the frozen water pump, “lost its tongue” during
the winter, Dirmit recognizes how devastating it
is to lose one’s voice. Although she had encountered forced silence in the form of Zekiye’s cursed
speechlessness, it is not until she sees the tears
of the water pump “trickling down its throat”
that she truly “realize[s] how sad the pump was
that it couldn’t talk to her” (Tekin 65-66). Simi58

larly, when Dirmit wets the bed, unable to use the
bathroom because she notices her married family members having intercourse, she remarks to
a birdie-bird plant that she “feel[s] sorry for my
mother” (Tekin 109). The birdie-bird plant allows
her to see the extent to which are subjected to the
will and desires of their husbands. In contrast to
Atiye, who does not try to discover the cause of
Dirmit’s bedwetting, these magical interactions
allow her to have such candid dialogues that
would not be facilitated otherwise.

it tells her, “Let go of all your cares and shout!”
(Tekin 183). The snow, part of the Dirmit’s unique
framework of magic, restores the ability to express her emotions and a chance to experience
the sense of wellbeing that comes from true selfexpression. Conversely, when her mother offers a
chance for her to speak after she falls silent after
Atiye attempts to confirm she is still a virgin, her
scream does not reassert her right to self-expression. It actually weakens Dirmit; “her wings drop
to her side, broken from the struggle” (Tekin 198).
Whereas during the protest, she asserts her own
ability to speak, her ability to write is not restored,
in this case, until her future brother-in-law gives
her a notebook. Her family only leaves her alone
because they do not want to disrespect Nugber’s
fiance. The contrasting scene underscores the importance of Dirmit’s system of magic. Without it,
opportunities to express herself would be infrequent and subject to the whims of her family who
may not support her endeavor because they follow societal custom.

Furthermore, these conversations, especially
with the birdie-bird plant, also nurture Dirmit’s
inquisitive nature and encourage her to take pride
in her education. When she complains that “she
was curious about everything but knew next to
nothing,” the plant not only advises her to read at
the library every day, but explains that “if she kept
on feeling shy she would always know very little”
and “warn[s] her not to feel abashed” (Tekin 101).
It gives similar guidance when Dirmit excels at her
schoolwork and Atiye, fearing competition, sends
her to school with blue beads to dispel the evil
eye and removes her certificates. While Atiye’s
actions confuse her daughter, even making her
insist that she knows nothing and feel ashamed
when she receives praise from her neighbors, the
plant counters these thoughts. It repeats, “Confess, confess, you’re really pleased, aren’t you?”
until Dirmit admits, “I feel both ashamed and
pleased” (Tekin 124). This encouragement is significant, especially when the empowering effects
of education are not felt until one realizes that
it has “functional value” (Abadan- Unat 26). By
motivating Dirmit to regard her search for knowledge as a source of pride, the birdie-bird plant
helps her adopt values that dispel any feelings
that might impede her progress.

Dirmit’s magical framework also promotes her
self-expression by giving her the confidence to
fight for the right to voice her thoughts. After
hearing the street call out to her and seeing the
curtain of the window open and close, Dirmit
runs outside. Outside the confines of the domestic world, she “lost all fear” of Atiye and disowns
her family members, making the streets her new
“home” (Tekin 216). With this repudiation of her
household, her family’s mandates cease to have
complete power over her. When Seyit returns
from the army and becomes her new disciplinarian, she asserts, “My wits are with me all the time,”
and disobeys her brother’s order to stop writing
by drafting him a letter (Tekin 216). Although
she is unable to speak when she presents it, she
nonetheless persuades him to allow her to write
again. Even at the end of the novel, when her entire family interrogates her, she still successfully
makes herself heard despite their prohibitions
(Tekin 230). Without waiting for permission, she
announces, “I’m writing [a letter] to all of you...
Be sure that you read it carefully” (Tekin 233). She
shows no fear towards her family’s reaction to her
writing and spites them by arranging the pages
outside. It is even suggested that Dirmit truly
achieves self-expression, especially when the last

Perhaps the most important aspect of Dirmit’s
magical framework is that it protects her ability
to express herself, especially after she begins to
write poetry. Although Dirmit decides to compose verse because she could let “her own heart
room about freely” without attracting Atiye’s suspicions, her family begin to notice her devotion
to her notebook (Tekin 179). When they destroy
her writings, the dog snow outside talks to her,
leading her outside into a teacher’s strike where
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page of her letter turns into a bird and flies away,
her words not even bound by gravity (Tekin 234).
The ending of the novel possible is Dirmit’s absence of fear, but without the magic that led her
outside, she may not have found this courage. By
depicting her confidence as a result of an interaction with the fantastic, Tekin truly shows how
Dirmit’s unique magic is essential in her search
for expression.
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“An Eye for an Eye”:
The Semiotics of the Gaze in Manchevski’s Before the Rain
Charlyn Magnus
In Todorov’s conclusive chapter on the “Themes
of the Fantastic,” he argues for the “polysemy of
the image” and rejects the “notion of seeking a
direct equation [because] each image always signifies others, in an infinite network of relations.”
This idea of establishing a direct equation between an image and another image, or reducing
an image to a single referent is reminiscent of the
equation that Mitre repeatedly lays down when
he insists on searching the monastery for Zamira:
“An eye for an eye.”

conventions of classical Hollywood cinema by
disrupting the indexical relationship between the
subject of the gaze and its object, and shows how
the gaze of the characters and camera in Before
the Rain relays to the audience not an “objective”
peek into reality, but one that is highly subjective.
The disruption of the indexical relationship between the characters’ gaze and the object of
their gaze, which shatters the illusion of the audience receiving an “objective” peek into reality, is clear in how Manchevski subverts the use
of the eyeline match and point of view shots to
mask chronological impossibilities in the film’s
narrative, and create the illusion of a linear, coherent reality. This is evident in the funeral sequence at the beginning of the film, where Anne
observes Aleksander’s funeral from a distance.
Where Anne’s arrival in Macedonia comes days
after Aleks’s funeral and Zamira’s death, the film
nonetheless places her at the scene of Aleks’s funeral as the camera tracks right and an extreme
long-shot of Anne comes into view. Her body and
gaze are oriented toward off-screen left, creating
an eyeline match with where the funeral is. The
camera cuts to a close-up of her face and then to
a long shot of the funeral, and the combination
of the two shots suggests that the long shot of the
funeral is a point of view shot. Manchevski’s use
of the eyeline match and the point of view shot
then, works to suture Anne’s impossible presence
with the scene of Aleks’s funeral, creating the illusion of a coherent and linear narrative.

Working along this tendency to establish a “direct
equation” between image and referent, which Mitre does in equating “an eye” and “an eye”, this
paper aims to explore the unstable indexical relationship between the subject of the gaze and its
object in Manchevski’s Before the Rain. In showing how the gaze of the characters and the camera
reduces its observed objects to a single referent,
this paper will show how this indexical relationship does violence not only to the image in view,
but to the gazer himself. Manchevski’s disruption
of the indexical relationship between the subject
and object of the gaze, then, works to expose the
subjectivity of reality, and the consequent impossibility to refrain from “taking sides”.
That the gaze resists Todorov’s “polysemy of the
image” in its establishment of a direct equation
between the subject of the gaze and its object is
especially true in the convention of Hollywood
cinema, where the tradition of continuity editing
seeks to create a seamless, “realistic” linear narrative by following the characters’ gazes, employing the use of eyeline matches, shot/reverse-shot
patterns, and crosscutting. Kibbey echoes this
connection between the “indexical gaze” in film
and the creation of “reality” in Montage and the
Semiotics of Credibility: “Once the rope of intrinsic relation ties the sign to the signified and the
signified to the referent, the invariable signal results and interpretive consciousness is lost. Voila,
the “fact.” Realism results if this is done in a sustained way.” Manchevski however, subverts the
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Hence, the film disrupts the indexical relationship between Anne’s gaze and the object of her
gaze (the funeral), suggesting that the gaze of
the characters in the film is by no means “objective,” but is instead extremely unreliable. In other
words, the “direct equation” of Anne’s gaze to the
image of the funeral is an extremely volatile and
unstable one.
The camera’s gaze and the framed reality in view,
also do not remain immune to Manchevski’s disruption of the indexical relationship between the
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subject of the gaze and its object. This is evident
in the sequence where Kiril and Zamira are interrupted by Zamira’s family and others from the
village. The sequence begins with an establishing shot of the two standing apart, overlooking
the country (30:47), followed by a re-establishing
shot of the two embracing (31:46) a minute later.
Both establishing shots are shot from the same
angle: a slightly high angle, extreme long shot of
the two. The extreme long shots work to juxtapose their small figures against the overwhelming
landscape and consequently heighten the sense
of their isolation, an isolation that has followed
their journey from the monastery to their stop on
the hill.

which Anne responds, “You already have. Look
at your face!” This exclaimed imperative for the
audience to “look at [Alek’s] face” is subverted by
how the camera’s view of the scene is obscured
by the reflection of the buildings in the window.
Here then, the indexical relationship between the
audience’s gaze and the object of its gaze is completely dismantled, for the audience’s gaze has no
object or referent that it is tied to.
The obscured referent of the audience’s gaze is
tightly bound to the aforementioned framing
of the camera, since the camera places the audience’s gaze outside of the car which creates an
obscured view of the couple. In this regard, it
would seem that the camera’s gaze of the action,
coupled with the audience’s gaze (that is directed
by the character’s gaze) not only lacks a stable
referent which threatens the indexical relationship between the subject and object of the gaze,
but causes a violence to the viewed image. This
voyeuristic desire to see what Anne is referring to,
on both accounts of the camera and the audience,
leads to a view of an image that constantly shifts
and changes under the gaze. The gaze then, in its
attempt to establish an indexical relationship between the subject of the gaze and its object, does
an indelible violence to the viewed object.

However, as Zamira’s grandfather suddenly interrupts a close-up shot of the two embracing, the
camera cuts to another re-establishing shot, this
time from a slightly different angle, revealing an
entirely different scene: this time, the two figures
are no longer overwhelmed by landscape but by
people from Zamira’s village (32:13). This sudden,
drastic change of the image in view as the camera’s gaze changes slightly, then, seems to draw
attention to the artificiality and subjectivity of
the camera’s framing of reality, suggesting that
what is framed onscreen is no way an “objective,”
complete portrayal of reality, but one where parts
may be excluded from view. In this regard then,
Manchevski exposes the subjectivity of reality
through complicating the indexical relationship
between the camera’s gaze and its framed reality.
Here, the camera’s gaze is not tied to a singular,
stable referent or image, but presents instead two
antithetical images for viewing: one that promises life and security (where the two are in deep
embrace), and the other a hellish reality where
life is taken away.

This violence that the gaze effects is echoed by
Hana’s remark to Aleks: “you don’t see, you just
watch.” This passive watching, Hana suggests,
serves only to perpetuate the violence, and Aleks
is faced with an accusation that already weighs
heavily on him: just as he passively watches the
split happen between the two villages, his passive
watching through the lens of the camera leads to
a man’s death. As he says toward the end of the
film, “My camera killed a man.”

Since the camera’s gaze is intrinsically tangled
with the audience’s gaze and view of onscreen
reality, the fact that the camera’s gaze is not tied
to a singular referent and is consequently unable to present an “objective” portrayal of reality works to suggest that the indexical relationship between the audience’s gaze and the image
onscreen is highly unstable as well. This is most
evident in the sequence of Anne and Aleks in the
taxi, when Aleks reluctantly says, “I’ll change,” to

Manchevski’s mode of dismantling the indexical
relationship between the subject of the gaze and
its viewed object in order to reveal the subjectivity and “createdness” of reality finds a similar parallel in the deconstruction of a stable relationship
between the signifier and its referent in language
in the film. This is evident in a scene that follows
this, where the man who shoots the cat calls out in
his sleep, “kitty, kitty.” Coming after having killed
the cat, his signifier “kitty” has no real referent,
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for the actual object of the cat has been destroyed
by himself. In this regard, the instability of the
gaze (or, “the eye”) causes violence to be done not
only to the object of the gaze, but also to the subject of the gaze (or, the “I”): robbing his language,
and consequently, the reality perceived through
that language, of any stability. In other words, the
instability and subjectivity of the “eye”, causes an
instability in the “I”, causing the latter to lose its
status as a stable point of reference in language.
This dismantling of the signifier and signified
in language in the film, then, is evident in how
the subject of the gaze, or the “I”, ceases to become a stable point of reference. When Anne
calls the post office looking for Aleks, the woman
repeats the subject of Anne’s phone call: “Aleksander Kirkov?” After she hangs up, she is asked,
“who did they want?” She responds nonplussed,
“nobody.” Here then, the subject of Aleksander
Kirkov is completely negated: transformed from
the subject of Anne’s phone call into “nobody,”
an absent referent of Anne’s search. The echoing
of their words as they speak to each other, then,
seems to parallel the emptiness of their words,
and the break between the signifier and the signified. That the subject ceases to be a stable point of
reference is clear too, in Mitre’s accusation: “She
killed our brother” (15:55). When Zdrave repeats
the same accusation, Aleks asks him: “how do you
know?” (1:44:39). In the film, there is no evidence
that it was indeed Zamira who killed Bojan, and
thus the subject “she” ceases to become a stable
point of reference.

the audience can “hold together” the polysemic
quality of reality. One of the key ways in which
this happens in the film is through the employment of sound, which mixes the spheres of the interior, exterior, diegetic and extradiegetic spheres,
holding all aspects of reality together. An example
of this is Aleksander’s funeral scene, where the
sound of the chanting priest merges and echoes
the extradiegetic sound. This conflation of the
spheres of the diegetic and extradiegetic world
through the use of sound, then, exhibits an acknowledgement and attempt to hold together different, conflicting perspectives and meanings. In
the case of the music at the funeral, Manchevski
seems to suggest that neither reality, whether the
represented diegetic world, nor the extradiegetic
world (that is conventionally seen to be “more
real” or “objective”) can be strictly said to be more
“objective” than the other. In providing a way to
embrace and “hold together” the polysemic quality of reality, then, Manchevski provides his viewers a way to break out of the circle, thus proving
that “the circle is not round.”

In this regard then, Manchevski, in exposing the
faultiness and instability inherent both in the indexical mode of the gaze and in language, shows
that reality cannot be limited to a singular, objective representation, but where “each image always
signifies others, in an infinite network of relations.” Hence, while Wilson argues that magical
realism allows for a “co-presence” of worlds that
is impossible in reality, Manchevski uses magical
realism’s “co-presence” of meaning and Todorov’s
“polysemy of image” to elucidate the co-presence
of meanings already existing in reality.
Manchevski’s film, however, is not simply a bleak
warning of the effects of reducing reality to a singular meaning, but also exemplifies ways in which
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Вињета
Сима Давковиц

Vignete
Seyma Dachowitz

Лежала сам на мом кревету неколико годинa,
само гледајући у плафон пре него што бих могла
да заспим сваке ноћи, питајући се зашто сам
се родила, и зашто у овом времену—питања на
којa нисам имала одговор. Каква ми је сврха на
свету? Kако знам да ли сам успела у животу?
Тражила сам свуда одговор на oво питањe, прво
кроз разговорe: Питала сам људе са којим ја сам
се осећала спокојно. А уопште њихови одговори
нису мене задовољили.Вртели су се у круг. Мени
је требао извор објективне мудрости.

I lay on my bed for several years, just looking at
the ceiling before I would fall asleep every night,
wondering why I was born and why in this time…
questions to which I had no answers. What is my
purpose in the world? How do I know if I succeeded in life?
I looked everywhere for an answer to this question, first through conversation: I asked people
with whom I felt calm. But generally their answers did not satisfy me. They just turned me in
circles. I needed an objective source of wisdom.

Можда је постојао неко ко је нашао одговор,
ко је успео да опише како да све разуме, ја сам
помислила. Можда је овај човек пробао да објасни
своју теорију, али је други нису прехватили, и
умро је сиромашан али просвећен. (Можда је то
била жена која је нашла тајну света!)

Maybe someone lived who found the answer, who
wrote in order to describe how to understand everything, I thought. Maybe this man tried to explain his theory, but others did not accept it and
he died poor but enlightened. (Or maybe it was a
woman who found the secret of the world!)

Инспирисала ме је Маржан Сатрапи, аутор
књиге Персеполис, њена аутобиографија о
детињству, пола у Ирану и пола у Европи,
после револуције у завичају. Највише ме је
iнспирисало (и највећи утисак оставило) њенo
описивање о њеном читању у том времену, кад је
била баш млада: Читала је о влади, о комунизму,
о религији. Тражила је информацију да објаcни
то што се десило са породицом и у земљи уопште.
Можда сам знала о књигама које је она читала на
оригиналном језику, али само сам знала наслове.
Чинило ми се да сам имала много да научим о
свету, и она ми је била добар пример како да се
све учи.

Marzhan Satrapi, author of the book Persepolis, inspired me with an autobiography about her
childhood half in Iran and half in Europe, after
the revolution in her homeland. I was most inspired (the biggest impression was left) by her
description of her reading during this time, when
she was very young: she read about government,
about communism, about religion. She asked
for information to explain what happened to her
family and the country in general. Maybe I knew
about the book which she read in the original languages, but I only knew the titles. It seemed to
me that I had much to learn about the world and
she was a good example for all student learning.

Тако је, почела моја заљубљеност y овy
књижевност кад сам још била ученица у школи,
са књигом Кандид, коју сам прочитала на
француском. Наставила сам моје истраживање
жанра, више на енглеском него на француском:
Квака-22, Неподношљива лакоћа постојања, и
Врли нови свет. Желела сам да научим о свету
али, ретроспективно, нисам веровала да сам
била довољно паметна да разумем оригинална
документа о филозофији—трактате и слично.
Једна књига, y којoj сам баш уживала, није била
моја. Мој (данас) бивши момак је нашао књигу
у библиотеци, а кад сам је видела на његовој
полици, ја сам је узела за моју душу. Заљубила

So I began to fall in love with literature when I
was still a student in school with the book Candide which I read in French. I continued research
into the genre, more in English than in French:
Catch-22, The Unbearable Lightness of Being,
and Brave New World. I wanted to learn about
the world and, in retrospect, I believe that I was
clever enough to understand the philosophy of
the original documents (treatises etc.)

My (now) ex-boyfriend found the book in a library and when I saw it on his shelf, I took it to
my heart. I fell in love with the story of World of
Sophia, who is engaged in talking about a girl as
she learns about the world and the philosophies
of other people. I imagined how she, on the way
to true understanding, and when I returned the
book to my boyfriend, I felt as confused as when
I started to read it: it represented a different philosophy with no resolution. In this sense, freedom has some limits.

сам сe y причy из књиге Свет Софије, која
говори о девојчици која учи о свету и о другим
филозофијама. Замислила сам како она, на путу
правог разумовања, а кад сам вратила књигу
момку, осећала сам се толико збуњена колико сам
била кад сам почела да је читам; представљала
је различите филозофије без резолуције. У том
смислу слобода је мало ограничeна...
Kонaчно је овај однос, природaн. Прошла је
можда година и по. Летос сам путовала у Европу,
вратила сам се у Њујорк у августу, и добила
сам мејл од бившег момка: „Нашао сам твојe
менђушe,“ он ми је писао, „онe којe си мe молила
да потражим код мене.“

Finally, this relationship is natural. This summer
I traveled to Europe, I returned to New York in
August and receive an email from the former boyfriend: “I found your earrings, he wrote, “the ones
you asked me to look for at my house.”

Да ли се све догађа без разлога? Ако се догађа
нешто само један пут, да ли je тo победа
његовог значења? Да ли постоји судбина? Ова
размишљaња су ме мучили сатима пре него што
је он дошао код мене да врати минђушe.
„Да ли желиш да гледамо филм код мене?’’ он ме
је позвао.

Does everything happen for no reason? If something happens once, does it win it’s meaning?
Does fate exist? These considerations tortured
me for hours before he arrived to return the earrings.

„Не желим, хајдемо да шетамо мало по граду’’ ја
сам предложила.

“Do you want to watch a movie with me?” He
asked me.

Било је већ касно. Кратко смо шетали, мало
смо причали. Ништа нисам имала да му кажем,
ништа о сeби нисам желела да поделим. Наш
састанак ми је показао колико cе променило
све после нeког времена далеко један од другог.
Ујутру сам нашла још један мејл од њега.

“No, Let’s walk around town a little,” I suggested.
It was already late. Briefly we walked, we talked
little. I had nothing to say to him, nothing about
myself that I wanted to share. Our meeting
showed me how much everything had changed
after a little time far away from each other.

„Нисам уживао y нашeм састанкy синоћ,’’ он
ми је написао. „Мени си се чинила баш крута,
удаљена, као дa ниси желела да проведеш време
са мном...Једини разлог зашто сам тe позвао је
био јер сам нашао књигу Свет Софије на мојој
полици, и видео напомену коју си ми написала.
Прекјуче нисам то видео, а због тога сам се сетио
твојих минђуша.’’

In the morning I saw another email from him.
“I didn’t enjoy our meeting last night,” he wrote
to me. “You seemed very stiff, distant, as if you
didn’t wat to spend time with me…The only reason I called you was that I found the book The
World of Sophia on my shelf and saw the reminder you wrote me. The day before yesterday I saw
it and remembered your earrings.”

Још нисам одговoрила. Можда је он само нашао
истину, по којој сада живи, а нисам видела доказ
овог пута у последном мејлу који сам добила. Да
ли моја тишина доказује некy истинy о природи
односа међу људима?

I didn’t answer. Maybe he only found the truth,
by which he now lives, although I have not seen
evidence this time in the last email which I received. Does my silence prove some truth about
the nature of relationships between people?

One book, which I really enjoyed, was not mine.
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What’s Romantic about Romantic Nationalism?:
The Symmetry of Trauma and Desire in Manchevski’s Before the Rain (1994)
Kaitlyn Tucker
In Manchevski’s 1994 film, Before the Rain, every
example of romantic love occurs between two
individuals who—literally or figuratively—don’t
speak each other’s language. In each of the film’s
romantic relationships, the object of desire serves
as a representative of an alternative symbolic order, as an Other. From a Lacanian perspective,
such a representation is consistent with the nature of desire: as the chief property of desire is its
inability to be fulfilled, the failure to communicate ensures the constitutive lack which allows
an object to be desired. However, these romantic encounters with the Other take place in the
context of another relation to the Other— that
of brutal ethnic violence. These confrontations
of culture—of different symbolic universes—
are grounded in a specific Balkan discourse of
Romantic Nationalism, which posits trauma as
the nodal point for national consciousness. Like
desire, the structure of trauma is also characterized by an essential lack, as a traumatic event by
definition can’t be integrated into the symbolic
universe, thus creating an uncanny symmetry between these seemingly antithetical entities. Yet,
while the film is replete with scenes of ethnic violence, none of them constitute a true confrontation with the Other—violence is perpetrated in
the presence of the Other, but toward one’s own
side. The only diegetic possibility for confrontation with the Other is through desire.

nic LaCapra, which distinguishes historical from
structural trauma. Finally, it will return to the
principles of Romantic Nationalism to observe
how the structures of trauma and desire function
within ideology.
However, before we can begin to examine the romantic relationships in Before the Rain, we must
determine where to begin. The film has a cyclical narrative structure and consists of three parts:
I. Words, II. Faces, III. Pictures. The majority of
critical reception agrees that narrative time begins with Faces, followed by Pictures and finally,
Words, although some small details disrupt this
ordering, resisting definitive interpretation. Furthermore, the relationship between the section
titles and the material they present seems to be
displaced: the first section features Cyril, a Macedonian monk who has taken a vow of silence, and
the interaction he has with an Albanian girl, Zamira. Owing both to his vow of silence and to the
fact that even after he breaks this vow, the language barrier between Macedonian and Albanian
prevents communication with Zamira, Cyril is
doubly outside of language. Thus to call this section Words is hardly fitting; a more representative
title would surely be Faces. Similarly, the section
entitled Faces opens in a photography agency in
London and thematically foregrounds the conflict between the artistic vocation and social responsibility of a photographer, as well as the topographical space between the artist and his object;
it is a section that is in many ways dominated by
pictures. Finally, the last section, Pictures has almost no photographs in it at all—Alex, the Pulitzer Prize winner photographer who has returned
home to his rural village in Macedonia, employs
his lauded book of pictures to prop up a table. The
pathos of this section is much more convincingly
found in the last words by which Alex sacrifices
himself to save Zamira—“Run! Run!”

This paper seeks to examine the romantic universe of Before the Rain in order to better understand the theoretical mechanics of desire. To accomplish this first task, it will begin by providing
a close reading of the five romantic relationships
that the film portrays, with an eye to the role of
language as the mediator of desire. By analyzing the success and failure of different modes of
communicative contact in the context of romantic relationships, it will explore the limitations of
language in providing interface with the Other.
Then, invoking the parallel structure between
trauma and desire, it will draw recourse to the
trauma theory discourse, championed by Domi-

However, the three section titles have a distinct
utility in setting up a theoretical framework. The
categories of Faces, Pictures, and Words present
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a continuum of representational modes: the referent itself, an image of the referent, and finally,
the (linguistic) symbol of the referent. In this
way, the division of the film maps onto the Lacanian categories of the Real, the Imaginary and the
Symbolic with striking precision. It is on this basis that a Lacanian analysis of the roles of trauma
and desire in the film is justified.

of these contexts, identifies him as a prelapsarian
figure, as one who has yet to be initiated into the
realm of men. In a non-too-subtle biblical allusion, the film posits Cyril as an Adam figure, who
finds his counterpart in Zamira. In their state of
mutual ignorance, they (literally, not figuratively)
eat fruit and the Father subsequently expels them
from the monastery, from the garden. This initiation into the world of men is precisely the “baptism” which, later in the film, Alex claims as the
reason for his return to Macedonia.

Yet due to the aforementioned inconsistencies
between the title of a section and its content, the
viewer cannot attempt to draw absolute parallels
between the diegetic content and these theoretical forms. In fact, the logic of the film centers on
this irresolution of form and content; it seeks to
present the theoretical concepts that would enable a higher hermeneutic reading while encouraging observational skepticism through the insistence on narrative ‘remainders,’ thus refusing
absolute interpretation at all costs. The aesthetic
experience of the film is above all fragmentary,
hence the highly enigmatic tagline: “the circle is
not round.”

Yet despite Cyril’s formal initiation into the language, he remains functionally in silence. Zamira
speaks only Albanian, and he—only Macedonian.
Their brief dialogue on the hillside is marked
by complete mutual linguistic unintelligibility.
Their respective Symbolic Orders (manifest in
language) have no overlap, no point of contact.
In this sense, their degree of mutual Otherness is
a paragon. Yet despite this total impasse of verbal
communication, their nature of their relationship
is incredibly clear to both parties—it has been
defined not by words, but by action. Cyril saved
Zamira: this primal fact renders language superfluous. As we shall see, Cyril and Zamira’s mutual
understanding is more profound than any of the
other relationships in the film. Despite the fact
that they are completely linguistically isolated,
they are able to communicate the most effectively.

Nonetheless, for the purposes of tracing the romantic dynamics of the film, we will follow the
linear Lacanian (infantile) progression from the
Real through the Imaginary and into the Symbolic. Rather than accepting the labels given to
each of the sections, we will maintain the previous assertion that the first section is epitomized
in “Faces,” the second in “Pictures,” and the third
in “Words.” That is to say, we will begin at the beginning.

In comparison, the next relationship that is portrayed occurs between two individuals who share
a linguistic common ground—they both speak
English. Aleksander, the acclaimed Macedonian
photographer, and Anne, a British woman who
works at his photography agency, are definitely
capable of communicating in the same language
on a practical level. However, this linguistic common denominator ultimately proves insufficient.
Although they speak the same language in a literal sense, they do not speak the same language
in a figurative sense.

The film opens with a sweeping portrait of a pastoral idyll: Cyril, a young monk, is in the monastery garden, picking tomatoes. Marko, another
monk, approaches Cyril and in the course of a
one-sided conversation, the viewer learns that
Cyril has taken a vow of silence. This central fact
of Cyril’s position outside of language has particular significance both in the context of Orthodox
theology and poststructuralist thought. In both
of these ideologies, language (a body of linguistic
symbols) is the structural principle of the earthly
community, of reason, of “reality.” That which is
outside of—beyond—language constitutes the
realm of the divine, the sublime, or the “Real.”
Thus, for Cyril to be outside of language, in both

This dimension of their relationship is revealed
by the scene in the taxi, in which Aleksander relates his recent trip to Bosnia and his decision to
resign from the agency and return to Macedonia.
To Anne, this decision seems rash, and she states
(somewhat hollowly): “Right, like you can just re67

sign from taking pictures…Aleks, you were born
to be a photographer. You can’t do anything else”
(64).1

man shot a prisoner on the spot. For Aleks, the
obliqueness of his agency in this situation is of no
importance; the fact that he himself did not pull
the trigger is inconsequential. He views this situation in its symbolic terms, and in those terms, he
is responsible for the death.

Evidently, Aleks’ decision to quit photography offends her highly developed sense of artistic vocations, a betrayal of her high-bourgeois cultural
moorings. Yet, when this approach falls on deaf
ears, she changes tact, and comments: “Macedonia is not safe” (64). When all else fails, she resorts to bureaucratic fastidiousness: “You have a
contract with the agency” (64).
Anne’s character (which is, incidentally, a stock
role for Katrin Cartlidge, who plays arguably
the same character in the 2001 Bosnian film, No
Man’s Land) is a loosely veiled caricature of Western attitude toward the Balkans. She is attracted
and intrigued by the Aleksander’s “passion,” but
hesitates at the moment when it would be critical
for her to take action, and thus only serves as witness to tragedy.

Another incident that reveals Aleks’ tendency
towards symbolic thinking occurs when he is on
the bus, heading toward his village in Macedonia.
His neighbor remarks upon the photo of Aleks
and Anne, and asks if Anne is Aleks’ wife. To this
question, he responds, “She died in a taxi.” At this
point, the audience is well aware that Aleks is
speaking symbolically; Anne did not, of course,
really die in a taxi. Yet in this statement, Aleks
is clearly illustrating a tenet of Lacanian theory,
which is, incidentally, a cornerstone of 20th century photography theory—the distinction between Real and Symbolic death.2 Considering
the degree to which photography is foregrounded
in the film, here a brief digression to explore the
theoretical foundation of this idea will be instrumental in informing our interpretation of Aleks’
comment in the context of his relationship with
Anne.

Yet if Anne’s speech is marked by a mixture of high
culture and sterile practicality, Aleks’ is marked
by low culture and high octane abstraction. He
replies to her indignation at his squandering his
talent by paraphrasing a quote from Marlon Brando’s character in On the Waterfront: “That’s true,
I’m a bum. I coulda been a contender” (64). He
then suggests that he write a book—“Zen and the
Art of Tomato Growing,” a variation on the ironic
title of the 1974 American novel, “Zen and the Art
of Motorcycle Maintenance,” although Aleks’ version is (ironically) lacking irony. To Anne’s contention that Macedonia is not safe, he replies:
“Sure it is. It’s where the Byzantines captured
fourteen-thousand Macedonians, poked their
eyes out and sent them home like that…Twentyeight thousand eyes!” (65)

Susan Sontag’s definitive work On Photography
perceives the gap between Real and Symbolic
death as the cause of the photographic uncanny.
The photograph’s ability to distance the Symbolic
death from the Real death accounts for their unearthly power:
Photographs state the innocence, the vulnerability of
lives heading toward their own destruction, and this
link between photography and death haunts all photographs of people.3

In the photographic medium, there is a teleological component to this relationship; one of these
deaths precedes the other. Usually the Symbolic
death ‘outlives’ the Real death (the image/meaning outlives the person), although it is possible
for it to work in reverse as well. When relationships between people disintegrate, the photograph produces the uncanny through its ability
to portray a Symbolic death that precedes the
Real death (the people outlive the image/meaning). In either case, it is the space between these

However this jocular tone shifts toward the end
of this scene, when Anne, having intuited that
something was wrong, asks Aleks: “What happened to you over there? What did they do to
you?” To this, Aleks replies: “I killed.” We learn
later that by this he means that he unwittingly
caused the murder of a Bosnian though the act of
documentation; he had complained off handedly
to a militiaman that he wasn’t getting any good
[dramatic] shots, and to remedy this, the militia68

two deaths—their mutual estrangement—which
causes the uncanny effect of a photograph.

this relationship is not (and probably was never)
one of romantic love, but rather of casual sexual contact. For this reason, and for the fact that
there is very little diegetic material to analyze, we
will not dwell on it long here. Rather, it can be
seen as an oblique portrait of a relationship which
is much more central to the film’s plot—that of
Aleks and Hana.

Anne has suffered a Symbolic death in so far as
her subjective position within a specific Symbolic
Order has disintegrated. Her relationship with
Aleks has effectively ended; she is dead to him.
The Symbolic universe that they shared has deteriorated; as it turns out, Aleks and Anne do not
speak the same language after all.

Aleks and Hana were schoolmates in youth, before the village they lived in had been divided into
its ethnically Albanian and Macedonian sections.
The history of their relationship is never explicitly revealed, yet the essential facts are presented
indirectly: they share a longstanding mutual attraction, although they have been kept apart by
various acts of fate.

However, the disjuncture between literal and figurative linguistic communication reaches its apex
in the next relationship portrayed in the film, that
of Anne and Nick. Neatly figuring as a complete
antipode to Aleks, Nick is Anne’s clean-shaven,
well kempt, somewhat bumbling British husband. Despite the fact that they are both native
speakers of English, and thus, in the most conventional sense, united in a common symbolic
order, their dialogue in the restaurant is a museum of misunderstandings.

When Aleks goes to visit Hana and her family, he
crosses the boundary into the Albanian section
of the village, upending the separation that has
divided the village since he left. When stopped
by two makeshift guardsmen, he is respectful but
unyielding. He demonstrates his intentions by
greeting them in Albanian, explaining (in Macedonian) that he has returned after 16 years abroad,
and referring them to Zekir (Hana’s father and
apparent village patriarch) to verify his identity.
Indeed, he passes this test, and is allowed into the
village.

Perhaps the most economic example of their mutual misreading occurs when Anne, after telling
Nick that she is pregnant, tries to tell him that
she wants a divorce. She says, “Nick…I want to
leave,” and he responds, “We’ll go, dear. Let’s
just toast”(79). Although Nick understands the
discrete meaning of those semantic units, he interprets them on the wrong scale, in the wrong
context, and thus completely misunderstands
Anne’s meaning. In the fact that they are both
fully at home in the English language, Anne and
Nick have at their disposal a more complete set
of linguistic tools to enable mutual understanding than any other couple in the film. Precisely
because of this fact, their failure to communicate
is, in many ways, the most striking: their literal
understanding is as complete as their figurative
misunderstanding. In this, Anne and Nick serve
as the perfect foil for Cyril and Zamira.

Welcomed into Hana’s family home, Aleks is graciously received by Zekir, and presents the gifts he
has brought for Hana, her children and her late
husband (of whose death he was unaware). Hana
enters and, according to traditional Islamic custom of hospitality, offers him food and drink. The
ritual is, indeed, depicted as a true communion,
assisted by (voice-over) ethereal religious music, which solemnizes the moment of hospitality.
Throughout the whole scene, Hana says only two
words to Aleks: “Help yourself” and “Welcome”
(130). The scene is then interrupted by Hana’s
son, Alia, who threatens Aleks’ life, to the great
embarrassment of Zekir. As Aleks leaves, he sees
Hana by the window, but she quickly drops the
curtain, and he returns home.
However, the physical restraint and emotional
distance of this first scene is completely absent
from the next interaction between Hana and

With Aleks’ return to Macedonia, we witness him
in a brief romantic encounter with a woman, who,
in Manchevski’s screenplay, is referred to as Kate.
Kate comes to Alex in the middle of the night and
begins to embrace him, but when he does not
respond, she asks him if he still has dreams of
Hana. Through this interaction, we can see that
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Aleks. In the middle of the night, Hana comes to
Aleks’ home, waking him up. Once he has determined that she is actually there—that it is not a
dream—she reveals to him that she is in trouble.
Her daughter is missing, and his cousin, Zdrave,
is involved. She pleads: “Help me. As if she were
yours.”

- empty house, they‘ll fix it, spiff it up. [winks]
They have good personalities, too” (108). During
Aleks’ homecoming feast, he discretely fondles
Kate, the single schoolteacher, behind the table,
an interaction that Aleks notices disapprovingly.
Later, when Aleks asks about Hana, Bojan replies, almost offhandedly, “she’s got a gorgeous
daughter” (112). However, his brother, Zdrave, reveals the true context of this seemingly innocuous statement by adding, “you should bring her
by the shack sometime. Don’t be so selfish” (113).
The uniformity of Bojan’s characterization as a
coarse and forceful philanderer is instrumental
in interpreting a critical moment of ambiguity in
the film.

This one sentence is the most revealing about
Hana and Aleks’ relationship, as the conditional
statement—as if she were yours—indicates a past
possibility of their having a child together. It affirms the viewer’s suspicion that Hana and Aleks
were, at one point, involved in a romantic relationship.
Furthermore, although the film does not substantiate this reading in any definitive way, there is a
potential interpretation that Zamira actually is
Aleks’ daughter. For just as Aleks is constantly reiterating that he left the village sixteen years ago,
in Manchevski’s screenplay, Zamira is described
as “young, younger even then Cyril, barely fifteen
or sixteen” (15). The particularly intense and tearful gaze between Aleks and Hana after this conversation could certainly be viewed in support of
this reading, as could the fact of Zamira’s name.
Although Zamira is a traditional Albanian name
(meaning good voice), imbedded in it are recognizable Slavic roots: za/mir, (for/peace). Perhaps
her name itself serves as evidence of her dual
(concealed) ethnic origin.

The audience is left to infer a great deal about the
circumstances of Bojan’s murder. We never learn
the exact history of the incident, but rather must
piece together several diegetic details to formulate
a logic to this event. First, we see Bojan leave the
sheep fold and approach two figures on the hillside. They both appear to be young girls, and one
of them is recognizable as Zamira, who is wielding a rake or hoe of some kind. Several scenes later, we learn that Bojan has been killed, and that
Zamira has been blamed with his death. However, Zamira’s motivation for killing Bojan is never
mentioned in the film. Yet, given the consistency
of Bojan’s behavior—as a libertine rake—it seems
probable that he had raped Zamira, as well as the
nameless girl next to her on the hill. This reading
is supported by the method of the murder; we see
that he has been stabbed twice. Although the film
never directly presents this information, it would
seem that this murder consists of two counts of
retaliatory penetration.

Even if this position constitutes a bit of a hermeneutic leap, it does provide a new vantage point
from which to consider the last, deeply troubling,
romantic relationship that the film offers: that
between Zamira and Bojan. Initially, it would appear that this instance serves as an exception to
our initial observation that ethnic violence is perpetrated exclusively toward one’s own side. However, a close analysis proves otherwise.

Does this action contradict our previous observation that violence is only done towards one’s own
side of ethnic conflict? If one accepts the hypothesis that Zamira is Aleks’ daughter, then the answer is clearly, no: Zamira’s Macedonian heritage
would maintain the paradigm that ethnic violence is self-inflicted. However, even if one were
to reject this admittedly dubious assertion, this
instance of violence would still fail to constitute
a true ‘traumatic’ confrontation with the Other,
as it is lacking the constitutive lack of what, from
a Romantic Nationalist perspective, constitutes a

Throughout the film, Bojan’s characterization
is remarkably one-dimensional: he is a womanizer. Although less explicit in the actual film, the
screenplay reveals that Bojan has been harboring
two Bosnian refugees in Aleks’ home while he was
abroad. He explains: “From Sarajevo. Poor girls,
everyone in their family was killed. I thought
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traumatic experience.
Here, Dominic LaCapra’s distinciton between
historical trauma and structural trauma will
be useful in charting the different properties of
“concrete” (historical) and “abstract” (structural)
trauma. He observes:

sciousness must be rooted in mythical thinking:
Popular memory finds difficulty in retaining individual
events and real figures. This structures by means of
which it functions are different: categories instead of
events, archetypes instead of historical personages.
The historical personage is assimilated to his mythical model (hero, etc.), while the event is identified with
the category of mythical actions (fight with a monster,
enemy brothers, etc.).6

...structural trauma is related to (even correlated with)
transhistorical absence (absence of/at the origin) and
appears in different ways in all societies and all lives…
It may be evoked or addressed in various fashions – in
terms of separation from the (m)other, the passage
from nature to culture, the eruption of the pre-oedipal or presymbolic in the symbolic, the entry into language, the encounter with the “real,” alienation from
species-being, the anxiety-ridden thrownness of Dasein, the inevitable generation of the aporia, the constitutive nature of originary melancholic loss in relation
to subjectivity, and so forth.4

For Eliade, it is the symbolic economy of mythical thinking which allows it to endure, outliving
the tedious fastidiousness of historical thinking.
In this way, Eliade’s observations dovetail nicely
with Žižek’s formulation on the structures of ideology, which likewise insist on an initial traumatic void, around which Symbolic Orders are structured, and meanings produced.7

In contrast with the original void of structural
trauma, LaCapra defines historical trauma in
negative terms – as the loss of an entity that once
had a positive ontological character. Historical
trauma “is related to particular events that do
indeed involve losses, such as the Shoah or the
dropping of the atom bomb on Japanese cities.”5

To return to Manchevski’s film, Zamira’s rape
cannot qualify as the kind of traumatic experience which, in the terms of Romantic Nationalist
discourse, grounds national identity precisely because it is marked by a distinct nodal point. There
is a clear cause of this trauma; it lacks original
absence. The retaliation it engenders is directed toward one person, the perpetrator, without
evoking abstraction to ethnic categories. As such,
this murder does not consist of the specific type
of trauma that engenders ethnic violence on the
basis of Romantic Nationalist discourse. Thus,
it supports the hypothesis that the only diegetic
possibility for confrontation with the Other is
through desire.

The trauma, then, which Zamira endures—rape—
clearly belongs to the category of concrete, historical trauma, rather than that of abstract structural trauma. It is not the primordial, prelapsarian
trauma that, in terms of psychoanalytic chronology, occurs at the entrance to subject-hood, but
rather the specific trauma that affects a particular
subject (after the entrance to subject-hood).

To a certain extent, this interpretation is unsatisfying. If Bojan’s murder had been construed as
an act of ethnic violence, it would have constituted the self-contained beginning/ending point
of the cyclical narrative structure, granting some
reprieve from the dizzying spiral of narrative time
in the film. However, such a concession would
have undermined the fragmentary, ambiguous
and circular logic of the film: the circle would
have been rounded.

With this distinction in mind, we can finally return to the Balkan brand of Romantic Nationalist
discourse that Before the Rain both critiques and
engages. In this tradition, national consciousness is born of a collective originary trauma; but
which kind of trauma—historical or structural?
Of course, these originary traumas—Kosovo, five
hundred years of Ottoman yoke, etc.—are, in a
certain sense, “historical.” Yet in the context of
LaCapra’s dinstinction, they function as structural traumas, on the basis of their being grounded
in mythic time. In the book, Cosmos and History: The Myth of Eternal Return, Mircea Eliade
provides an explanation as to why national con71
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Homosexuality in the Balkans through Four Various Lenses of Time
Mihajlo Gasic

All screenplay quotes were accessed on Manchevski’s
website: http://www.manchevski.com/docs/beforetherain_screenplay.pdf. The screenplay posted is the original
text, without the alterations that occurred on-set and
during the editing process. Manchevski, whose lead we’ll
follow, justifies this choice thus: “This screenplay‘s frozen
in the state it was in before filming began (like a photo
revealing all faults and virtues of the moment it was taken,
not of today)…I felt that changing the screenplay after a
finished film is like going back to your old high school ten
years later to improve on your grades. It just doesn‘t fly...”
(7). Accessed March 9, 2012.
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This paper contains many parts cut out to fit the
space allotment, I provide analysis for only the
first two lenses of time in this condensed version

who are interested sexually in only other males,
one is not sure if they exclusively homosexual. I
thus approach my research into the Ottoman and
Hapsburg run feudal/agricultural period of the
Balkans in the early 19th century with caution because it existed within a time period before the
criminalization and scientific study of homosexuality.
During the Ottoman period in Serbia, Albania,
Bosnia and parts of Croatia, sexual relations between men more closely resembled ancient Greek
forms of pederasty than the modern homosexual
relationships that we think of today. The difference between the passive and active partner was
more important than the gender of the persons
conducting sexual intercourse. Slovenia and
most of Croatia were in a different position in
regards to homosexuality as they were under the
control of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. There
weren’t any laws in Serbia before the modern era
that condemned homosexuality (Haggerty 965).
Balkan societies in the 19th century were primarily agricultural societies characterized by a strong
sense of patriarchy with rigid requirements of
what a man was expected to do.

The topic of homosexuality still remains very
controversial, in many Balkan countries today.
In this paper I seek to understand how and why
perspectives towards gays in Balkan countries
changed from the 19th century to the present day.
I intend to accomplish this by observing how men
who have sex with men and homosexuals were
viewed/treated during various periods/eras in
Balkan and European history. I analyze the four
periods of agricultural society, bourgeois society,
socialist society and post socialist society in the
Balkans because I believe that these periods are
all interconnected and that the ideas regarding
men who have sex with men and homosexuals
carry over into the next or resurface in another
period.
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It is important to first introduce, discuss and deconstruct the term homosexual before I begin
discussing any time periods. The term homosexual was not coined until the modern period in
Europe by a man named Karoly Kertbeny in 1868
(Norton 67). The word homosexual and the scientific study of males that had sexual preferences
for other males was not studied scientifically before the modern period in Europe or at least no
records exist of such studies within the West or
the Ancient Near East (Ottoman Empire). Sexuality was not something that people easily attached
a label to like they did during the modern period
in Europe (19th century). This makes the study of
exclusively homosexual relationships difficult before the modern period. Men who had sex with
other men would not necessarily have been considered homosexual in the way in which we understand the term homosexual today. The males
having sex with each other before the modern period could have been bisexuals or have been coerced into having sex with other males because
no evidence suggests that they were exclusively
homosexual. Unless there are clearly stated males
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The relationships which took place between men
during the feudal/agricultural period in Ottoman
part of the Balkans most closely resembled the ancient Greek practice of pederasty. In the idealized
Greek form of pederasty an older man takes on a
younger male or adolescent into a sexual relationship to teach him about the world in the process
of becoming a man. Pederasty relationships within the Balkans were most closely observed within
the within the higher rungs of the Ottoman Empire and the Janissary core (to a much lesser extent the shepherds). The Ottoman case of what
is observed as homosexual relations amongst
the Sultans, Pashas and Janissaries fit into the
“effeminization of age stratified homosexuality”
(Murray 59). The Ottoman system of pederasty
was similar to the Greek system of pederasty in
the sense that the male who played the active role
of penetration was older. The younger person be73

ing penetrated would have occupied a lower position of power in relation to the active penetrator.
It was ok for a juvenile male to be penetrated by
an older male in a patriarchal system because the
subordination of a younger male through penetration reinforced the system of patriarchy (Murray 55). The penetration of adolescent males was
not looked down upon because younger males
would not have been considered to be men in the
eyes of the community. If the opposite occurrence
had happened (the penetration of the older man
by the younger) it would have been quite scandalous as it would threaten the patriarchal system
of hierarchy that reinforced the perceived superiority of older men. The adolescent males who
engaged in same-sex acts were not ostracized
within the Ottoman Empire even though sodomy
was not allowed in Islamic religions. It seems that
once they became considered “men” the subordination through penetration stopped. “Youthful
homosexuality […] did not debar one from the
responsibilities and fruits of high office” (Murray
56). The sultan’s favorite boys oftentimes rose to
great positions of power, attaining positions as
generals, governors and slave owners (Murrary
56). Same sex relations within the Ottoman Empire were not that uncommon. The well-known
pasha, Ali Pasha was known to have a harem of
boys in addition to his already extensive harem of
women (O’Murray and Roscoe 189).

trysts with other men, provided that they were
only temporary and did not lead to any serious
relationships that may have gotten in the way in
which traditional Albanian society was organized.
The pederast practices of the Ottoman upper
classes and the Albanian shepherd’s hillside escapades could have been a possible outlet for homosexual males, but we can never know for sure
if they were acts out of exclusive homosexual desire. We do not know the explicit sexual preferences of the people involved such as Ali Pasha,
various Sultans, the Janissaries and the shepherds. The lack of this critical information makes
it impossible for us to determine whether they
were exclusively homosexual, bisexual or heterosexual. In many of these cases the people/groups
of people mentioned also had sex with women.
The diverse evidence presented actually suggests
that bisexuality, in terms of the sexual relations
between people may have been more common
than exclusive heterosexual or homosexual identity in the Ottoman feudal/agricultural period
within Ottoman lands in the Balkans.
Although we are uncertain of whether or not we
can identify any of the people/groups mentioned
above as being exclusively homosexual, we can
deduce that the feudal/ agricultural society in the
Ottoman Balkans would not have been accommodating of modern homosexual relationships
(my understanding of a modern homosexual
relationship is predicated on a normative belief
that modern homosexual relationships should
be long term and on equal footing with the other person) in the way in which we think of them
today. A long term homosexual relationship between two men would have been unacceptable or
hard to put into practice because two men could
not formally unite as a couple like males and females could. Any true homosexual desires would
have to have been fit into the parameters of what
was considered acceptable behavior for the period. Homosexual relationships would have been
limited by the institution of pederasty, age stratified sex, and the specific roles about who could
get penetrated. Homosexual men would have
to have been careful if their desires did not fit
the aforementioned parameters because society
would conceivably ostracize them. The seeming
acceptance of sodomy during the Ottoman feudal

Not as much is known or written about the sexual
life of the Ottoman peasantry, perhaps because
they were not considered notable enough. In fact
the only reports of same sex interactions that I
came across involving the peasants were the accounts of foreign travelers form predominantly
Western and Central European countries. Same
sex relations between men were quite common
in rural Ottoman Albanian society. Male homosexuality was accepted and even “encouraged”
especially amongst younger men in the Albanian
highlands when they were away from their wives
(Whitaker 149). The open attitude which allowed
rural Albanian males to engage in the pleasures
of each other’s’ flesh lay in the belief that male
orgasms could be satisfied however they needed
to be when a man’s wife was not there to satiate
them (Whitaker 149). The case of the Albanian
shepherds suggests that it was ok to have sexual
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period does raise questions about sexuality and
gender in the modern period. The frequency and
diversity of bisexual relations between people in
the evidence above suggests that sexuality may be
more fluid than we think today. Perhaps we are
wrong in so rigidly assigning people towards extreme ends of a spectrum.

became more powerful, the ones that didn’t, that
withstood modernization or angered the growing
bourgeois class were overthrown like in the case
of the third estate and the French Revolution. As
Britain industrialized the rest of Europe and the
states that emerged quickly followed. The bourgeois mode of production and the surplus value
created under capitalism made them more powerful and capitalism more attractive models to
copy. Capitalism “compels all nations, on pain of
extinction, to adopt the bourgeois mode of production; it compels them to introduce what it
calls civilization into their midst, i.e., to become
bourgeois themselves” (Marx, Manifesto of the
Communist Party 477).

The crime of sodomy was very rarely ever punished during the feudal period in many feudal
states. “The structures of the state were normally
too weak to enforce many laws” (Naphy 89). I suspect that anti-sodemy laws were rarely enforced
in the feudal period because loyalty towards the
monarch/ruler was more important than ones
sexual preferences. Sexual identity became much
more rigid with the growth of the nation state in
the modern period.

As the old feudal system of societal organization
was weakening a new system of societal organization had to emerge that could balance the interests of those most powerful (bourgeois) with
everyone else. What emerged in many European
countries was some sort of centralized nation
state. In many Western and Central European
countries the monarchs were reduced to a lower
status than before. As the power of the monarch
decreased so did everyone’s loyalty to the monarch. The state was horizontally integrated as
Gellner suggested because loyalties had changed.
People needed to have loyalty towards the state
and its institutions in order for the system of industrialization to function properly. People were
nominally more equal to each other than they
were in the past. The nation state required their
loyalty and faith within it.

The rise of the nation state in Europe was tied to
the growth of capitalism and further state centralization, its organizational model also spread
to Balkan countries. Males having sex with males
were only demarcated as homosexuals in the
middle of the 19th century. Homosexuality was
criminalized throughout much of Europe during
this time. Capitalism, the rise of the bourgeois nation state and bourgeois morality brought about
a change of social relations in Europe. Capitalism
on its own was not inherently homophobic. The
opposition to homosexuality within the Balkans
during the 19th century had more to do with the
adoption of the Western nation-state model,
which happened to be homophobic as a result of
the change of social relations brought on by capitalism, rather than capitalism and its system of
morality because capitalism at the abstract level
lacks any morality but that of monetary productivity. The new bourgeois nation state as an entity
was constructed in such a way that marginalized
homosexuals. It did not consider them to be a part
of the national community. Older laws against
sodomy and newer ones against homosexuals
were easier to enforce by a European nation state
that was more centralized than the feudal societies it transitioned away from in the past.

The transition to a capitalist system in Europe
and the way in which it happened, happened
to produce nation-states that were increasingly
unfriendly towards homosexual males. In an attempt to create modern nation states, the founders of European nation states looked back into
their past in order to construct the modern nation
state. They replicated some of the past beliefs as
a form of tradition that could bind everyone together in a similar manner. The people in power
or the bourgeois and intellectual classes dictated
what would be considered a nation, its people and
its history. I believe that this led to inevitable generalizations about a nation’s past and soul. These
generalizations about what constitutes a nation-

The old feudal powers tried to retain as much
power as they could in the process of modernization. European feudal states that modernized
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state are exemplified by Herder’s belief that the
peasant culture of Germany was the true culture
of the German soul and that peasant culture
should be elevated to the role of national culture
(Wilson 114). “Bourgeois society reinforced the patriarchal authority of agricultural society, it may
have brought politics out into the public sphere
but it still relegated family to the private sphere”
(Hekma, Oosterhuis, and Steakly 8). The copy of
past patriarchal values was preserved within the
chauvinism of European national movements of
the 19th century. Herder like many other intellectuals of the period created constructions of the
past that served the interests of the bourgeois
nation state. Reconstructions of the past by the
bourgeois and intellectual classes would have left
homosexual relations as we understand them today out of the country’s history. Men who have sex
with men were not really part of any narratives in
feudal Europe. Intercourse between two men garnered more attention towards the aristocracy as
they were publically visible. It is no surprise then
that the bourgeois viewed homosexual relations
between men as decadent and overly luxurious
given their struggle for power against the old feudal order and the frequency at which public same
sex aristocratic scandals broke out in Europe
(Hekma, Oosterhuis, and Steakley 27). “From the
perspective of the educated public, homosexuality had long been linked with aristocratic decadence” (Hekma, Oosterhuis, and Steakley 27).
The bourgeois resentment of the aristocracy and
their growing power due to the productive nature
of capitalism made it easier for the bourgeois to
define morality within the nation state (their increase in monetary power would have given them
more political say). The bourgeois supported values that they viewed as being opposed to the values of the aristocracy. Homosexuality was placed
on the margins of society and not included within the nation state. The bourgeois nation states
of “Western Europe [had] a venerable tradition
of attributing sexual depravity to the other-be it
across national boundaries” (Hekma, Oosterhuis,
and Steakley 28). Homosexuality was depicted as
something foreign towards the nation state. The
resurrection of patriarchy combined with the
bourgeois class’s view of homosexuality as something decadent left little space for homosexuals
within the national community of a nation state.

I do not believe that capitalism as a system is to
blame for the rise of homophobia in 19th century
Europe. At a very abstract level capitalism is ignorant to a person’s identity. In pure economic
terms capitalism was a system that sought economic productivity and profits for the capitalist
above everything else. A person’s identity was
secondary towards being a productive worker.
The bourgeois created a sense of morality within
the nation state that happened to be homophobic based off of the trajectory that capitalism
took in the 18th and 19th centuries. Though capitalism can be credited for nation state formation
in Europe it cannot necessarily be blamed for the
increase in homophobia by itself. It just so happened that capitalism created nation states that
by their progression (the rise of the bourgeois,
the horizontally integrated nation state combined with a bourgeois sense of morality) created
nation states that tended to be homophobic.
The morality of the bourgeois is preserved within
the nation state and its values. We will now investigate how the Western nation state excluded homosexuals. Homosexuality bore problems to the
modern European nation-state because it contradicted the stories nations told about themselves.
Men and women had clearly defined roles in the
nation state. The woman symbolized the mother
of the nation state and the man symbolized the
warrior, fighter and defender of the nation state.
National values were superimposed upon the
family. “To bear children was both a Christian and
a patriotic duty” (Mosse 27). The nation needed
children in order to grow larger in power and
strength, to supply future workers and soldiers.
Many prominent doctors of the era believed that
it was important to promote heterosexual relationships within society “otherwise the birthrate would fall” and then the nation state would
be in danger (Hekma, Oosterhuis, and Steakley
22). Loyalty to the nation state involved following
these roles. Straying away from them would have
been considered unpatriotic, even traitorous. The
modern nation state’s opposition towards homosexuals and their growing visibility in cities ensured a backlash against homosexuality.
Homosexuality as it emerged in the 19th century
was considered an abnormal pathological condi76

tion by leading medical figures of the time. The
medical classification of homosexuality as a pathological disorder within the nation state had the
inevitable effect of turning the majority of people
within a given nation state against males who
were homosexual because it could be claimed scientifically that something was wrong with same
sex desires between men. I believe that the scientific community’s research and depiction of homosexuals as abnormal in different nation states
throughout Europe would have attracted a huge
following of people within those nation states towards the ideas of “medical experts” because the
“medical experts” would have been considered
representational authoritative figures of what the
national view in regards to homosexuals should
be.

ture that dominated the European state system”
(Mishkova 5). Many of the narrow modernizing
elites that Mishkova mentions were educated in
Western and Central European universities and
would have acquired the same views of homosexuality described above. As bourgeois capitalism
and nationalism spread to the Balkan countries
so did 19th century notions of gender. There is
little evidence that demonstrates how homosexuals were treated in former Yugoslav and Yugoslav
lands during their brief modern period, but we
can speculate that the treatment of homosexuals
as people with abnormal desires like they were
in Western and Central Europe must have been
common as Western medical science was widely
followed an adapted to these countries along with
other “Western” institutions. Slovenia, Croatia
and Bosnia (annexed by Austro-Hungarian empire 1908) were under the control of the AustroHungarian Empire which meant that Freud’s theories would have been widely circulated amongst
the interested group of doctors.

“Before the rise of medical theories of homosexuality, masculinity and femininity had been a
matter of active versus passive sex roles. At least
among certain nationalities and ethnic groups,
working class men were willing to engage in homosexual practices as long as they penetrated
their male sex partners—all the more so when
they found heterosexual sex difficult or expensive to obtain. But as sexology erased the line between active and passive acts, all same-sex practices became stigmatized as a sign of effeminacy;
working-class men who might earlier have been
engaged in homosexual practices on their own
terms were now dishonored even if they took the
active role” (Hekma, Oosterhuis, and Steakley
28).
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Вињета
Mihajlo Gašić

Vignete
Mihajlo Gašić

5/1995

5/1995

Bacio sam kokoške prema nebu na selu kod moje
bake. Sve kokoške su me izbegavale mene i moje
mudrosti. Ja sam trčao za njima ali one su bile
brže. Uspeo sam da uhvatim najdeblju kokošku
zato što je ona bila najsporija. Ona je bila bar deset kilograma teška. Moja baka i deda bi uzimali
jaja od kokošaka svakog jutra. Kokoške nisu volele
krađu njohovih jaja. Moja prababa, mi je poklonila kokošku u kutiji pre nego što sam otišao od
nje.

I threw the chickens into the sky in the countryside at my grandmother’s.All of the chickens
avoided me and my wisdom. I ran after them but
they were faster. I managed to catch the fattest
chicken because it was the slowest. It was at least
ten pounds. My grandmother and grandfather
would collect the eggs from the chickens in the
morning.The chickens do not like us stealing their
eggs. My great-grandmother gave me a chicken in
a box before I left her.

10/2000

10/2000

Živeo sam u Bufalu sa ocem bez majke. To je bila
moja prva godina u Bufalo u New Yorku. Ja sam
obožavao Bufalo i grad Toronto pored Bufala
preko granice sa Kanadom. Mi smo često išli do
Nijagarinih vodopada (Niagra Falls) da se malo
provedemo. Bufalo je imao mnogo raznovrsnije
stanovništvo nego Galveston gde sam pre živeo.
Meni je bilo žao kad smo se odselili iz Bufala.

I lived in Buffalo with my father and without my
mother. It was my first year in Buffalo, New York.
I loved Buffalo and the city of Toronto near Buffalo across the border with Canada. We often went
to Niagara Falls to spend some time. Buffalo had
a more diverse population than Galveston where
I lived before. I was sorry when we moved from
Buffalo.

8/2005

8/2005

Ja sam počeo srednju školu u Teksasu. Moj prvi
predmet je bio plivanje. Plivanje je bilo teško zato
što je uzimalo mnogo od moga vremena. Ja sam
išao na plivanje dva puta na dan, ujutro i uveče.
Bilo mi je mnogo teško da uđem u vodu zato što
je bila najhladnija u pet sati ujutru. Ja sam u to
vreme isto bio mršav zato što sam mnogo plivao.

I started high school in Texas. My first subject was
swimming. Swimming was difficult because it
took so much of my time. I went swimming twice
a day, morning and evening. It was very difficult
to get into the water because it was coldest at five
in the morning. I was thin then because I swam
a lot.

9/2009

9/2009

Ja sam počeo da uzimam predmete na Universitetu Čikaga. Obožavam Universitet Čikago. Moj
najomiljeniji predmet je srpski jezik. Profesorica
koja predaje taj jezik je vrlo mlada i lepa.

I started taking courses at the University of Chicago. I love the University of Chicago. My favorite
subject is Serbian. The professor who teaches it is
very young and beautiful.

Štulhofer, Aleksandar, and Theo Sandfort. Sexuality and
Gender in Postcommunist Eastern Europe and Russia.
New York: Haworth, 2005. Print.
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Intricacies, Nonlinearity, and Hypertextuality in Milorad Pavić’s Dictionary of the Khazars
Shannon Baldo
Within its very title, Milorad Pavić’s Dictionary
of the Khazars announces that it refutes literary
tradition – it is not simply a novel, but a “lexicon
novel,” a fictive work written in a nonfictive generic style. A prime example of the postmodern
rejection of linear literary standards of narrative,
the Dictionary of the Khazars divides itself into
three encyclopedic volumes, each alphabetized,
all relating back to the question of the Khazar polemic, an actual event, with fictional explanations
and varying versions. This combination of fiction
and nonfiction, story and history, makes the Dictionary metafictional on its most fundamental
level, and its use of metafictional historiography through this marks it as a truly postmodern
novel. Any reading of the Dictionary faces fundamental questions challenging the most basic assumptions behind literary tradition – how does
one read a dictionary novel? how does one unite
three disparate versions of the same event? how
does one find the plot, the story, amongst the divergent discourse?

remain unnoticed until the third or fourth read
through. The parallels of the story are constructed, and thus the story itself, through these small
details and intricacies, which the reader must
connect him or herself in order to grasp the full
extent of the storyline and the interconnectedness of its characters; and, while this does contribute to the establishment of an intriguing plot,
that very nature of the story may also be considered.
Through its interconnected structure built
through these intricacies, the Dictionary of the
Khazars seems to be inviting the reader to challenge not simply the linearity of narrative and
time but to be enveloping the reader in the web of
its blurred parallels through an exponential hypertextuality.
Textual Intricacies
It would be simply impossible to exegete all of the
intricacies of the Dictionary of the Khazars in my
few pages here, as the text is so filled with them;
however, I can offer a brief summary of the plot
and the ways in which it is constructed through
such details.

Underneath these metafictive layers, however,
lies a singular storyline – or, rather, an intricate
storyline which stems over multiple parallels,
time periods, and character doubles. So, even
after overcoming these fundamental challenges
of simply reading the text, the reader must then
come to terms with a story of magical realism,
merging the worlds of the realistic and the fantastic into a story of dreams, murder, immortality,
and folklore, while simultaneously rejecting linearity. Through all of these complications within
the discourse of the story, then, Dictionary of the
Khazars becomes ceaselessly complex, and simply reading the book relies just as much on the
reader’s own investigation as it does the text itself.

The story takes place over three time periods, the
first of which is the eighth and ninth centuries, in
which the original Khazar polemic is said to have
taken place. Three men of three different faiths –
the Christian Cyril, the Muslim Farabi Ibn Kora,
and the Jewish Isaac Sangari – venture to the Khazar king to convince him to convert the Khazars to
their respective religions, and each of the novel’s
three volumes, which vary by religion, holds that
he chose their own respective faiths. In this same
time period is the Princess Ateh, who convinces
him of these religions and who plays a large role
within the novel as the foundation of the dreamhunters, men who can track others’ dreams. Ateh
provides the foundation for several of the intricacies of the novel, holding the key to her bedchamber in her mouth and sending it through a

Perhaps most importantly, this investigation on
the reader’s part relies significantly on what I
would call “intricacies” – the plot is not simply
connected through key moments of the text in
which the reader is instructed or encouraged to
pay attention, but in small details which may
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dream, to later appear in the twentieth century
(132); and she is claimed in the first entry of the
first volume never to have died, a detail which returns by her sudden presence in the appendices
set during 1982 (25, 327). Ateh is equally claimed
in her Islamic entry to have been stripped of her
sex by the Islamic devil, and this is one of the details which reappears in her encounter with Masudi, in which she is immediately unnamed but
described as sexless (131, 175).

won’t be ruined!” echo those on Masudi’s grave,
“Everything I earned and learned has gone with
the tap of a spoon against the teeth” (189, 198).
And Dorothea’s immediate recognition by the
parallel of Ephrosinia demonstrates her as the
parallel to Cohen (291).
Similarly, the recognizable identities of the enigmatic Van der Spaak family during the twentieth
century is entirely constructed from these intricacies, as it is only once the reader has remembered
similar phrases that he or she can identify them as
the three devils. The father in the family, with his
white tortoiseshell, is Akshany with his “instrument made out of white tortoiseshell” (178, 291).
The mother, with her affinity for painting everything around her, is Nikon Sevast, who “painted
by feeding and healing everything around him
with colors” (93, 291). And, most noticeably, the
four year old boy, wearing gloves to hide his two
thumbs on each hand, is Ephrosinia, who has this
same characteristic (291).

The next segment takes place in the seventeenth century, and begins the pattern of doubles
through Avram Brankovich, Samuel Cohen, and
Yusuf Masudi, all of whom are doubles for the
three envoys of the polemic, as well as the three
men documenting them (Methodius, Joseph
Halevi, and Al-Bakri the Spaniard). Brankovich
and Cohen are doubles of each other, following
the canon of the dreamhunters by experiencing the others’ life in their dreams, and Masudi
represents their third, who may delve into their
minds during their deaths. Much of the intricacies surrounding this trio and their relations to
each other is the description of Cohen’s half-red
and half-gray moustache, of which both Brankovich and Masudi dream and which allows them to
track each other. Additionally, each of these men
is plagued by a devil from their respective faiths –
the Christian Nikon Sevast, the Muslim Yabir Ibn
Akshany, and the Jewish Ephrosinia Lukarevich
– whose intricacies most generally revolve around
the ability to discern them from humanity, such
as the form of their noses or their strange hands.

Indeed, it is through the character of Ephrosinia
that some of the most significant intricacies are
found. Her most obvious detail is this, her hands,
each of which has two thumbs, and she can be
traced through the novel by this description –
she appears first in Brankovich’s dream through
Cohen in the guise of his sister, then in Masudi’s
dream as his imagined second wife, then as Cohen’s lover in reality, and finally as the boy to Dorothea in the twentieth century. She draws attention to this intricacy, as well, telling Cohen, “We
shall meet in some other way. And I will tell you
how to recognize me. I will be a male then, but I
will have the same hands I have now.” (231) And,
indeed, this comes to pass, as the boy appears to
Dorothea asking, “Do you recognize me?” (291)
However, beyond the thumbs, another detail can
be identified with Ephrosinia, that of “pebbled”
or “dappled eyes.” She appears with “dappled eyes
the color of white wine,” when Masudi identifies
her as his wife within a dream; Cohen’s entry refers to her “pebbled eyes”; and the young boy is
described as possessing eyes “pebbled with colors” (162, 291). Thus, even without the intricacy of
her thumbs, the reader may be able to recognize
Ephrosinia, purely through these small details.

All of this culminates into the plot of the twentieth century, focused on Dorothea Schultz, Isailo
Suk, and Abu Kabir Muawia, who together provide the last series of doubles, the crux of the story, and the novel’s ultimate mystery. It is here that
most of the novel’s intricacies come together. The
Dictionary’s most pointed details, such as Suk’s
egg and Brankovich’s dream of smashing the egg
as he was smothered, are actualized, along with
the ultimate establishment of the parallel between Suk and Brankovich, and the mysterious
key of Ateh’s is found by Suk’s bedside, finishing
those two circuits and thus illustrating the parallel further (112, 237, 333; 132, 333). The final words
Muawia hears, “Open your mouth so your teeth
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These intricacies are even found in some of the
smaller stories, such as that of Ateh’s lover, the
master dreamhunter Mokaddasa Al-Safer. He was
imprisoned in a cage above the sea until the end
of his days, but he escaped by trading dreams
with someone else (223); in the entry of Al-Bakri
the Spaniard, too, he dies hanging in a cage over
the sea, where he had often dreamed himself to
be (136). Thus the reader can construct that these,
too, are essentially doubles dreaming of each other, but only through this detail.

and narrative, as evidenced through its encyclopedic format disrupting the linearity of narrative
and through the presence of three time periods
interwoven between each other and multiple sets
of characters drawing connections through these
same time periods. As I said earlier, this can even
more obviously be seen in the simple form of it
as a dictionary, which rejects not only linear story
but also linear discourse by delineating it into discrete sections.
However, the way through which the text works
in these small parallel details provides a further
layer of nonlinearity, not simply through the narrative itself but stretching into the reader’s experience with the narrative. As Nikon Sevast states
in the most obviously metafictional moment in
the Dictionary, “Why shouldn’t someone create
a dictionary of words that make up on book and
let the reader himself assemble the words into a
whole?” (96) Such a statement does nothing less
than demand consideration of the role of the
reader within this novel, of the work which not
only the writer does but equally that which the
reader must do in order to understand it.

I have above described perhaps only the most obvious details throughout the narrative and only
those which construct the general plot; and, presumably, these are intricacies which the average
reader has noticed, as well, and which he or she
has used to discern the story from the discourse.
Indeed, it is impossible to grasp the full story of
the novel without drawing such connections and
parallels between details, and it may be taken as
one of the most fundamental aspects of the Dictionary.
Once the plotline has been constructed and the
reader has the opportunity to retreat back and
discern the themes, subtext, and grand conceits
of the novel, however, it seems as though the examination which constructed the plot may easily
fall to the side. However, my interest is not simply
in the plot as it is constructed, but the intricacies
and details through which it is constructed. These
intricacies demand a direct engagement with
the reader, one which involves the reader deeply within the process of the narrative and draws
him or her into its postmodern nonlinearity, and
to dismiss this most fundamental strategy of the
Dictionary as another piece of postmodernism is
to undervalue the effects which this conversation
between the reader and the details has in the text.

Indeed, as Nikon states, the mere fact of the Dictionary’s encyclopedic generic structure places
pressure upon the reader to compile the meanings of individual entries into a singular narrative,
and in the Dictionary much of this work is done
through the parallel intricacies detailed above.
Thus the reader is not only called upon to investigate individual words but to combine them into
a whole, into a singular storyline, presumably one
of at least a vague sense of linearity.
However, it is not simply the construction of the
narrative that counters the reader with its nonlinearity, but the process of the construction itself, through these same parallels and intricacies,
with which the reader must engage to discern the
text’s meaning; and, through this engagement,
the reader is absorbed into the nonlinearity of the
novel itself.

Thus I propose to examine these intricacies and
their invitation to the reader in two lights – that
of nonlinearity, and that of hypertextuality.
Envelopment in Nonlinearity

It is important to consider the diegetic value of
nonlinearity in this novel, as seen through the
Khazars’ impression of time:

It may be generally – and accurately – said that
one of the main themes of this novel is the challenging of the traditional linear structures of time
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details constructing a plot across all of the text’s
different time periods that they are truly connected.

… the Khazars believe that passing through the four
seasons are two years, not one, and that they move in
opposite directions (like the Khazars’ river). Both years
shuffle the days and seasons like cards, mixing winter days with spring, and summer days with autumn.
Moreover, one of the two Khazar years flows from the
future to the past, the other from the past to the future.
(144)

And, as it is ultimately the reader who must connect these parallels in order to construct the plot,
it is equally the reader who finally engages in this
intertemporality, as a fundamental part of the
process of grasping the meaning of the Dictionary. In order to understand the novel, the reader
must notice these small details across the diegetic
span of time presented through it and the extradiegetic span of time in which he or she reads it, and
through connecting those details into these parallel intricacies the reader effectively accepts this
Khazar definition of time as malleable and interchangeable and works within it. Thus the text not
only presents a nonlinear narrative through its
form, but it effectively envelops the reader within
its nonlinearity through its construction by intertemporal intricacies.

The Khazars believe that deep in the inky blackness of
the Caspian Sea there is an eyeless fish that, like a clock,
marks the only correct time of the universe. In the beginning, according to Khazar legend, all creation, the
past and the future, all events and thinks, melted as
they swam in the fiery river of time, former and subsequent beings mixing like soap and water. (144-45)

Time, in this highly poetical conception, is not
linear, nor is it the circular derivative following
linearity; instead, it is relative, subjective, and
seemingly random. Lengths of time are interchangeable and fluid, and can be relived and rewritten; and, with this subjectivity, all beings may
exist at once despite their particular time periods.
Time, then, is not an absolute, a descriptor, or a
limitation – it becomes more of a malleable element which can be tied back upon itself.

Mystery and Hypertextuality
However, in addition to cementing the Dictionary’s challenge to the linearity of time, these intricacies also work to fundamentally heighten
the novel’s clearest conceit, that of a hypertextual
dictionary, to create what I have come to call exponential hypertextuality.

This impression of time is obviously realized in
the discourse of the novel, as the three volumes
cover multiple time periods simultaneously and
jump back and forth interchangeably between
them; and it clearly dictates the story, in which
time is manipulated into the presence of doubles.

How to read a lexicon novel is problematic in and
of itself, and, as I mentioned at the beginning of
this paper, the Dictionary of the Khazars is unceasingly aware that it presents a problem to the
average reader – to read it linearly and try to find
a discernible narrative, to read parallel entries
and fill in the rest around them, to read entries
at random, and so on (12). Each of these different
methods of reading provides an essentially different view of the story, as they are constructed differently within the mind of the reader, and these
options essentially highlight the postmodern
challenge of linearity, separating the story from
its discourse and entrusting the essence of that
separation to the reader, making him or her an
essential part of the process of the book itself.

However, this nonlinearity is not only reflected
within the text, but is projected onto the reader,
particularly through its intricacies. The reader
goes back and forth between time periods as he or
she reads the Dictionary, tying these intricacies
together, whether mentally by simply remembering something previously read or physically by
flipping through the novel. Although the novel
itself, simply by its generic form, intertwines time
back on itself through its scattering the entries
and collecting them into discrete volumes, these
intricacies enhance that same process by forcing
the reader to intertwine these various times him
or herself. Though the discrete nature of the entries themselves suggests a kind of intratextual
intertemporality, it is only through the intricate

Yet all of these different options, just as those proposed in the Dictionary’s introduction, include a
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single assumption – the singularity of the entries.
Whether reading linearly or reading entries at
random, the narrator plays into the assumption
that the text’s entries are consistent pieces of text
which can be read all at once, though within a different order than the alphabetical one by which
they are organized here. The difference in reading the lexicon novel these different ways, then,
says the book, isn’t a matter of shifting between
entries and reading multiple entries at once, but
rather reading individual entries in an undetermined order.

out the story cross between entries and between
volumes, such as the aforementioned egg and
key, or the punishment of Mokaddasa Al-Safer,
and there is no deliberate hypertext to guide the
reader through them.
Within the description of the Dictionary as a hypertextual, lexicon novel, there is an implication
that the reader will be guided through the entries
to gain some sort of meaning, and simply the
order of following that guide differs within the
construction. However, as explained within the
novel’s nonlinearity, this implication is trampled,
as the story is not simply dispersed throughout
the discourse, but the essential mystery of the
novel is purely solved by the reader’s interpretation and close attention to the details of the story.
While the conclusive appendix, Virginia Ateh’s
testimony, certainly assists the reader in coming
further to grasp the direct story, it is nonetheless
the reader’s journey through the details which allows him or her to find the parallels explaining
this end. Dictionary of the Khazars works rather
like a mystery novel, yet instead of allowing the
reader to comfortably be led through the eyes
of the protagonist to a conclusion, the reader is
forced into that role of detective and must determine the conclusion his or herself.

However, the hypertextuality of the novel indicates an essentially different way of reading – the
novel’s hypertext includes links to entries in other
volumes within the title, which follows this assumption, but other links lie within the entries
themselves, which encourages a flipping between
entries, reading multiple entries at once to gain
a stronger sense of meaning. Ateh’s Jewish entry,
for example, includes links and references to other entries on the Khazars, Daubmannus, and the
Khazar polemic on the first page alone (205). It is
within these links that the hypertextuality of the
novel truly occurs, and these violate the implicit
assumptions made within the narrative’s proposals of method.
Beyond this hypertextuality, however, I propose
that these inconsistencies lead to a kind of advanced hypertextuality which I have come to call
“exponential,” simply for lack of a better term –
the reader is encouraged to map out all of these
connections and intricacies, which are not deliberately referred to in hypertext, in order to find a
stronger sense of meaning for the novel.

As in an actual crime, particularly one staged
within a novel, solving the mystery is intertextual, as here it can only be done through diligent
note-taking – creating text – or sorting through
existing evidence – sorting through the Dictionary and thus working within the text. To fit the
pieces of the final puzzle together and see the full
pattern of parallels, the reader must abandon all
chance of linearity for this nonlinear, sporadic intertextuality – though here, effectively, intratextuality.

This occurs first within the text’s most fundamental story, as the separation of the story into smaller chunks of discourse is something which the
obvious hypertext does not explicitly or authoritatively connect. Although the encyclopedic text
may connect similarities within various entries,
the lines drawn between Brankovich, Cohen, and
Masudi and their relations to Sevast, Ephrosinia,
and Akshany are not clarified through the story’s
hypertext, which only guides between entries
which, as I said before, vary in and of themselves.
Indeed, the most fundamental clues in figuring

Just as the Dictionary overtly aims to parse out
the conclusion of the Khazar polemic through
various texts, the novel itself invites the reader
to parse out the connections within itself. As
Nikolsky and later editors and scholars try to
find meaning within various texts, the Dictionary
encourages its reader to try to find its meaning
through a similar method, sorting through a single text fictionally divided into several different
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pieces of text. Thus, like the nonlinearity of time
within the novel is reflected by these inconsistencies, the confused nonlinearity of story in reconstructing the history of the Khazars is reflected in
the convolution of the reader’s constructing the
novel’s story through its discourse.

or by key moments, as the story suggests; instead,
the Dictionary of the Khazars encourages an implicit hypertextuality that is seemingly endless,
based solely on the limits of the reader’s time and
energy of connecting details to each other.
It is this construct that I have come to call exponential hypertextuality, as the text’s interactivity
with the reader and with itself seemingly has no
limits; of course, there must logically be limits to
its hypertext across volumes and entries, but to
an incoming reader these limits cannot be easily
discerned in the plethora of details, and so it presents itself as a novel of near infinite complexity.

Yet this inter/intratextuality connects intricately
with the novel’s hypertext, simply as an extended
vision of it. Typical views of intratextuality indicate a novel’s relationship with itself, but the encyclopedic layout of the Dictionary of the Khazars
intertwines that with a fictional intertextuality,
and it seems that hypertextuality lies, abstractly and essentially, between these two concepts.
Though parsing out this mystery does not involve
direct, deliberate hypertext, like that within the
symbols linking the reader between entries as described above, the displacement of these pieces
of the story throughout the novel may be seen essentially as an implicit hypertext layered over the
extant hypertext.

Readers and Dreamhunters
In fact, the novel’s overall relationship to its readers can perhaps best be described in a description Pavić offers in the Khazars’ vision of dreams
through Nikolsky:
[The Khazars] believe that in the life of every man there
are knot points, small parts of time like keys. Hence,
every Khazar had his own stick and in the course of
his life would put notches in it, carving states of clear
consciousness or moments of the sublime fulfillment
of life. Each of these markings was named after an animal or a precious stone. And called a “dream.” To the
Khazars, therefore, a dream was not just the day of our
nights; it could also be the mysterious starry night of
our days. (319)

But it is through the role of these small intricacies, as explained earlier, that the hypertext becomes not only extended but exponential. The
clues which help piece together the final story are
scattered throughout the three volumes, and are
indeed not linked directly – however, it would be
unfair to imply that they are not noticeable, such
as with the egg and the key.
Instead, it is within these small details that the
reader is invited to investigate further, drawing
connections between the various intricacies and
thus effectively constructing a larger and deeper
meaning based upon these parallels within the
Dictionary’s story. These small details encourage
the reader to look deeper into the text than the
parallels they may have picked up on originally,
in outlining the essence of the story, and to reread
the text looking for hypertextuality not simply
within the relations of these larger, more obvious
moments, but within these smaller details as well.
The tiny intricacies I have explained here are
simply a small example of the ways in which the
reader is encouraged to closely read and reread
the text. By apparently embedding clues so deeply within the text, the novel invites the reader to
search through it and compare its stories not simply by entry, as the deliberate hypertext suggests,

If we look at the Dictionary as a life, as books and
language are so often considered lives within the
text, these metaphoric knots within the rope –
“dreams” – may be seen as the details of the novel, the important moments and intricacies which
must be kept and remembered for later consideration. These are not the typical events which
one would consider to be important, such as the
differences between different volumes and entries in the text, but rather the small moments of
meaning which ultimately come together to form
a larger meaning of the text.
In this light, the readers of the Dictionary become
its dreamhunters themselves, searching for meaning within the entries by using these intricacies as
markers, and the aforementioned hypertextuality
of the novel becomes intertwined with the book’s
theme of dreams. Just as dreamhunters like Ma85
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sudi bounce between various dreams in an effort
to find the pieces of Adam Cadmon, so the reader
must bounce back and forth between various entries and various volumes in an effort to parse out
the meaning of the text. As scattered and difficult the role of the dreamhunter appears, the role
of the reader in a text such as the Dictionary is
equally as difficult, pulling together intermittent
details in order to find a totality.

Pavić, Milorad. The Dictionary of the Khazars: A Lexicon
Novel. Trans. Christina Pribićević-Zorić. New York: Vintage Books. Print.

However, again, like the dreamhunters, the text
implies that a totality is impossible. The dreamhunters search through thousands of dreams,
only to be able to constitute a single part of Adam
Cadmon, in order to illuminate a single part of
his body; and, implicitly, though the reader may
search out all of these intricacies, the meaning of
the text as a whole remains elusive, as details shift
out of the reader’s memory, are skipped in a hurried reading, or are dropped in the wake of others.
Indeed, this paper itself provides only a single insight of the given text, a single metaphorical eyelash, while most of the meaning remains obscure.

CINEMA KOMUNISTO
Mihajlo Gašič

CINEMA COMUNISTO
Mihajlo Gašič

Film, Cinema Komunisto je dobra zbirka jugoslovenskih filmova od 1945 do 1991 godine. Cinema Komunisto prikazuje bogatu kinematografiju jugoslovenskog filma. Film objašnjava kako se
za vreme Titove vlasti trošilo mnogo novaca da
se naprave kvalitetni filmovi. Nekoliko filmova
su bili propagandni filmovi ali većina filmova su
imali umetničku vrednost. Cinema Komunisto
je zaista pomalo kontraverzan zato što neki ljudi
misle da film suviše slavi komunističku Jugoslaviju.

The film Cinema Comunisto is a good collection
of films from former Yugoslavia, from the years
1945-1991. The film has really rich cinematography. It demonstrates how Tito’s regime spend a
large amount of money on cinematographic production. A few of the films were propaganda films
but the majority possessed some artistic value.
The film Cinema Comunisto is also controversial
because some people believe that it puts communism in a positive light.
When Marshal Tito came to power in Yugoslavia
he decided that Yugoslavia needed to have a huge
film production center. A national film studio was
an important thing for a country seeking to have
unity. Film was important because it could transmit national values easily to masses of people.

Kad je Maršal Tito došao na vlast u Jugoslaviji on
je odlučio da Jugoslavija mora da ima ogroman
filmski studio za pravljenje i snimanje filmova.
Film je bio važan za Jugoslaviju zato što je film bio
simboličan za ujedinjenu zemlju. Film je mogao
da prenese važne političke poruke ljudima koji su
u toj zemlji živeli.

Avala studios was in the top four largest studios
in all of Europe at the time. Avala even brought
in American actors to star in Yugoslavian films.
American film production companies would record their movies in Avala because it was much
cheaper to do so. The French also came to shoot
films at Avala stuidos. The most well-known intellectuals of the time from all over came to Avala
Studios.

Avala studio je bio jedan od četiri naj veči
najvećih studija u Evropi. Avala je dovela dovodila
američke glumci da glume u domaćim filmovima.
Amerikanci su zaista snimali američke filmove
pod pokroviteljstvom Avala filma. Amerikancima
je bilo jeftinije da snimaju u Jugoslaviji nego u
Americi. Francuzi su isto/takođe dolazili u Jugoslaviju da snimaju filmove. Najpoznatiji glumci,
intelektualci su dolazili iz Amerike i Evrope da
snimaju sa Avala filmom.

One of the most well known films that came out
of Avala studio was the film Neretva. It cost 70
million U.S. dollars to make. It was one the most
expensive films ever made. The Yugoslav government used real tanks, cannons and bridges in the
production of the movie. The person who was
in charge of film production said that it was allowed to throw anything that the film production
team needed for the film into trash because they
had Tito’s permission. Once Tito’s permission
was granted it was no problem. To me this is a bit
comical because it is unusual for a state government to just throw valuable things into the trash.
All the country would have to do is give an authentication for the mass throw away of material.

Jedan od najpoznatih filmova iz Jugoslavije koji je
bio snimljen sa Avala studijom je bio film Neretva. Komunistička Jugoslavija je potrošila preko 70
miliona dolara da napravi film Neretva. Američki
glumci su takođe igrali u filmu. Jugoslovenska
država je koristila prave tenkove, topove, mostove
i slično za snimanje ovog filma. Režiser filma
koji je radio pod Titovom kontrolom je rekao da
su naši njegovi ljudi smeli da (bacaju svakakave
stvari u smeće) unište mnoge stvari zato što su
imali Titovu dozvolu da to urade. Meni se činilo
smešnim da su oni smeli da unište sve što su hteli
samo radi jednog igranog filma. Država bi samo
morala da dâ podpis i nije bilo problema, a onda
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I think that the film Cinema Comunisto was also
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bi režiseri su mogli da rade šta su hteli.

more realistic because it portrayed Marsal Tito
and his views towards film as well as how he lived
in Dedinje. There was also a man interviewed for
the film who worked as Tito’s personal screening person for films shown in his lavish house in
Dedinje. The man worked for thirty years in his
job. The job no longer existed after Tito died.

Ja mislim da je film Cinema Komunisto osmišljen
zato što je pokazao kako je Tito živeo na Dedinju
i Brionima, te njegovo opšti interesovanje i strast
prema filmu. On je imao specialnu osobu samo za
projektovanje filmova. Taj čovek je radio trideset i
pet godina za Tita birajući filmove nabavljajući ih
iz raznih kinoteka, i prikazujući ih Titu i njegovoj
supruzi svako veče. Njegov posao, naravno, nije
više postojao kad je Tito umro. Ja sam isto video
da je Titova kuća bila u neredu kad su oni pokušali
da je snime u toku intervjua.

Avala studio was one of the largest in former Yugoslavia but is today a mess because the government no longer has the money to support such
a studio any longer. The government stopped
caring about the studio when the war broke out
in 1991. Naturally it is hard to care for a building
such as a film studio in the middle of a war.

Avala studio je bio najveći studio u Jugoslaviji
pre nego što se država raspala. Avala studio je danas u neredu zato što ljudi ne vode više računa
o državnim zgradama iz poslednjih dvadeset godina. Studio je počeo da propada kad je izbio rat
1991. godine. Naravno bilo je teško da održavati
filmski studio dok je zemlja u sred ratu.

The film was nostalgically sad because it shows
how the studio is now a mess. It shows all of
its costumes and brings back memories. Many
young people today have no interest to save Avala
film. Many young people in Serbia today do not
care for Avala film because it is more important
for them to find a job instead.

Film je meni pomalo tužan zato što saznajemo da
sigurno ne postoji šansa da se Avala opet otvori
kao filmski studio. U studiju još uvek ima mnogo kostima i starih filmskih traka. Avala je danas
samo jedna uspomena ili deo savezne države Jugoslavije koja više ne postoji. Puno mlađihi ljudi
danas nemaju interes da spasu Avala film. Ljudi u
Srbiji danas ne mare više za stvari kao što je Avala
film zato što je njima bitnije/važnije da brinu o
sebi, svojoj budućnosti, da nađu dobar posao i sl.

I think that the film Cinema Comunisto gave Avala Studio a chance to come back to vitality. Many
people will be forced to think of Avala film studios because of the movie. Cinema Comunisto
impressed me because I never knew that former
Yugoslavia produced such a rich quality of film. I
think that it would be interesting if the modern
Serbian nation tried to save Avala film but I do
not think that it would be possible because

Ja mislim da je film Cinema Komunisto dao Avala
Studio poslednju šansu da se vrati u život. Mnogi
ljudi su morali da obrate pažnju na ovaj studio
pošto su videli film Cinema Komunisto. Ja znam
da sam se ja oduševio kad sam video film Cinema
Komunisto zato što nisam nikada znao da je Jugoslavija pravila takve interesantne filmova. Ja mislim da bi bilo intersantno ako bi moderna Srpska
država probala da spasi Avala film, ali ne verujem
da bi to bilo moguće bez orgomnog ulaganja.

On the so-called Possessive Perfect in Standard Serbian Language
(with a glance at other Slavic languages)1
Motoki Nomachi
1. Introduction
According to Syntax of the contemporary Serbian language: simple sentence (2005: 693), the
Serbian language has the so-called possessive
perfect (hereafter PP). Basically, the construction in question consists of four components: 1.
the grammatical subject in the nominative case,
2. the possessive verb imati in finite form which
functions as an auxiliary, 3. the past passive participle (here after PPP) and, 4. the object in the
accusative case.

the action completed in the past and the subject
in the present is made apparent. This is the true
meaning of the јesam verb... a kind of present
perfect.” Elsewhere, Maretić (1963: 628) expresses
a view similar to Belić. Maretić writes: “Although
the perfect tense is used when speaking about an
event that occurred in the past, this is because
the result or effect of that event continues even
at the time of utterance. Such an event may well
be called the ‘past present’ (prošlosadašnost). In
other words: legao sam = ležim, pristao sam =
pristajem...”

In Serbian linguistics, this construction has been
neither described in traditional descriptive grammars nor registered in dictionaries except for the
above-mentioned Syntax, thus practically we do
not know the grammatical status of PP in the verbal system of the Serbian language. To put it another way, it is not clear to what extent the PP is
grammaticalized in Serbian.2 Taking these facts
into account, in this article we will try to analyze
and characterize the Serbian PP on two levels,
grammatical and semantic.

Historically, as it can be observed in OCS,3 Slavic
biti verb + L participle meant a genuine perfect
in which the resultative meaning is one of its
main semantic features. As Friedman (1977: 56)
pointed out, in contemporary Serbian, however,
the construction in question no longer functions
as a prototypical perfect, but it clearly became the
unmarked past tense. Its resultative nuance does
not come directly from the form in question, but
from the aspectual meaning of the perfective verb
which also depends on the context.

To begin, we will briefly analyze the notion of
resultativity and its realization in the Serbian
verbal system.

In contrast, what is expressed by the PP construction is the result or state engendered by a prior
action. This differs from the perfect, which refers semantically to the action itself, and where
the persistence of the result of that action in the
present is more than an implication. Consider the
following examples:

2. On the resultative meaning of the PP construction
2.1. The PP construction and the ‘perfect’ (biti
verb + L participle)

(4) Juče sam napisao sve.
‘I wrote everything yesterday.’

Both the PP and the perfect (biti verb + L participle) can be related to resultative meaning. In
other words, it is related to the time frames before
and after an action. On this topic, Belić (2000,
294) writes about the perfect (biti verb + L participle): “When we say došao je starac, we verify
the link between an action completed in the past
and the subject in the present. In other words, the
biti verb preserves, to some extent, its meaning in
the present. As a result, the connection between
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(5) *Juče imam napisano sve.
(6) Od juče imam napisano sve.
‘I have written everything since yesterday.’

Example (4) describes an action in the past, thus
it is possible to use adverbs expressing the past
(in this case, the adverb juče ‘yesterday’) and the
persistence of the result in the present is implied.
Unlike example (4), the PP construction only de89

scribes the present state of the persistent result of
the prior action; the existence of the completed
prior action remains at the level of implication.4
Consequently, as example (5) shows, adverbs expressing the past cannot co-occur with the PP
construction, where the imati verb is in present
tense. However, as in example (6), it is possible
to construct sentences that clearly show the existence of the result of a completed action at the
time of utterance, instead of in the past as such.5

(9) Škola je izgrađena 1976. godine.
‘The school was built in 1976.’
(10) Škola je izgrađena od cigala.
‘The school is built of brick.’

Example (9) shows a passive action in the past.
In contrast, example (10) shows a stative situation in the present. As Tanasić (2005: 73) points
out, a passive construction that derives its passive
meaning from biti and the past passive participle
does not have a meaning of present tense.

Apropos of this discussion, comparison of the following examples is meaningful.

As explained above, the PP construction expresses a state, not an action. What is the reason, however, that the PP construction is not perceived as
an action in the past, as in example (9)? It should
be noted here that the clause (od + noun/pronoun in the genitive case) expressing the agent
of the passive construction cannot be included in
the PP construction. Compare the following examples:

(7) Brzo sam sve pripremila za slavu.
‘I quickly prepared food for the saint’s day’
(8) *Brzo imam sve pripremljeno.

In example (7) with the perfect, an action is expressed, thus the verb may be combined freely
with adverbs describing its mode (brzo ‘quickly’).
In contrast, example (8) expresses the present
state and not the action itself. The action’s existence itself in the past is merely implied.6 For
the same reason, as a response to the question Šta
radiš/si uradila? ‘What are you doing/have you
done?’, the sentence imam sve pripremljeno ‘I
have everything cooked’ of course does not make
any sense.

(11) Imam otkucano 100 strana.
‘I have typed 100 pages.’
(12) *Imam otkucano 100 strana od strane 		
prijatelja.
(13) Imam 100 strana(,) otkucanih od 			
strane prijatelja.
‘I have 100 pages, typed by a friend.’

2.2. The PP construction and the periphrastic
passive with biti verb

(14) Imam 100 strana koje su otkucane od 		
strane prijatelja.
‘I have 100 pages which were typed by 		
a friend.’

Looking at the constituent elements of the PP
construction, we must consider its relation to the
passive, since it is conceivable that the imati verb
is introduced into the passive construction as a
marker of the participant at event or situation.

As seen in example (12), this PP construction
cannot admit the agent. It should also be noted
that the sentence in example (13) is syntactically
fragmented. In other words, it unites the purely
possessive sense of the first half (imam 100 strana
‘I have 100 pages’) with the passive sense of the
second half (otkucanih od strane prijatelja ‘typed
by a friend’). Semantically, it is almost identical
to (14).

In Serbian, as with other contemporary Slavic languages except for Polish, Kashubian and Sorbian,
the passive construction can exhibit polysemy.
That is, depending on the context, two interpretations are possible: the passive expressing a process and the passive expressing a static situation.
Compare the following sentences:

This analysis makes it clear that the PP construction is related not to the passive expressing a process, but rather to the passive expressing a static
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situation. This is also true of the meaning of the
verb imati which does not express any transfer of
energy, but expresses relationship.

(16) Imam sve ispisano iz gramatike.
‘I have everything written out concerning
grammar.’

3. Grammatical features of the PP construction

(17) *Imam sve ispisivano iz gramatike.

In contrast, Macedonian allows for PPPs to be derived from either perfective or imperfective verbs,
though not all the verbs can permit the derivation
of PPP. According to Topolinjska (1995: 210), in
cases employing imperfective verbs, the completion of the action can be implied.10 The next two
examples employ the imperfective, followed by
two perfective examples.

Piper (2005: 693) points out the existence of PP
and gives examples of the PP in Serbian. On the
other hand, Grickat (1961: 68) asserts that “the
‘possessive perfect’ does not exist in Serbian.”
What are the conceptual bases for their conflicting views? As stated earlier, the PP construction
is not used with much frequency in Serbian. Furthermore, there are no generalized principles for
the constant realization of the PP construction as
a sentence. In short, Serbian does not contain the
PP construction as a highly regularized grammatical category or as a morphological category in its
verb paradigms, unlike other languages such as
German, English, French, and as well as Macedonian and Kashubian.7 The issue here is the level
of grammaticalization. In this sense, it cannot be
said that the PP as such exists as a paradigmatic
series in Serbian, which is Grickat’s view. However, in another sense, the PP may be said to exist as a morphosyntactic constructed using imati
and the PPP (which, unlike in Macedonian, but
like Bulgarian, is a true PPP), which expresses the
result of an implied prior action.8 But the grammaticalization level of PP is also related to the difference in meaning of the realized forms. With
this is mind, let us survey its morphological and
syntactical features.

(18) Ja imam čitano (imperf.) knigata.
‘I read the book.’
(19) Go imam gledano (imperf.) ovoj film.
‘I watched this movie.’
(20) Ja imam pročitano (perf.) knigata.
‘I have read the book.’
(21) Go imam videno (perf.) ovoj film.
‘I have watched this movie.’

[2] In Serbian PP constructions, the PPP can only
be derived from transitive verbs. Where the original verb is intransitive, reflexive, or does not take
an object in the accusative case, PP construction
is not possible.
(22) Imamo obrađeno pedeset hektara. (cf. ob 		
raditi pedeset hektara)
‘We have farmed 50 hectares.’

3.1. Morphological features

(23)*Imam mu pomognuto. (verb w/
non-accusative object: pomoći ‘help’)

In order to gain a deeper understanding of the
morphological features of the Serbian PP, here
comparisons will be made with Macedonian,
where PP has become a verbal adjective and highly grammaticalized as one of the Balkanisms.9 [1]
and [2] below are features of PPP, while [3] is a
feature of the imati/ima verb.

(24) *Imam viknuto. (intransitive verb: viknuti
‘shout’)
(25) *Imam vračeno u Beograd. (reflexive verb:
vratiti se ‘return’)

In the case of Macedonian, however, all three of
the following constructions are possible. Consider examples (26), (27), and (28):

[1] In the Serbian PP construction, the original
verb of the PPP must be always perfective without
exception.

(26) Rakometot vi ima pomognato vo kariera.
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51) also points out that some of the forms such as
beše sum imal napišano and ќe imav napišano are
rather pseudo-classical.

(originally, verb w/ non-accusative
object: pomogne ‘help’)
‘Handball has helped your career.’
(27) Imam dojdeno. (intransitive verb: dojde 		
‘come’)
‘I have come.’

3.2. Syntactic features
As we have already seen, the PP construction in
Serbian exists not as a verb paradigm, but rather
as a syntactic category. It thus follows that generally, the PPP is subordinate to and agrees with
the co-occurring noun in terms of gender, number, and case. Here are some examples: policija ga
ima uhapšenog ‘Police has arrested him’ (masc.
sg.), imam sve napisano ‘I have everything written’ (neut. sg.), imamo prevedenu priču ‘we have
translated that story’ (fem. sg.,), imam ispisane
primere iz gramatike ‘I have written out examples
from the grammar book’ (masc. pl.,) and so on. In
the case of numerals too, there is general agreement. For instance: Тrenutno na teritoriji našeg
saveza imamo registrovana 692 kluba ’Currently,
692 clubs are registered under our association’s
purview’.

(28)Členot se ima razvieno od pokazni
zamenki.
(reflexive verb: razvie se ‘develop’)
‘The postposed article has developed from 		
demonstrative pronouns.’

[3] Of the paradigms of the verb imati, the most
frequently used forms are the past, present, and
future tense forms.
(29) Imao sam sve napisano već juče.
I had already finished writing everything
yesterday
(30) Do sada imam to napisano.
I have it written up by now.
(31) Dogodine ću imati to napisano.
I will have it written by next year

This is an essential formal difference between Serbian and Macedonian, as in Macedonian the participle always presents in neuter singular form. 12

Regarding other paradigms such as the aorist
(?imah to napisano), imperfect (?imāh to napisano), or even the adverbial present (?imajući to napisano) and adverbial past (?imavši to napisano),
PP construction is theoretically possible, though
there have been almost no instances of real life
usage.

However, when the numeral is greater than 5, or
when an indefinite quantifier (such as dosta ‘pretty much’, puno ‘a lot’, mnogo ‘many/much’, malo
‘a little’) modifies a countable noun to form the
plural accusative, loss of grammatical agreement
between the noun and the passive adjectival participle may be observed. Compare the following
examples.

In contrast, Macedonian has an even more complex verb morphology system than Serbian, which
in theory expands the range of possibilities. As it is
not my aim here to analyze the following examples
in detail, I will only mention them in passing. According to Koneski (1967: 502-506), the following
forms are possible: ima napišano, imav napišano,
sum imal napišano, beše sum imal napišano, ќe
ima napišano, ќe imav napišano, ќe sum imal
napišano, bi (sum) imal napišano. According to
Usikova (2003: 208), however, the most frequently used ima forms are the present and simple past
(thus imam napišano, imav napišano), and that
several of the paradigms given by Koneski (e.g.
ќe sum imal napišano, bi (sum) imal napišano)
are simply theoretical forms.11 Velkovska (1998:

(32) Imamo obrađeno 50 slučajeva.
‘We have dealt with 50 cases.’
(33) Do sad imamo uzorano 78 hektara.
‘We have 78 hectares tilled up until now.’
(34)Pod kukuruzom imamo zasejano 40
hektara.
‘We have planted 40 hectares of corn.’
(35) Već imam prikupljeno dosta materijala.
‘I have already gathered a lot of materials.’

What this means is that the shift in function of
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the PPP, which had been in agreement with the
noun/pronoun, from attributive to predicative
has been formally exposed. Consider the following pair: napisano je 120 strana, *napisanih je 120
strana.

In addition to the grammatical features (or limitations) set out above, there are semantic limitations as well in the construction of PP, the main
characteristics of which will be verified here.
[1] Although the derivation of the PPP from a perfective transitive verb has been mentioned as a
condition, not all transitive verbs may be used in
PP constructions. As further conditions: the original verb must be telic; the action must produce
a persistent result; the difference before and after
the action must be distinct; and the result must
be able to affect somehow the participants of the
action. These conditions explain why the following examples are impossible.

Furthermore, while nominal complements are
generally obligatory, in cases where the PPP is
able to semantically imply the existence of the
noun, or where the noun itself is semantically
trivial, omission of the nominal complements is
observed, though the omission is not necessarily straightforward. Consider the following sentences.
(36) Već imam zakazano u sredu u 13:00.
‘I have already made an appointment for 		
1pm on Wednesday.’

(38) *Imam devojku poljubljenu.

(37) Već imam položeno za vožnju.
‘I have already passed the driving test.

(39) *Imam zavoljenog momka.
(40) *Imam pozdravljenog profesora.

In example (36), the omission of the noun vreme
(‘time’ sing.neut.acc.), for instance, may be posited. In example (37), we may infer that the omitted or implied noun is ispit (‘test’ sing.masc.acc.),
but whether singular or plural, it is impossible
to reconstruct grammatical agreement between
this noun and the PPP. From this, it is clear that
the PPP is not merely an attribute of the nominal
complement anymore. To put it differently, here
the PPP is reanalyzed as a part of the periphrastic verb with imati. We may also point out the
strength of the connection between the verb and
the passive adjectival participle and these examples can be regarded as a step forward to a higher
level of grammaticalization of the PP.

The verbs poljubiti ‘lightly kiss’, zavoleti ‘come
to like’, and pozdraviti ‘greet’ are unsuitable for
these constructions, because they express actions
for which no clearly distinct difference exists between before- and after-states. In short, these
actions produce results that are not particularly
important for the possessor of the event.
[2] Although the PP construction is far removed
from normal constructions of possessivity, it has
not completely lost its fundamental possessive
sense. Compare the following examples.
(41) Imam napisano 100 strana.
‘I have written 100 pages.’

In relation to the above, and although this is more
of a semantic issue, if we re-examine the negation
such as Vi ovde nemate urađeno sve ono što je dogovoreno ‘You haven’t done all that is promised’,
we notice that it is the PPP rather than the noun
that is responsible for the negation. In this sense,
we can detect the closeness of the semantic and
even grammatical relations between imati and
PPP, which indicates that the latter is not merely
an attribute of the noun in this construction.14

(42) *Imam pročitano 100 strana.

In example (41), the result of the action is recognizable as a distinct change from the before-state.
At the same time, “possession” is implied in this
result. In this case, there exists the premise that
the 100 sheets of writing belong to someone in
some way. By contrast, in example (42), while the
result of the action is recognizable as a distinct
change from the before-state, concrete “possession” of that result is impossible. For the same

4. Semantic features
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reason, the PPP prevedeno in the sentence imam
to prevedeno, for example, normally refers to concrete objects that can be possessed such as books
and texts, rather than to verbal accounts.

the PP construction, the person expressed in the
present tense possessive verb does not necessarily
have to be the same as the actual agent.
(49) Već imam položeno za vožnju.
‘I have already passed the test for a
driver’s license.’

This impossibility is most evident in the following examples, which contain PPP (pojesti ‘devour’, rasprodati ‘sell out’ etc) that semantically
contradict the notion of possessivity.

(50) Imam to sve zapisano.
‘I have jotted everything down.’

(44) *Imam pojeden hleb.

In example (49), with the aid of extralinguistic
meaning, the subject of the imati verb may be
thought of as identical to the actual agent. However, the person who has taken down the note in
example (50) is not necessarily the grammatical
“I”. A scenario where someone has jotted a note
for “me” and left it as a persistent result (that “I”
have been waiting for, or which “I” am in a position to use) would not be unnatural. In other
words, the grammatical person of the imati verb
indicates a person related to (or interested in) the
action and its result. Grickat (1961: 75) gives the
example sentence imam lađu spremljenu ‘I have
the boat prepared’ and points out that it is the
interest of the subject of the imati verb that is expressed. That is why the grammatical subject in
this construction is almost always animate, most
typically, а human being.17

(45) *Imamo rasprodane sve karte.

The devoured bread no longer exists, and thus
cannot be possessed. The same may be said of example (45): if the tickets are all sold out, they are
not available for possession. What these sentences do not allow is the contradiction of the verb
imati’s original sense of possessivity.15
Therefore, despite functioning as an auxiliary
verb in Serbian PP constructions, the verb imati
exhibits a low degree of semantic bleaching. The
degree of semantic bleaching of the possessive
verb varies depending on the language. This is
evident from a comparison of the following examples taken from Polish, where the PP construction is not wholly grammaticalized, as in Serbian.
Compare Serbian examples (43)-(45) with Polish
ones (46)-(48) which are used especially in its
colloquial variety.

This phenomenon seems to resemble the meaning conveyed by the so-called possessive dative.
Of interest is the fact that in Polish, Czech, Slovene and other Slavic languages where the possessive dative is less developed than in Serbian,
the possessive verb and even PP constructions are
widely used. Conversely in Serbian, where the dative is widely used, PP construction usage is limited. This does not seem to be a coincidence. Compare examples in Serbian (51) and in Polish (52).

(46) Mam 100 stron przeczytanych.
‘I have read 100 pages.’
(47) Mam chleb zjedzony.
‘I have devoured the bread.’
(48) Mamy wszystkie bilety wyprzedane.
‘We have sold all the tickets.’

(51-a) Sat mi je pokvaren.
‘My watch is broken.’

As the above examples show, in the case of Polish,
the possessive verb or mieć, the equivalent of Serbian imati, may be combined with PPPs derived
from verbs that semantically contradict its fundamental possessive meaning. This implies a more
advanced degree of semantic erosion in Polish PP
construction.16

(51-b)?Sat imam pokvaren.
(52-a)*Zegar mi jest zepsuty.
(52-b) Zegar mam zepsuty.

Endnotes

tion is highly grammaticalized, there is identity of
the subject of the possessive verb and the agent.
In the case of the Macedonian sentence go imam
zapišano ‘I have jotted that down’, the subject of
the ima verb is unambiguously interpreted as the
agent. While the reinterpretation of the “possessor” in the broad sense as agent is an important
step in the grammaticalization of the phenomenon in question, the preceding analysis shows
that Serbian—at least in its literary language—
has not reached that stage yet.

This text is based on my presentation delivered at University of Chicago in May 2012. I would like to express my
sincere gratitude to Nada Petković and her colleagues and
students who were present at my presentation. My gratitude also goes to Prof. Victor Friedman for his valuable
advice on this article.

1

As we mention later, highly grammaticalised PP is one
of the Balkanisms. According to Demiraj (1994: 182-185),
Macedonian, Albanian, Arumanian and Contemporary
Greek have perfect constructions which consist of a possessive verb (an equivalent of habere) and a verbal adjective. Cf. imam raboteno (Mac), kam punuar (Alb), am
lăudat (Arum), eikha demeto (Gr) ‘I have worked’. But in
traditional Balkan linguistics, although the construction
in question is considered a criterion of Balkan languages,
almost no attention has been paid to its exsistence in
Sebian.

2

5. Concluding remarks
In this paper, I have attempted to give a survey
of the main grammatical and semantic features
of PP construction in modern Serbian. The findings in this paper are that the Serbian PP is a synagmatic resultative with possessive orientation
and it is not developed both grammatically and
semantically, though some typical phenomena/
tendencies of grammaticalization, which are seen
in the early stage of the grammaticalization of PP
in other languages, are also found.

According to Lunt (2001: 113), in OCS the perfect is used
“to express an action which took place in the past, but
whose results are still significant.” See also Meillet (1934:
265).

3

According to Nedjalkov (2001: 928), the resultative can be
defined as a verb form or a more or less regular derivative
from terminative verbs that expresses a state implying a
previous event (action or process) it has resulted from.

4

What remains unclear, however, are 1. how this
construction came about and subsequently
evolved, 2. if the construction in question is in the
process of grammaticalization, when and where
it started the process, 3. if there are differences on
the dialect level.18 In this context, it is interesting
to note that in Slovene, which was not mentioned
in this paper, the PP construction is used more
widely and frequently than in Serbian, which may
be explained in the context of language contact
with German and Italian which Serbian, at least,
its East Hercegovina dialect, did not have so intensively.

It is known that Kashubian, which has been strongly influenced by German (Standard German and local low and
central German dialects), has a highly grammaticalized
PP, similar to German whose PP functions not as perfect,
but as ‘preterite’ or unmarked past. In this case, the PP
construction in Kashubian allows, as German does (cf.
Gestern habe ich einen Film gesehen ‘Yesterday I watched
a movie’), the use of adverbs expressing the past in the
present tense. Here is such an example in Kashubian: A jô
go móm loni zabité ‘I killed him last year’ (J. Drzeżdżon).
5

This implies that there may be differences in the
range and frequency of usage between Serbian
and Croatian, especially Kajkavian and Čakavian
as well.19

The ‘stasis’ of the PP construction fits perfectly with the
meaning of the verb imati. Although imati is a transitive verb, it does not express transitivity or the transfer of
energy. As Gortan-Premk (1971: 72) writes, the essential
semantic characteristics of the imati verb’s syntagma are
invariability and immobility; it is typically static, devoid of
productive movement or change in its object.

6

That this is the result of internal development
within Serbian itself also seems plausible, but no
evidence has been given yet. The detailed investigation of these points is our future task.

Related research on Slovak in this field is worth noting.
Pauliny (1949) calls PP constructions such as mám obe
uvarený, mám podojené as stative perfect and includes
7

In contrast, in languages where the PP construc-

[3] As Havránek (1937: 76) states, with respect to
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them in verb paradigms. But in reality, in Slovak as in
Serbian, the PP construction is not fully grammaticalized,
so treating it as a pure morphological category seems to be
problematic.

On this point, consider this rather interesting example
taken from a sports article: Partizan je imao 13 izgubljenih
lopti ‘Partizan lost the ball 13 times’(= had 13 turnovers).
At first glance, this appears to contradict the meaning of
the verb imati, but do note that the sentence refers not
to the physical loss of the ball, but rather the number of
times the ball was lost. The full sentence: Partizan je imao
13 izgubljenih lopti, 10 slobodnih bacanja i 14 faulova ‘Partizan had 13 turnovers, 10 free throws, and 14 fouls’.
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Friedman (1976: 97) raises the Serbian example of on
nema položen nijedan ispit ‘he has not passed a single test’
and the Bulgarian example of Toj ima dve nivi izoreni ‘he
has two fields plowed’, calling them a midway between a
true perfect and adjectival construction. Nitsolova (2008:
270) also points out the fact that Bulgarian PP is not grammaticalized.
8

16
Heine and Kuteva (2006: 143-150) propose 4 stages of
development from predicative possession to the possessive perfect, placing Serbian in the same stage as Slovene,
Slovak, Czech, and Polish, among others. Loosely speaking, Serbian and Polish might be classified in the same
group as languages where the PP is not fully grammaticalized and functions as a resultative. Upon consideration of
concrete examples, however, and with respect to the differing degrees of semantic erosion of the possessive verb
analyzed here, the two languages cannot be said to have
reached the very same stage.

9
Here only the situation of standard Macedonian is analyzed. For farther analysis of Macedonian, see Friedman
(1977). If we look at dialect data, we can say that the SouthWestern dialects have more grammaticalized PP than the
standard Macedonian. According to Koneski (1965: 171), it
is impossible to form PP from the verbs be and have in the
standard Macedonian and the West-Central dialects on
which it is based, but in those dialects such constructions
as imam bideno ‘I have been’, imam imano ‘I have had’ can
be found.

17
In this context, it is worth mentioning that in Kashubian
an inanimate grammatical subject is also possible, which
shows higher degree of grammaticalization of PP. Cf.
Wiater mie miôł...wëwióné. ‘The wind had brandished me’
(St. Janke)

Topolinjska (p.c.) has shown me the following example
dialogue in a private correspondence.
A: Imaš ubav šal! ‘You’ve got a really nice muffler!’
B: Sama go imam pleteno (imp.)! ‘I knitted it my		
self!’
Note that the verb used is not the perfective ispleteno.
Elsewhere, she points out that sentences such as ?Ja imam
čitano knigata, no ne ja dočitav ‘I read the book, but I did
not finish reading it’, or ? Go imam gledano ovoj film, no
ne go dogledov do kraj ‘I watched this movie, but I did not
watch it through to the end’ are not quite acceptable.

10

According to Mladenović (2001), a speech of Gorani in
Kosovo has PP such as imame zboreno za tija ‘I have said
about that’, imam uraboteno ‘I have worked’, imaš zemeno
‘You have taken’. Goranian PP does not seem to be a result
of internal development, but a Balkanism as in other Balkan languages due to a language contact.

18

About the semantic distribution and difference among
the beše forms, the imaše perfect and the imal pefetct, see
Friedman (1977: 100-113).

The possessive perfect in Kashubian and Macedonian
is thought to have arisen from linguistic contact with
German(ic) and Balkan languages such as Arumanian as
Goląb (1984: 135) suggests. In light of this, it is conceivable
that the possessive perfect was borrowed via contact with
languages having this construction in the verbal system, or
that its grammaticalization was accelerated. However, in
the case of a Molise Croatian spoken in central-southern
Italy, or Burgenland Croatian in Austria, or two varieties of
Sorbian language in Germany, where one would expect to
see the effects of Italian or German influence, neither accounts relating to the possessive perfect is not found.

11

19

12
According to Koneski (1965: 171), in a Macedonian
manuscript dated from 1706 there is such an example as …
imamъ go aforesan i proklet...’...I have communicated and
cursed him...’ in which the participle and pronoun agree
grammatically.
13
Orešnik (1994: 48) has similar observations regarding the
imeti verb in Slovene. Orešnik points out that the negation in the sentence Škofa nimam povabljenega na kosilo
‘I have not invited the bishop to lunch’ lies not in the noun
but rather the PPP.
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Upcoming courses IN SOUTH SLAVIC AND BALKAN STUDIES
offered by the slavic department
Old Church Slavonic
PQ:Knowledge of another Slavic language or good knowledge of one or two other old Indo-European
languages required; SLAV 20100/30100 recommended. This course introduces the language of the oldest
Slavic texts. It begins with a brief historical overview of the relationship of Old Church Slavonic to Common Slavic and the other Slavic languages. This is followed by a short outline of Old Church Slavonic
inflectional morphology. The remainder of the course is spent in the reading and grammatical analysis
of original texts. Texts in Cyrillic or Cyrillic transcription of the original Glagolitic. Y. Gorbachov. Winter.
BCSN 10100 Elementary Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian
The course is designed for both undergraduate and graduate students with a wide range of interests. The
major course objective is to build a solid foundation in the basic grammatical patterns of written and spoken BCS, while simultaneously introducing both the Cyrillic and Latin alphabets. Students will become
proficient in the basics of oral comprehension, speaking, reading, and writing, with an emphasis on mastering the grammar. Given the region’s recent history and linguistic controversies that have surrounded the
Wars of Succession, the course will include a sociolinguistic component, an essential part of understanding the similarities and differences between the languages. The course is complemented by cultural and
historical media from the Balkans, guest speakers, cultural events, and dinner parties. No knowledge of
Slavic languages or background in linguistics is required. N. Petkovic
BCSN 20100 Intermediate Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian
The course is designed for both undergraduate and graduate students with a wide range of interests. It
combines a linguistic and literary approach to the study of the language(s) through a series of literary
readings, in both Latin and Cyrillic alphabets, by modern Bosnian, Croatian, and Serbian writers. The first
quarter is devoted to an overview of grammar, with emphasis on nominal and adjectival morphology and
syntax. The second quarter reviews and amplifies the verbal system through continued readings, grammar drills, compositions, and conversational practice. In the third quarter, students further develop active
mastery of the language by concentrating on word formation, syntax, essay writing and style. The course
is complemented with cultural and historical media from the Balkans, guest speakers, cultural events, and
dinner parties. The course prerequisite is one year of formal study of the target language(s) or equivalent.
N. Petkovic
BCSN 30100 Advanced Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian
The advanced course is designed to lead a diverse group of students – including heritage speakers – through
a variety of topics and subjects to impart nuanced communication, comprehension, and writing proficiencies. While the first two years of BCS focus on language structure and grammar, supplemented with short
readings, the third year seeks to improve students’ overall competency in the target language(s), as well as
improving their cultural awareness. The texts we will use are complete short stories, research papers, and
printed interviews from a wide variety of disciplines (contemporary literature; political science; economics; linguistics; history; art history; literary criticism; anthropology; music; cinema and media studies),
geared toward the interests of the current cohort of students. The course is complemented by cultural and
historical media from the Balkans, guest speakers, cultural events, and dinner parties. N. Petkovic
20th Century Russian & South East European Emigre Literature
The taste of a very ripe juicy tomato. The smell of mom’s cooking coming from the kitchen. The timber of
my brother’s voice. The fluid cadence of my native speech. The caress of eyes who have known me since I
was born. And their venom. The authors whose works we are going to read in this course often alternate
between nostalgia and the exhilaration of being set free into the endless possibilities of new lives. Leaving
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home for them does not simply mean movement in space. Separated from the sensory boundaries that
defined their old selves, immigrants inhabit time – fragmentary, disjointed new selves. Immigrant writers
struggle for breath – speech, language, the sound of their craft – resounds somewhere else.W Join us as we
explore the pain, the struggle, the failure and the triumph of emigration and exile.
A. Ilieva. Autumn.
Returning the Gaze: The Balkans and Western Europe
Why should we study the Balkans? Fascinating in itself, the area can also provide insights into the intricately connected power and identity dynamics between the “West” (as the center of economic power and
normative, civilized humanity) and the “Rest” (as the poor, backward, and often violent periphery). In this
course, we will investigate the complex relationship between South East European self-representations
and the imagined Western “gaze” for whose benefit the nations stage their quest for identity and their
aspirations for recognition. We will focus on the problems of Orientalism, Balkanism and nesting orientalisms, as well as on self-mythologization and self-exoticization. A. Ilieva. Autumn.
Balkan Folklore
This course is an overview of Balkan folklore from ethnographic, anthropological, historical/political, and
performative perspectives. We become acquainted with folk tales, lyric and epic songs, music, and dance.
The work of Milman Parry and Albert Lord, who developed their theory of oral composition through work
among epic singers in the Balkans, help us understand folk tradition as a dynamic process. We also consider the function of different folklore genres in the imagining and maintenance of community and the
socialization of the individual. We also experience this living tradition first hand through our visit to the
classes and rehearsals of the Chicago-based ensemble “Balkanske igre.” A. Ilieva. Winter.
The Burden of History: A Nation and Its Lost Paradise
This course begins by defining the nation both historically and conceptually, with attention to Romantic
nationalism and its flourishing in Southeastern Europe. We then look at the narrative of original wholeness, loss, and redemption through which Balkan countries retell their Ottoman past. With the help of
Freud’s analysis of masochistic desire and Žižek’s theory of the subject as constituted by trauma, we contemplate the national fixation on the trauma of loss and the dynamic between victimhood and sublimity.
The figure of the Janissary highlights the significance of the other in the definition of the self. Some possible texts are Petar Njegoš’s Mountain Wreath; Ismail Kadare’s The Castle; and Anton Donchev’s Time of
Parting. A.Ilieva. Winter.
Magic Realist and Fantastic Writings from the Balkans
In this course, we ask whether there is such a thing as a “Balkan” type of magic realism and think about the
differences between the genres of magic realism and the fantastic, while reading some of the most interesting writing to have come out of the Balkans. We also look at the similarities of the works from different
countries (e.g., lyricism of expression, eroticism, nostalgia) and argue for and against considering such
similarities constitutive of an overall Balkan sensibility. A. Ilieva. Spring.
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